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WALKING IN THE LIGHT
by Jonathan McClintock

The city I grew up in has a children’s 
museum called The Magic House . 
There is really nothing magic 

about it . Instead, it is a museum filled 
with rooms showcasing some of the most 
interesting scientific experiments and 
hands-on exploration opportunities for 
kids of all ages . However, when I was just 
a boy, there was one such “exploration 
opportunity” that scared me to death . It 
was called the Touch Tunnel .

To experience the Touch Tunnel, kids 
would have to get down on their hands and 
knees and enter through a small door . Once 
inside the door, the tunnel was pitch black . 
In order to make it out of the tunnel, crawlers 
had to touch and feel their way through the 
maze of obstacles, each of which they could 
not see because of the darkness .

This exhibit terrified me and I refused to 
go through it . I only heard stories from other 
little boys and girls who bragged about 
being brave and how much I had missed out 
by not entering the darkness . And no, the 
metaphor is not perfect because that tunnel 
did not represent sin or the pathway of the 
unrighteous . It was simply there to teach 
crawling boys and girls the importance of 
relying on all of our senses, not just the 
sense of sight .

However, so many people live their lives 
crawling through the darkness when they 

could be walking in the light . Jesus told His 
disciples, “I am the light of the world: he 
that followeth me shall not walk in darkness, 
but shall have the light of life” (John 8:12) . 
It is possible for us to walk in the light even 
when everything around us has grown dark .

We walk in the light by choosing to heed 
God’s Word . “Thy word is a lamp unto my 
feet, and a light unto my path” (Psalm 
119:105) . We walk in the light by adopting 
the attitude and actions of Jesus, who is the 
light (John 8:12, 9:5) . We walk in the light by 
listening to the prompting of the Holy Spirit 
within us and obeying His voice . The truth 
is, we walk in the light by simply avoiding 
the darkness . We were all once in darkness, 
“but now you are light in the Lord . Walk as 
children of light” (Ephesians 5:8) . 

Another thing about that Touch Tunnel,  
they ended up closing it down after a few 
years . Honestly, I really do not know why . 
I remember hearing a rumor from another 
kid who said someone “got sick” in there . 
Now, being much older, I realize that could 
be cleaned up and the exhibit eventually 
reopened; but they didn’t . So, I like to think 
they closed it because people finally decided 
exhibits in the light are more kid-friendly 
than exhibits in the dark . And I like to think 
the same way about life . I would much rather 
walk in the light with Jesus than stumble by 
myself through obstacles in the dark . 
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LESSON MANUAL
This Lesson Manual has been developed with the goal of providing teachers numerous options 
to assist in preparation and delivery of each lesson .

In each lesson you will find a Focus Thought, Focus Verse, and Lesson Text that lay a foundation 
and give direction for the material that is to be presented . Questions are dispersed throughout 
the body of each lesson to provoke thought and spark discussion . We urge teachers to use these 
questions as a means of helping students apply each portion of the lesson .

STUDENT WORKBOOK  
The Student Workbook has been organized in such a way that students are given the tools to 
not only follow the major points of each lesson but will also have a tool to further their personal 
discipleship and devotion throughout the week .

1 . The Focus Thought, Focus Verse, and Culture Connection have been included in the 
Student Workbook .

2 . The Lesson Outline has also been included to give the student a template to follow as the 
lesson is being taught . In addition, certain parts of the outline correspond with the daily 
discipleship prompts in the Approach section . This is designed to show what part of the 
lesson corresponds to the particular day’s lesson text and application questions .

3 . The Approach section is designed to give the student daily discipleship prompts by 
including portions of the lesson and application questions . The flexibility of this section 
allows for the student to follow along and interact during class, to become familiar with 
the lesson content before class, or to spend time in review during the week following class .

4 . The Ask and Apply questions are presented for the purpose of helping the student 
contemplate the truths of Scripture and the content of the lesson . The questions are 
taken directly from the Lesson Manual and are designed to help the student apply what 
is being taught .

POWERPOINTS  
To access your free PowerPoints visit: Pentecostalpublishing .com/wappt
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           FOCUS VERSE  
I John 1:9

If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all 
unrighteousness.

           LESSON TEXT 
Acts 9:1–5

1 And Saul, yet breathing out threatenings and slaughter against the disciples of the Lord, 
went unto the high priest,

2 And desired of him letters to Damascus to the synagogues, that if he found any of this way, 
whether they were men or women, he might bring them bound unto Jerusalem .

3 And as he journeyed, he came near Damascus: and suddenly there shined round about 
him a light from heaven:

4 And he fell to the earth, and heard a voice saying unto him, Saul, Saul, why persecutest 
thou me?

5 And he said, Who art thou, Lord? And the Lord said, I am Jesus whom thou persecutest: it 
is hard for thee to kick against the pricks .

I John 1:5–10
5 This then is the message which we have heard of him, and declare unto you, that God is 

light, and in him is no darkness at all .
6 If we say that we have fellowship with him, and walk in darkness, we lie, and do not the 

truth: 7 But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, 
and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin .

8 If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us .
9 If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from 

all unrighteousness .
10 If we say that we have not sinned, we make him a liar, and his word is not in us .

FOCUS THOUGHT
We can find forgiveness and fellowship by walking in the light.

Walking in the Light

Lesson 1
December 6, 2020
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
What is light? If we are to walk in it, knowing 

what it is would be helpful .
Does this help? “Light, electromagnetic 

radiation that can be detected by the human 
eye” (www .britannica .com) . Maybe not .

How about this? “No single answer to the 
question ‘What is light?’ satisfies the many con-
texts in which light is experienced, explored, and 
exploited” (www .britannica .com) . That’s better .

Light shows up early in Scripture . In Genesis 
1:3, the word appears twice . It still shows up late 
in the Bible, twice in Revelation 22:5 .

If we read the books of the Old Testament in 
the order in which they appear in the Hebrew 
Scriptures, light is mentioned in the last book 
(II Chronicles 21:7) . It is also referred to in the 
first book of the New Testament (Matthew 4:16) .

The Old Testament identifies “the Lord” 
[Jehovah or Yahweh] as the light (Psalm 27:1) . 
Isaiah admonished the house of Jacob to “walk 
in the light of the Lord” (Isaiah 2:5) . Further, 
he wrote, “The Lord shall be thine everlasting 
light” (Isaiah 60:20) . Micah had similar words: 
“The Lord shall be a light unto me” (Micah 7:8) .

        OUTLINE
I.  SAUL, THE PERSECUTOR OF 

CHRISTIANS
A . Left for Damascus
B . Blinded by the Light
C . The Light Reveals Sin

II. ANANIAS, THE LORD’S MESSENGER
A . Found Saul and Prayed for Him
B . Saul Received Sight and Salvation
C . The Light Brings Salvation

III. GOD IS LIGHT
A . Confession of Sin
B . Cleansing from Sin
C . We Must Walk in the Light

         CULTURE CONNECTION
DEER IN THE HEADLIGHTS

If you have ever driven down a two-lane country road at night, you may have felt the 
paralyzing fear that comes when out of nowhere a deer darts across the road . Doubtless 
you have seen photos and heard stories of automobile damage caused by a deer . 

Most deer hunters would testify that deer are crafty game . They are remarkably 
intelligent and instinctual, making it difficult to hunt them . If a hunter’s phone vibrates 
in the deer stand, deer will run from danger . So why do they stand in the middle of the 
road and stare at you like a deer in the headlights?

God created deer to be crepuscular (kri-puhs-kyuh-ler) . Hence, they are most active 
around twilight . Their pupils fully dilate to take in as much light as possible, even when 
there is little light available . But when a vehicle’s headlight beams splash the road with 
light, the beams blind the deer because it cannot process a lot of light quickly . That is 
why deer, albeit intellectual and instinctual, often freeze in the middle of the road . 

Little wonder God chose light to blind a misdirected, overzealous zealot named Saul . 
He was living his life in darkness, yet he did not know it . But on a road to Damascus, 
Saul’s eyes were filled with rage when God blinded him, humbled him, changed him, 
and led him to salvation . That is why it is beautiful to read from Paul’s hand and heart, 
“For ye were sometimes darkness, but now are ye light in the Lord: walk as children of 
light” (Ephesians 5:8) .
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        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES
The New Testament identifies Jesus as “the Light  .  .  . the true Light, which lighteth 

every man that cometh into the world” (John 1:7, 9) . This was not merely the opinion 
of John the Baptist . Jesus Himself said, “I am the light of the world” (John 9:5) .

Since the Incarnation, the light is God Himself as He is manifest in human 
existence (I Timothy 3:16) . Specifically, Jesus is the light . So, what does it mean to 
“walk in the light”?

Jesus answered that question when He said, “I am the light of the world: he that 
followeth me shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life” (John 8:12) . 
In addition, He said, “I am come a light into the world, that whosoever believeth on 
me should not abide in darkness” (John 12:46) .

There you have it . To walk in the light is to believe on Jesus and to follow Him . This 
is illustrated in the life of Saul, who saw the light, believed on Jesus, and followed 
Him from that moment on .

I. SAUL, THE PERSECUTOR OF CHRISTIANS
Saul was a committed enemy of the church . He thought he was doing the will of 

God in his attempt to obliterate those who believed Jesus was the promised Messiah . 
He was a Pharisee,  one of those Jesus foretold when He said, “Wherefore, behold, I 
send unto you prophets, and wise men, and scribes: and some of them ye shall kill 
and crucify; and some of them shall ye scourge in your synagogues, and persecute 
them from city to city” (Matthew 23:34) . (See also Philippians 3:6 .) Saul was also 
one of those whose kind Jesus had in mind when He told His disciples: “They shall 
put you out of the synagogues: yea, the time cometh, that whosoever killeth you will 
think that he doeth God service” (John 16:2) . 

Those who did these things were convinced they knew the true God, but Jesus 
said, “And these things will they do unto you, because they have not known the 
Father, nor me” (John 16:3) .

Saul first came on the biblical scene as a young man who participated in the martyrdom 
of Stephen by watching over the clothing of those who stoned Stephen to death (Acts 
7:57–59) . Saul consented to this and “made havoc of the church, entering every house, 
and dragging off men and women, committing them to prison” (Acts 8:3, NKJV) .

After his conversion, Saul confessed to Agrippa, saying, “I verily thought with 
myself, that I ought to do many things contrary to the name of Jesus of Nazareth . Which 
thing I also did in Jerusalem: and many of the saints did I shut up in prison, having 
received authority from the chief priests; and when they were put to death, I gave 
my voice against them .  And I punished them oft in every synagogue, and compelled 
them to blaspheme; and being exceedingly mad against them, I persecuted them 
even unto strange cities” (Acts 26:9–11) . His misguided religious zeal resulted in his 
persecution of the church (Philippians 3:6) . He breathed threats and murder against 
the Lord’s disciples, destroying those who called on the name of Jesus (Acts 9:1, 21) . 
Saul’s actions struck fear in the hearts of those who knew his reputation (Acts 9:26) .
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 »  Have you ever known someone who was as committed in opposition to the church as 
Saul was? What was your attitude toward that person? Have you known a person like 
this who later came to faith in Christ?

A. Left for Damascus
Saul’s intent when he embarked on his trip to Damascus was to find anyone who 

was of “this way,” whether men or women, and to bind them and return with them to 
Jerusalem (Acts 9:2) . He was heartless in his efforts, caring nothing about the suffering 
he inflicted . In his post–conversion self–description, Saul (also called Paul) said, 
“And I persecuted this way unto the death, binding and delivering into prisons both 
men and women .  .  .  . I received letters unto the brethren, and went to Damascus, to 
bring them which were there bound unto Jerusalem, for to be punished” (Acts 22:4–5) .

Saul’s conversion can only be described as miraculous . When he left Jerusalem 
for Damascus, he had no intention of putting his faith in Jesus Christ and being 
transformed into an ardent defender of what came to be known as Christianity . 
He had one thing on his mind: the belief that Jesus was truly the Messiah must be 
stamped out, regardless of the cost .

B. Blinded by the Light
As Saul and his entourage neared Damascus, his life was radically changed . This 

was not because he wanted it to happen; he had never prayed to become a believer 
in Jesus . It was because the Lord had chosen him to bear His name before Gentiles, 
kings, and Israelites . The man who had caused many to suffer for their faith in Jesus 
would now suffer for the name of the Lord (Acts 9:15–16) .

At noon, almost to his destination, Saul and those traveling with him were suddenly 
struck to the ground by a brilliant light from Heaven, brighter than the sun (Acts 9:3–
4; 22:6–7; 26:13–14) . Saul heard a voice, saying, “Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou 
me?  .  .  . it is hard for thee to kick against the pricks” (Acts 9:4–5; 26:14) .

For one who was convinced he knew the Lord and that Jesus was not the Lord, 
Saul’s response is quite interesting . He asked, “Who art thou, Lord?” (Acts 9:5) . 

Saul was a devout Jew . He had been taught a strict version of the law of Moses and 
was zealous for God according to the way he had been taught (Acts 22:3) . He described 
himself as a Hebrew of the Hebrews, an idiom referring to a “top” Hebrew or an 
“ultimate” Hebrew . He was a zealous Pharisee . As far as the righteousness of the Law 
was concerned, he was blameless . But when he came to know Christ Jesus as Lord, 
Paul counted all of that as rubbish and recognized that the “righteousness” he had 
experienced under the Law was nothing but self–righteousness (Philippians 3:4–9) .

As a devout Jew, Saul treasured the Shema: “Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God is 
one Lord” (Deuteronomy 6:4) . Before his encounter with the bright light, he had 
seen no place for Jesus in the Shema .

But then, a voice answered his question: “I am Jesus whom thou persecutest” 
(Acts 9:5; 22:8; 26:15) .
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Saul, understandably trembling and astonished, asked, “Lord, what wilt thou have 
me to do?” (Acts 9:6; 22:10) .

We should notice that once Saul heard the voice of Jesus identifying Himself as 
Lord, he immediately accepted that divine revelation . Moments before, Saul denied 
that Jesus was Lord . Suddenly, he surrendered fully to the lordship of Christ, willing 
to do whatever his Lord required .

We should also notice that Paul referred to the Shema in his explanations of the 
deity of Jesus . (See II Corinthians 8:4–6; Ephesians 4:4–6 .) Because of the deep Old 
Testament roots of the New Testament, and because Jesus identified the Shema as the 
first of the commandments (Mark 12:29), it is not surprising to see many references 
to the Shema in the New Testament . These references need not specifically quote the 
Shema word for word . The essence of this first commandment was so engrained in 
Jewish believers, it would not be too much to say that all New Testament affirmations 
of one God or one Lord or Lord God hearken back to the Shema . There are twenty of 
these (“one God”: Mark 12:32; Romans 3:30; Ephesians 4:6; I Timothy 2:5; James 
2:19; “one Lord”: Mark 12:29; I Corinthians 8:6; Ephesians 4:5; “Lord God”: Luke 
1:32, 68; I Peter 3:15; Revelation 4:8; 11:17; 15:3; 16:7; 18:8; 19:6; 21:22; 22:5, 6) . 
But when we recognize that even the words “Lord Jesus” reflect the influence of the 
Shema, the number increases significantly . There are at least 225 such references .

 »  Describe the conversion of someone you know that most closely resembles the 
change in Saul.

C. The Light Reveals Sin
Saul thought he was walking in the light . As a scholar of the Hebrew Scriptures, he 

was certainly familiar with the Book of Daniel . He may have had themes from Daniel 
in mind when he wrote the words of II Thessalonians 2:3–4 . (Compare with Daniel 
7:25; 8:25; 11:36 .) If so, Saul would have known these words from Daniel 2:22: “He 
revealeth the deep and secret things: he knoweth what is in the darkness, and the 
light dwelleth with him .”

But merely to think one is walking in the light does not make it so . We must know 
the one who is light and in whom is no darkness (I John 1:5) . As a consequence of the 
Incarnation, Jesus is the light of the world . If we have not embraced that truth by faith 
in Him, the darkness—the sin—in us is revealed .

This was Saul’s situation . He thought he was doing God service . He thought he was 
on a divine mission to destroy error . But when he was stricken down by the one who 
is the light, his true spiritual condition was exposed .

 »  At what point in your life did you realize you were walking in darkness rather than 
light? How did you respond to this new awareness?
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II. ANANIAS, THE LORD’S MESSENGER 

A. Found Saul and Prayed for Him
How did Ananias know about Saul’s conversion? In a vision, the Lord called Ananias 

by name, and he responded, “Behold, I am here, Lord” (Acts 9:10) . In this vision, the 
Lord informed Ananias of the name of the street where he was to go, the name of the 
man whose house he was to visit, the name of the person in the house—Saul of Tarsus—
for whom he was to inquire, and what Saul was doing . The Lord also told Ananias that 
Saul had seen him (Ananias) in a vision coming into the house and putting his hand 
on him so Saul could receive his sight and be filled with the Holy Ghost (Acts 9:11–17) .

 »  Do you know of anyone who first heard the gospel because someone was led to that 
person by the kind of direction God gave to Ananias?

B. Saul Received Sight and Salvation
The radical turning point in Saul’s life was not complete until Ananias, sent by the Lord, 

entered the house where Saul was staying, laid his hands on Saul, and said, “Brother 
Saul, the Lord, even Jesus, that appeared unto thee in the way as thou camest, hath sent 
me, that thou mightest receive thy sight, and be filled with the Holy Ghost” (Acts 9:17) . 
Immediately Saul received his sight and was baptized (Acts 9:18; also Acts 22:16) .

C. The Light Brings Salvation
Saul’s encounter with the light that turned him from darkness was a preview of the 

nature of the ministry God would give him:

And I said, Who art thou, Lord? And he said, I am Jesus whom thou persecutest. 
But rise, and stand upon thy feet: for I have appeared unto thee for this purpose, 
to make thee a minister and a witness both of these things which thou hast 
seen, and of those things in the which I will appear unto thee; delivering thee 
from the people, and from the Gentiles, unto whom now I send thee, to open 
their eyes, and to turn them from darkness to light, and from the power of 
Satan unto God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins, and inheritance 
among them which are sanctified by faith that is in me. (Acts 26:15–18)

The statement “to open their eyes, and to turn them from darkness to light” 
reflects Saul’s conversion . Physically, his eyes were opened after having been 
blinded by Heaven’s brilliant light . Spiritually, he was turned from darkness to light . 
As he preached the gospel, he would open the eyes of those who were in darkness, 
turning them from darkness to light . These are meaningful metaphors . Satan is 
represented by darkness; God is represented by light . To come into the light is to 
receive forgiveness of sins .
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III. GOD IS LIGHT
As we have seen, God is light . Since Jesus is God manifested in human existence, 

He is the light of the world . To believe in Jesus Christ is to walk in the light . If we say 
we are in fellowship with God but our faith is not in Jesus Christ, we are living a lie . 
As we believe, or trust, in Christ for salvation, His blood continually cleanses us from 
sin . If we say we have no sin, we practice self–deception . As we confess our sins, 
God faithfully forgives our sins (I John 1:5–10) .

A. Confession of Sin
To confess our sins is to acknowledge we are sinners . David’s confession of his 

sin with Bathsheba is a sobering example of confession, or repentance (Psalm 51) .

B. Cleansing from Sin
To be cleansed from all unrighteousness is another way to say our sins are 

forgiven . This is biblically connected not only with confession of sin, but also with 
water baptism in the name of our Lord, Jesus Christ . (See Acts 2:38; 8:16; 10:48; 
19:5; 22:16 .) This is described as the circumcision of Christ, whereby our sins are put 
off . (See Colossians 2:11–12; Romans 6:3–4; Galatians 3:27; I Peter 3:20–21 .) 

C. We Must Walk in the Light
To enjoy the spiritual benefits of Christ’s atoning work for us, our faith must rest 

exclusively in Jesus for salvation . As Jesus told Thomas, “I am the way, the truth, 
and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me” (John 14:6) . Because of the 
biblical identity of a person with that person’s name—sometimes called theology of 
name—to believe on Jesus is to believe on His name: “He that believeth on him is 
not condemned: but he that believeth not is condemned already, because he has not 
believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God” (John 3:18) . 

 »  When you think of the phrase “I saw the light,” what does that mean to you? Is it a 
specific experience; a gradual, growing awareness; or something else?

         INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
To internalize this lesson, we must ask ourselves some questions . For example, 

is our faith in Jesus Christ alone, or are we also counting on our good works for 
salvation? Do we confess our sins daily, as Jesus taught in the Lord’s Prayer, or do we 
only occasionally recognize our imperfections and confess them to God? Do we see 
the life of faith as a growing maturity, or do we think of it as a once and for all event 
needing little ongoing attention?

To walk in the light describes a journey of faith in Jesus Christ . It means we should 
daily come into closer conformity to the image of Jesus . (See Romans 8:29 .) This is 
accomplished as we “grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour 
Jesus Christ” (II Peter 3:18) .
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        FOCUS VERSE  
I John 2:15

Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man love the world, the love 
of the Father is not in him .

        LESSON TEXT 
I John 2:12–17

12 I write unto you, little children, because your sins are forgiven you for his name’s sake .
13 I write unto you, fathers, because ye have known him that is from the beginning . I write 

unto you, young men, because ye have overcome the wicked one . I write unto you, little 
children, because ye have known the Father .

14 I have written unto you, fathers, because ye have known him that is from the beginning . I 
have written unto you, young men, because ye are strong, and the word of God abideth in you, 
and ye have overcome the wicked one .

15 Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world . If any man love the world, the 
love of the Father is not in him .

16 For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of 
life, is not of the Father, but is of the world .

17 And the world passeth away, and the lust thereof: but he that doeth the will of God 
abideth for ever .

FOCUS THOUGHT
We must reject the world by doing God’s will.

Rejecting the World

Lesson 2
December 13, 2020
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
There are seven commands in I John . The 

first appears in I John 2:15: “Love not the world, 
neither the things that are in the world . If any 
man love the world, the love of the Father is 
not in him .” This negative command is followed 
by a positive: “Let that therefore abide in you, 
which ye have heard from the beginning . If that 
which ye have heard from the beginning remain 
in you, ye also shall continue in the Son, and in 
the Father” (I John 2:24) .

First John 4:1 contains both a negative and a 
positive command . First the negative: “Beloved, 
believe not every spirit,” and then the positive: 
“but try the spirits whether they are of God .” 
First John concludes with a positive command: 
“Little children, keep yourselves from idols . 
Amen” (I John 5:21) . 

        OUTLINE
I. KNOWING THE LORD

A . The Word of God Abides in You
B . Overcoming the Wicked One
C .  To Know the Lord Means to Keep His 

Commandments

II. REJECTING THE WORLD
A . Love Not the World
B . The Lust of the World
C . The World Passes Away
D .  To Reject the World Means to  

Do God’s Will
 

         CULTURE CONNECTION
LIFE AFTER LIFE?

Just like others in ancient societies, the Egyptians wondered: Can we live forever? 
How can we live forever? They mummified their dead and cast magic spells over them . 
Then they filled up the tombs with enough goods to keep the dead alive long after they 
were not . They lived this life to live forever in the next . 

Many of us learned in school how Ponce de León departed Puerto Rico in search 
of the Foundation of Youth, a fabled wellspring that promised to give eternal life to 
all who drank from it or bathed in it . Though recent scholarship contested that claim, 
nevertheless, we want to know how we can live longer, even live forever .

For the cost of a brand-new luxury car, you can have your body cryogenically 
preserved, to be thawed at a time when medicine and technology have teamed up to 
discover the cures to terminal and degenerative diseases and can promise longer life . 
Some hope medicine and technology can even deliver everlasting life . People have 
desired to live longer and even live forever for millennia . 

Is it possible to live forever? According to the Word of God, it is . John recorded the 
formula in his short five-chapter letter known as I John . “He that doeth the will of God 
abideth for ever” (I John 2:17) . The key to eternal life does not lie in what stuff has 
been placed in the casket next to us . Nor does it lie in breakthroughs in science and 
technology . The key to eternal life is simply doing the will of God . For whoever does the 
will of God lives forever .
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        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

I. KNOWING THE LORD
We need not read far into I John to discover it is written communication to three 

specific audiences . That it was written would be obvious, even without the repeated 
references to this fact, but when we see so many statements to this effect, we should 
pay special attention . 

Notice: “And these things write we unto you” (I John 1:4); “These things write I 
unto you” (I John 2:1); “I write” (I John 2:7); “I write unto you” (I John 2:8); “I write 
unto you” (I John 2:12); “I write unto you  .  .  . I write unto you  .  .  . I write unto you” 
(I John 2:13); “I have written  .  .  . I have written” (I John 2:14); “I have not written” 
(I John 2:21); “These things have I written unto you” (I John 2:26); “These things have 
I written unto you” (I John 5:13) .

Why does the reader need to be reminded repeatedly that John was communicating 
in writing? Is it not apparent he was writing?

Writing requires reading . But literacy was low in the first century, and few Christians 
had personal copies of handwritten Scriptures . Many could not read Koine (common) 
Greek, so someone would need to read I John to them . John, who wrote this little 
book, also wrote the Book of Revelation . Early in this book, he wrote, “Blessed is he 
that readeth, and they that hear the words of this prophecy, and keep those things 
which are written therein: for the time is at hand” (Revelation 1:3) . This blessing was 
for the person who read the text as well as for those who listened to it being read .

 »  Do you read Scripture daily? Which Scriptures have you memorized? Do you enjoy 
listening to the reading of Scripture? Explain.

A. The Word of God Abides in You
Even though many early believers could not read Scripture, the Word of God could 

still abide in them if they heard it read . Special memorization techniques developed 
before the first century could be used to recall what they heard . But Scripture did not 
benefit those who forgot what they had known . (See Hebrews 12:5–6 .)

The three audiences to which John wrote include “little children” (I John 2:1, 12, 13, 
28; 3:7, 18; 4:4; 5:21), “fathers” (I John 2:13–14), and “young men” (I John 2:13–14) . 
The term “‘little children’ likely referred to the recipients as a whole  .  .  . while ‘fathers’ 
and ‘young men’ indicated two categories based on age and/or spiritual maturity” 
(Apostolic Study Bible, note for I John 2:3–11) . 

The command not to love the world or the things in the world is preceded and 
followed by references to the Word of God abiding within . This indicates the 
commandment cannot be obeyed unless the Word of God is internalized . 

Context is the determining factor in defining how words are to be understood . In 
the case of I John 2:14, the repeated references to the fact that John is writing or has 
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written indicates the Word of God refers to what John wrote . There is a connection 
between the strength of the young men and the Word of God abiding in them .

But the use of the phrase “from the beginning” in I John 2:24 recalls the same 
phrase in I John 1:1, which refers to something heard . This was, therefore, still a 
word or words, although not written . To read I John 1:1–3 is to discover that which 
was heard was also seen, looked upon, and handled . This refers, of course, to the 
Incarnation, by which the “Word of life” was manifested . This text bears close affinity 
to John 1:1–5, 14 .

Word can refer to Jesus Christ as God manifest in human existence (I Timothy 3:16; 
John 1:14) or to the written Scriptures, depending on the context in which it appears . 
Word can also refer to the gospel message itself . (See II Thessalonians 3:1; James 
1:21–23; I Peter 3:1 .)

B. Overcoming the Wicked One
The “young men” to whom John wrote had “overcome the wicked one” (I John 2:14) . 

They were able to do this because the Word of God abode in them . This recalls the 
temptation of Jesus and His use of Scripture to resist . (See Luke 4:4, 8, 12 .) The role 
of Scripture in strengthening one’s faith in Jesus is underscored in John 20:30–31:

And many other signs truly did Jesus in the presence of his disciples, which 
are not written in this book: but these are written, that ye might believe that 
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and that believing ye might have life 
through his name.

 » What daily disciplines do you follow to help you memorize and reflect on Scripture?

C. To Know the Lord Means to Keep His Commandments
To know the Lord is not merely to give mental assent to His existence or identity . 

It is not only a matter of knowing who He is . Those who know Jesus as Lord will 
demonstrate their faith by adherence to His commands .

As is made clear in I John 1:7–10; 2:1–2, this does not mean those who know the 
Lord are sinless . It does mean, however, that they deal with their sins according to 
His commands . For instance, they confess their sins . Although their aim is not to sin, 
if they do, they turn to Jesus Christ, their Advocate with the Father: 

My little children, these things write I unto you, that ye sin not. And if any 
man sin, we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous: 
and he is the propitiation for our sins: and not for ours only, but also for the 
sins of the whole world. (I John 2:1–2)

The first half of I John 2:1 tells us we are not to sin . That is our goal . But if we do, 
Jesus Christ is our Advocate, and He is the propitiation (the satisfaction of God’s 
righteous judgment) for our sins . Indeed, He satisfies the judgment of God on the 
sins of the whole world (I John 2:2) .
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 »  In view of our imperfections, how can we truthfully say we are obedient to God’s 
commandments?

The two chief commands with which John was concerned were both old and new:

Brethren, I write no new commandment unto you, but an old commandment 
which ye had from the beginning. The old commandment is the word which 
ye have heard from the beginning. Again, a new commandment I write unto 
you, which thing is true in him and in you: because the darkness is past, and 
the true light now shineth. (I John 2:7–8)

These commands are identified in I John 3:22–24:

And whatsoever we ask, we receive of him, because we keep his 
commandments, and do those things that are pleasing in his sight. And this 
is his commandment, That we should believe on the name of his Son Jesus 
Christ, and love one another, as he gave us commandment. And he that 
keepeth his commandments dwelleth in him, and he in him. And hereby we 
know that he abideth in us, by the Spirit which he hath given us.

The command to “believe on the name of his Son Jesus Christ” was the “old” 
commandment . As John wrote in the opening verses of his Gospel, “as many as 
received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God, even to them that 
believe on his name” (John 1:12) .

The “new” commandment was to “love one another .” Jesus identified this as the 
second commandment: “And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbour 
as thyself” (Matthew 22:39) .

Jesus identified the first commandment as the Shema (Deuteronomy 6:4) . Although 
the language in Matthew is to “love the Lord thy God,” this love is connected with the 
heart, soul, and mind . Because of the Hebrew view of the integration of the material 
and immaterial in human identity, this means the first commandment involves faith 
in God . Since John identified the old or first commandment as belief, or faith, on the 
name of Jesus Christ, it is an explanation of the Shema in view of the Incarnation . 
That is, the manifestation of the Word of life—Jesus Christ—who is Himself God (John 
1:1, 14; I John 1:1–3) identifies Jesus as the “Lord” of the Shema .

The second commandment is found in Leviticus 19:18: “Thou shalt love 
thy neighbour as thyself: I am the Lord .” The allusion to the first and second 
commandments in I John 3:23 provides an intriguing perspective on Jesus’ statement 
that everything written about Him in the Law must be fulfilled (Luke 24:44) . The 
first and second commandments are both found in the first five books of the Old 
Testament, referred to as the Law . The New Testament identifies the “Lord our God” 
of the Shema in His Incarnation as Jesus . This is the same “Lord” who concludes the 
second commandment by identifying Himself .
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To “believe on the name of his Son Jesus Christ” is to obey the first commandment, 
encapsulated in the Shema . To love one another is to obey the second commandment .

 »  Think about the first and second commandments. How do they relate conceptually to 
John’s old and new commandments?

II. REJECTING THE WORLD

For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that 
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life. 
(John 3:16)

Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man love 
the world, the love of the Father is not in him. (I John 2:15)

How are we to harmonize these verses? Both translate the same Greek word as 
world (kosmos) . Both use the same Greek word for love (agapaō) .

In cases like these, we must pay careful attention to context, which influences the 
meaning of words .

A. Love Not the World
The world God “so loved” was the populace of the planet . We know this because 

the context reveals the object of His love to be people, whosoevers, so to speak, who 
are capable of believing and of being saved . (See John 3:17 .) In other words, John 
3:16 is not about God’s love for the planet or for the system of things on this planet .

On the other hand, I John 2:15 is not about people or the planet . It is about the 
system of things on the planet, the values and desires of those who live on it . This 
world is described in I John 2:16:

For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and 
the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is of the world.

In this verse, the word translated lust refers to strong desires or cravings . This is not 
necessarily a bad word . It sometimes has positive connotations, as when translated 
as desire when used by Jesus of His own desires (Luke 22:15) . Paul also used it in a 
positive way when translated as desire in I Thessalonians 2:17 .

But that is not the case in I John 2:16 .

B. The Lust of the World
First John 2:16 identifies “all that is in the world .” In essence, the world has nothing 

to offer but this: (1) the lust of the flesh; (2) the lust of the eyes; (2) the pride of life .
Like all words, the meaning of flesh (sarkos) depends on its context . It can simply refer 

to human beings (Acts 2:17) or human nature (I Timothy 3:16) . But in I John 2:16, flesh 
refers to what we commonly call fallen human nature . This is not the human nature of 
Genesis 2, but of Genesis 3 . What John had in mind here are the strong cravings of sinful 
unbelievers, the desires of those who do not put their faith in Jesus Christ for salvation .
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The lust of the eyes refers to the tendency to strongly desire what one sees . This 
was alluded to by Job when he defended himself against accusations that he had 
brought his suffering upon himself by his sins . He said, “I made a covenant with 
mine eyes; why then should I think upon a maid?” (Job 31:1) .

The pride of life is the sense of self-reliance, arrogance, and self-centeredness so 
evident among those who are sometimes described as “rugged individualists .” They 
see no need for other people; they think they are self-made . They even reject the idea 
of needing God in their lives .

These traits are not of the Father; they identify “all that is in the world .” A thoughtful 
examination of each of these characteristics would result in the ability to place every 
sin under one or more of them .

 »  Can you think of any sin that does not fall under the three categories listed by John? 
Explain.

C. The World Passes Away
The lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life are self-defeating . 

They cannot endure, because they are not of God . All attempts to redefine biblical 
values ultimately end in failure, for they do not conform to the purposes for which 
humans were created .

D. To Reject the World Means to Do God’s Will
Those who do God’s will are ensured they will not pass away, because their 

lives reflect God’s purposes . To abide forever is not a reward for perfection; it is a 
consequence of dealing with life from the perspective of God’s commandments . 
Those who do God’s will respond even to their failures with obedience by confessing 
their sins to God . To confess is an indication of faith .

        INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
To internalize this lesson will require some effort . First, examine yourself for 

inconsistencies in obedience to God’s commandments . Start with the first and 
second commandments identified by Jesus and alluded to by John . What are the 
evidences that you love the Lord your God with all of your heart, soul, and mind? 
What are the evidences that you love other people?

When you realize you have sinned, what do you do about it? If you fail to confess 
your sins, what does that suggest according to I John 1:9?

If you are honest about your failures, under which of the three categories John 
identified do most of them fall? Think carefully, using a list like that found in Romans 
1:29–31 .

To gain the strength you need to “overcome the wicked one,” read Scripture daily, 
memorize selected verses, and find a way to listen to Scriptures as they are read . 
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           FOCUS VERSE  
I John 4:4

Ye are of God, little children, and have overcome them: because greater is he that is in you, than 
he that is in the world.

           LESSON TEXT 
Luke 2:6–11

6 And so it was, that, while they were there, the days were accomplished that she should 
be delivered . 

7 And she brought forth her firstborn son, and wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid 
him in a manger; because there was no room for them in the inn .

8 And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over 
their flock by night . 

9 And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the Lord shone round 
about them: and they were sore afraid . 

10 And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, 
which shall be to all people . 

11 For unto you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord .

I John 4:1–6
1 Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God: because many 

false prophets are gone out into the world . 
2 Hereby know ye the Spirit of God: Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in 

the flesh is of God: 
3 and every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God: 

and this is that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come; and even now 
already is it in the world . 

4 Ye are of God, little children, and have overcome them: because greater is he that is in you, 
than he that is in the world . 

5 They are of the world: therefore speak they of the world, and the world heareth them . 
6 We are of God: he that knoweth God heareth us; he that is not of God heareth not us . 

Hereby know we the spirit of truth, and the spirit of error .

FOCUS THOUGHT
Jesus came in the flesh to save us and to give us the power to overcome the world.

Greater Is He That Is in You

Lesson 3
December 20, 2020
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
The shortest verse in your Bible is found in 

John 11:35: “Jesus wept .” This passage has 
always intrigued readers . Why was the simple 
fact of Jesus shedding tears significant enough 
to make it into the story? For one, it is a window 
into understanding the nature of God . What 
separates Jesus from any other gods is simple: 
He loves . He loves His people so much that even 
the effect of death on the Earth brings Him to 
tears . In the shortest verse of the Bible, we see 
the greatest attribute of God shining through . We 
find a God who has compassion for all people . 
This love led Him to the cross . After all, Jesus did 
not have to come to Earth . He did not have to 
suffer . He did not have to die . Yet He came to 
save us and give us the power to overcome sin .  

        OUTLINE
I. JESUS IS GOD MANIFEST IN THE FLESH

A . Born in Bethlehem
B . The Savior, Christ the Lord
C . Jesus Came in the Flesh to Save Us

II. GREATER IS HE THAT IS IN YOU
A .  The Spirit of Antichrist Denies Jesus 

Came in the Flesh
B . We Have the Spirit of Christ
C .  Jesus Came in the Flesh to Give Us the 

Power to Overcome the World
 

         CULTURE CONNECTION
ADT

In 1874, the security firm ADT was born . For well over 140 years, they have been 
serving homeowners and business owners . Throughout the United States, their blue 
octagonal logo with the bold, white overlapping letters in the center can be seen 
almost everywhere . They are clearly beyond start-up stage, which is why the move Tony 
Wells made in 2013 was so startling . He left his posh CFO office in Boca Raton, Florida, 
and began working alongside blue-collar workers in the field .

He did not have to leave his office . He could have hired out the job he wanted done, 
but he chose to live and work among the people who worked for him to see what it 
felt like . He admitted it was harder than it looked . Although he makes his money in 
marketing, while working in the field, he struggled to convince a local business to 
purchase ADT services . It would have been easier to make mandates from the safety of 
his executive office, but working in the field gave him insight into what his employees 
face each day . 

In our lesson today, we will see that our God lived among us in flesh as Jesus Christ . 
Few believed He was who He said He was because few could fathom a God who would 
leave behind the safety of Heaven for the dangers of Earth . If He did not have to come, 
why did He? He came because He loves us . He came to seek and save us . Perhaps He 
even came so we would believe Him when He tells us He understands what we are 
going through, because He went through it too . 
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        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

I. JESUS IS GOD MANIFEST IN THE FLESH
For centuries, Jesus has confounded the greatest minds . Certainly, no greater 

topic could be discussed, nor greater conundrum debated, than the Man Christ 
Jesus . Christology is the theological term to describe the study of Christ . Thousands 
of years have been spent, councils have convened, books have been written, and 
dissertations have been developed, trying to better understand this Man from 
Galilee . His existence changes everything . Some have tried to call Him just a “good 
man,” yet He claimed to be more than a man . Some have tried to call Him a “good 
teacher,” but He claimed to be more than a teacher . Others called Him delusional 
and a fraud, but to those He offered the reality of the miraculous . 

For the Bible believer, we understand Jesus was so much more than just a man, 
teacher, and prophet . The Bible clearly states that Jesus is God, manifest in the flesh:

And without controversy great is the mystery of godliness: God was manifest 
in the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen of angels, preached unto the Gentiles, 
believed on in the world, received up into glory. (I Timothy 3:16)

The Bible does not leave room for Jesus to be any less than God in the flesh (John 
1:14; I Peter 1:20; I John 1:2; 3:5) . In his work Mere Christianity, C . S . Lewis famously 
articulated this trilemma, originally postulated years earlier by John Duncan . Lewis 
explained: 

Either this man was, and is, the Son of God, or else a madman or something 
worse. You can shut him up for a fool, you can spit at him and kill him as 
a demon or you can fall at his feet and call him Lord and God, but let us 
not come with any patronizing nonsense about his being a great human 
teacher. He has not left that open to us. He did not intend to.

So today, everyone must grapple with this trilemma and decide who this Jesus is 
and what His existence means for the world .

 »  Have you ever met someone who finds it impossible to believe Jesus is God? How can 
you share the gospel with that person?

A. Born in Bethlehem
The truth that Jesus came to Earth is a big deal . At the moment of His birth, 

everything changed and nothing would be the same again . In life, we all have 
experienced a “this changes everything” moment . Whether it be a graduation, a 
wedding, or a funeral, these events can place our lives on an unalterable path and 
help form our future . 

The birth of Jesus—and the life He eventually lived—altered the course of history 
for centuries to come . Because Jesus was born, we no longer have to live in turmoil, 
chaos, and confusion . We can know Jesus and become recipients of His promises . 
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We can experience the joy the angels spoke about when they announced His birth . 
In Christ, we find love, joy, peace, and abundant life . For us, the birth of Christ means 
real change can happen . Jesus coming to Earth really did change everything .

B. The Savior, Christ the Lord
There are many titles we can use to describe Jesus . Isaiah said He would be called 

Wonderful, Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, and Prince of Peace (Isaiah 
9:6) . When the Israelites passed through the Red Sea and Pharaoh’s army was 
destroyed, the people sang praises to God and acknowledged His most important 
title: our salvation .

The Lord is my strength and song, and he is become my salvation: he is my 
God, and I will prepare him an habitation; my father’s God, and I will exalt 
Him. (Exodus 15:2) 

After the Exodus was complete, God revealed Himself in a new way to His people . 
He was and had been the God of their fathers, but now He had become their salvation . 
In terms of humanity, Jesus as the Savior is the most important office He holds . This 
is an important revelation for every person . We must all understand that Jesus is our 
Savior . We can declare, “He is not just the God of my family, friends, and church; He 
is my Savior and my God .”

C. Jesus Came in the Flesh to Save Us
God has always been interested in and wanted to be involved in the activities of His 

people . The theological concept that permeates Scripture is called the immanence of 
God . In the Garden, the Lord walked with Adam in the cool of the day (Genesis 3:7–
8) . The Lord visited Abraham by the terebinth trees of Mamre (Genesis 18:1) . In the 
desert of Midian, God told Moses He had heard the cry of His people and had come 
down (Exodus 3:8) . God has a desire to be among His people and be in fellowship 
with us . He is not a distant or transcendent God who lives somewhere in eternity with 
no regard for our lives . 

The Lord deeply cares for His people . He cares so much that He came to Earth in the 
flesh to save us . He is not a God who only lives above humanity; He is a God about 
whom the writer of Hebrews declared, “For we have not an high priest which cannot 
be touched with the feeling of our infirmities; but was in all points tempted like as we 
are, yet without sin” (Hebrews 4:15) . The beauty in this concept of immanence is that 
we can now have a personal relationship with God, which supersedes the shallow 
waters of empty religion . Because Jesus came in the flesh, we can have fellowship 
with Him, fellowship that will last for eternity .   

 » What is something you have recently learned in your relationship with God?
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II. GREATER IS HE THAT IS IN YOU
Getting older is a part of life . When we graduate from high school, we face a stark 

reality . We realize we are leaving childhood and entering the world of adulthood . 
For some this moment is experienced with little acknowledgment . It is possible to 
graduate and move on to college or work and not realize something has changed . 
However, no matter how much we want everything to stay the same, it will always 
change . One of the challenges of life is to grow while we grow older . The two are not 
always synonymous . 

Growth must happen . The Bible says Jesus “increased in wisdom” (Luke 2:52) . 
In His humanity, Jesus was determined to grow . We are designed by God to grow 
into the people He destined us to be . However, there is a temptation to hang onto 
our childhood and desperately stop things from changing . Though we cannot stop 
getting older, we can hinder how much we grow . Growth will not happen on its own . 
We must purpose in our hearts to grow, refusing to stay the same . 

The apostle Paul wrote: 

When I was a child, I spake as a child, I understood as a child, I thought as a 
child: but when I became a man, I put away childish things. (I Corinthians 13:11) 

Growth demands that we put away something . It is time for us to put away certain 
things that are stopping us from growing . God created us to grow . He gave us the 
power to overcome everything that would stunt our growth and anything that would 
hinder the work of the gospel of Jesus Christ in our lives . Let the call of God challenge 
you today: it is time to grow . 

 » What are some things in your life that you need to “put away”?

A. The Spirit of Antichrist Denies Jesus Came in the Flesh
Any spirit that does not recognize Jesus as the way and His gospel as the truth is 

not of God . The major tactic of the enemy is the art of distraction . Today, it is common 
to run across videos online, whether on YouTube, Vimeo, or even major news sites, 
titled “Distraction Videos .” If you were unfortunate enough to have clicked on one 
of these videos, you likely watched a cat playing a piano, or perhaps a baby giving a 
cute facial expression . These videos are designed to do precisely what they are titled 
to do: distract you . 

Unfortunately, not all distractions are labeled as such . In fact, believers must be 
most vigilant . We are called to test every spirit . This evaluation is not necessarily a 
gift of the Spirit we find in I Corinthians . Rather, this testing should be done by every 
believer to see what spirit is at work . John proclaimed this testing can be done with 
a simple evaluation . Believers should be on the lookout for false teachers and false 
doctrines, which distract us from the most important things, like the identity of Jesus 
and the saving message of the gospel . In fact, we must be careful to not become 
distracted by anything that takes our attention away from Jesus and His purpose for 
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our lives . Thankfully, the Holy Ghost is given to aid such issues, and we should rely 
on the Spirit living inside of us . 

B. We Have the Spirit of Christ 
It has been said that the greatest miracle is someone receiving the gift of Holy 

Ghost . It is easy, at times, to take for granted the reality of this miracle because we 
are so used to having the Spirit of Christ living in us . 

The year was 1980 . The United States men’s hockey team was playing the Soviet 
national team in the Winter Olympics . The Soviets were well-experienced and had 
won six gold medals before 1980 . In contrast, the US men’s team was just a bunch of 
college kids . Still, this group of young adults would pull off the upset of the century . 
In sports, it was the quintessential David versus Goliath . In the closing seconds, the 
sportscaster uttered one of the most famous lines in sports history . Al Michaels said, 
“Eleven seconds, you’ve got ten seconds, the countdown going on right now  .  .  . five 
seconds left in the game . Do you believe in miracles? Yes!” With the Cold War as the 
backdrop, the US men’s national team beat the Soviets and went on to claim their 
first gold medal . This game would go down in sports history as the “Miracle on Ice .”  

We would consider this victory a great human accomplishment . However, a 
“miracle” means a bit more . The Oxford Dictionary defines miracle as “a surprising 
and welcome event that is not explicable by natural or scientific laws and is therefore 
considered to be the work of a divine agency .” By definition, a miracle is impossible . 
It is something nature cannot explain . Miracles are one of the most significant 
benefits of following Jesus . He has the power to change anything: a life, a problem, a 
future, and even a destiny . Simply put, absolutely nothing is too hard for God . 

Can you think of something impossible? Something you wish you could do or be? 
Perhaps it is something you wish you could do over . People often say time is the 
one thing we cannot get back . Our past is settled, and we can do nothing about it . 
Although what we did is indeed done, time, on the other hand, is different . Joel 2:25 
says God can “restore to you the years .” God is so powerful that He can even give us 
our time back . All those years we thought were gone or wasted, God has the power 
to restore them to us .  

For a miracle to occur, we must first recognize that what we seek is simply 
impossible . That is to say, it is impossible without God . Many times this is the 
hardest thing for us to admit . It is hard to realize we need help or that we cannot do 
it on our own . Sometimes it is easier to say miracles do not happen . Maybe you feel 
your life will never change . Perhaps you think you do not have a purpose or destiny . 
Without God, you may be right . Without God, it may be impossible . However, this is 
the message of the gospel: with God, all things are possible . So the real question is, 
do you believe God has a purpose for your life? Do you believe God can restore the 
time you have wasted? Do you think God can do the impossible in your life? To repeat 
the most famous line in sports history, “Do you believe in miracles?”
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» Have you ever witnessed a miracle? Explain.

C. Jesus Came in the Flesh to Give Us the Power to Overcome the World 
In the Roman Empire, crucifixion was reserved for the worst criminals . It was in

this culture—where this horrific, barbaric, and evil practice prevailed—Jesus chose to 
come . Think of it; He could have chosen a time when people were more civilized and 
reasonable . Instead, Jesus chose first-century Palestine under Roman rule .

Jesus’ death on the cross was more than just an execution . Jesus dying on the cross 
was about carrying the weight and punishment for the sins of the world . The prophet 
Isaiah predicted the suffering hundreds of years before Jesus came to Earth . He said, 

Surely he hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows: yet we did esteem 
him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted. But he was wounded for our 
transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our 
peace was upon him; and with his stripes we are healed. (Isaiah 53:4–5)

While crucifixion was extremely painful, the most painful part of Jesus’ death on 
the cross was that He was innocent . Jesus suffered for crimes He did not commit . His 
suffering and death represented the worst form of a miscarriage of justice in human 
history . Jesus died the death we deserved . The only human to ever live a sinless life 
suffered and died for the sins of everyone . 

The questions we ask are: Why? Why did He come? Why then? Why in that way? 
The answer is simple . He came to Earth, lived a sinless life, suffered, and died a 
criminal’s death for us .

He died, so you and I could live . 

»  Have you ever been accused of something you did not do? Have you ever taken the
blame for another person? Explain.

        INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
What would you do if you knew you could not fail? Would you start a business? 

chase a dream? take a risk? Often fear of failure stops people from being everything 
they want to be and doing everything they want to do . The same is true in the kingdom 
of God . Jesus gave a promise to His disciples that they would do “greater works” than 
He did in His earthly ministry (John 14:12) . 

Imagine that—greater miracles and greater wonders . That seems impossible . Well, 
it is impossible when we are doing it on our own . But we are not on our own . The 
power of the Holy Ghost is living and working inside of us every day . We have been 
given the power to fulfill the purpose God has for our lives . If God is with us, we can 
never fail . 
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        FOCUS VERSE  
I John 4:11

Beloved, if God so loved us, we ought also to love one another.

        LESSON TEXT 
John 3:16–17

16 For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth 
in him should not perish, but have everlasting life . 

17 For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through 
him might be saved .

I John 4:7–21
7 Beloved, let us love one another: for love is of God; and every one that loveth is born of 

God, and knoweth God . 
8 He that loveth not knoweth not God; for God is love . 
9 In this was manifested the love of God toward us, because that God sent his only begotten 

Son into the world, that we might live through him . 
10 Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that he loved us, and sent his Son to be the 

propitiation for our sins . 
11 Beloved, if God so loved us, we ought also to love one another . 
12 No man hath seen God at any time . If we love one another, God dwelleth in us, and his 

love is perfected in us . 
13 Hereby know we that we dwell in him, and he in us, because he hath given us of his Spirit . 
14 And we have seen and do testify that the Father sent the Son to be the Saviour of the world . 
15 Whosoever shall confess that Jesus is the Son of God, God dwelleth in him, and he in God . 
16 And we have known and believed the love that God hath to us . God is love; and he that 

dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in him . 
17 Herein is our love made perfect, that we may have boldness in the day of judgment: 

because as he is, so are we in this world . 
18 There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because fear hath torment . He 

that feareth is not made perfect in love . 
19 We love him, because he first loved us . 
20 If a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar: for he that loveth not his 

brother whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not seen? 
21 And this commandment have we from him, That he who loveth God love his brother also .

FOCUS THOUGHT
We should love others because God so loved us. 

Let Us Love One Another

Lesson 4
December 27, 2020
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
There are a lot of theories surrounding the 

holiday known in the United States as Valentine’s 
Day . Some theories refer to Saint Valentine or 
Valentinus (of whom there were a few), who 
supposedly helped young couples marry, 
defying their vows of celibacy in the Roman 
Catholic Church . Another idea links Valentine’s 
Day to a pagan feast celebrating fertility . 

No matter its origin and much to the chagrin 
of our single brothers and sisters, clearly 
Valentine’s Day is not going away anytime soon . 
This day is often marked by sharing candy, 
cards, flowers, and other small tokens that 
convey feelings of love an individual has for a 
spouse or other loved one . Today Valentine’s 
Day celebrates love . So do the Scriptures . The 
Bible tells us the love of God is unconditional . 
For believers, the love we share with our church 
family is closely tied to our spirituality . The Book 
of Galatians tells us this type of love is the fruit 
of the Spirit . In fact, Jesus declared that love, 
specifically our love for one another, would 
reveal we are His disciples . 

        OUTLINE
I. GOD SO LOVED US

A . Sent His Son to Die for Us
B . That the World Might Be Saved
C .  We Have Hope Because God So Loved 

the World

II. THERE IS NO FEAR IN LOVE
A . Perfect Love Casts Out Fear
B .  We Need Not Fear God’s Judgment 

Because He Loves Us 
C .  We Must Share God’s Love with Those 

Who Need the Lord

III. LET US LOVE ONE ANOTHER
A . He That Loves Not Does Not Know God
B .  Because God Loved Us, We Must Love 

One Another

         CULTURE CONNECTION
THE FIREFIGHTER

Stephen Siller was a thirty-four-year-old firefighter in New York City . He had just 
finished his shift on Tuesday, September 11, 2001, and was on his way to play golf with 
his brothers when he heard the report that the first plane had crashed into the north 
tower of the World Trade Center . He called his wife to ask her to tell his brothers he 
would catch up with them later . Then he returned to Squad 1 for his gear .

Stephen drove to the entrance of the Brooklyn Battery Tunnel, but it was closed for 
security reasons . That is when love overtook fear and fatigue, and he strapped sixty 
pounds of gear on his back and raced on foot through the tunnel to the Twin Towers 
to save others . He died alongside 342 of his firefighting brothers when the tower 
collapsed . His love for his fellow New Yorkers and his fellow firefighters cast out his 
fear for his own safety and drove him to heroism in history . 

Author and family friend Jay Price wrote, “Every momentous event, even a tragedy, 
has its symbolic figure  .  .  . none bigger than Stephen Siller, whose stature only grows 
with time as New Yorkers and people from around the world follow his footsteps .” 
Stephen Siller exampled what John wrote under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, 
“There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear” (I John 4:18) .
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        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

I. GOD SO LOVED US
The love of God is the most powerful force in the world . Have you ever experienced 

unconditional love—love not tied to anything you did or did not do? God’s love goes 
deeper than any human love we have experienced . God’s love is unconditional . He 
loves us, with nothing more needed . Today there is a lot of professed love in the 
world . We say we love this or that . We love food . We love a sports team . We love 
our home state . But this type of love is different . It is based on location, taste, and 
preferences . Unconditional love is not based on external factors . It is based on the 
internal decision of the giver . 

Ultimately, love is a choice . It is not an emotion or feeling . We cannot fall into or out 
of love . We either do or do not love . Romance stories depict love as this uncontrollable 
attraction that humans are powerless to influence or direct . This is not the case . In fact, 
we have control over whom we love; the only question is whether we will choose to love . 

For sinners who have been saved by the grace of God, this is the crux of the gospel . 
God loved us . God chose to love us, not because we were unique or gifted, but 
because He created us and wanted to love us (Deuteronomy 7:6–8) .

God loves us because He chose to love us . The question for us today is: will we 
choose to love Him in return?

 » Do you think love is a choice or a feeling? Can you fall in and out of love? Explain.

A. Sent His Son to Die for Us
The Bible does not teach that God the Father sent God the Son to Earth to die for 

the sins of humanity . God is one . He left His throne, came to Earth, suffered, died, 
and rose again on the third day to save all humanity from Hell . God did not need to 
send another person to Earth; He came Himself . 

When the Bible uses the phrase “Son of God,” it speaks about the humanity of 
Jesus; He was fully human while He was on Earth . Jesus was unique: He was both fully 
God and wholly man . This is why we read about Jesus doing all the normal things a 
man would do . He slept, ate, prayed, cried, laughed, got tired, suffered in pain, and in 
the end, even succumbed to death . With this human nature of Jesus Christ in view, we 
read how God gave His Son to die on the cross . As the apostle Paul proclaimed, “God 
was manifest in the flesh” (I Timothy 3:16) . Jesus was sent on a mission . That mission 
was to be the perfect sacrifice for the sins of the world . 

B. That the World Might Be Saved
Standing on the bank of the Jordan River, John saw Jesus coming toward him and 

said, “Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world” (John 1:29) . 
John was not referring only to those who could hear his words or even to those who 
were alive at that time . Jesus came to take away the sins of every person in the world: 
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past, present, and future . He came for every person throughout the history of humanity .
Old Testament saints looked forward to a Messiah they never knew, with faith that 

He would reveal the plan of God to His people . When Jesus met the woman at Jacob’s 
well (John 4), she alluded to this very thing:

The woman saith unto him, I know that Messias cometh, which is called 
Christ: when he is come, he will tell us all things. (John 4:25)

Jesus did not come to save a few . He came to take away the sins of the world: past, 
present, and future . 

C. We Have Hope Because God So Loved the World 
Hope is defined as a “feeling of expectation and desire for a certain thing to 

happen” (Oxford Dictionary) . No one hopes for bad things for themselves . We all 
look forward to good things happening, and we hope they will happen . Hope is an 
anticipation of something desired . In terms of salvation, the Bible tells us our hope 
is in the sacrifice of Jesus Christ on the cross . 

We can have true rest in our minds because we have hope . Often we are burdened 
with worry, fear, and anxiety because we are concerned about what might happen 
in the future . Worry and fear are not the plan of God for our lives . God’s plan brings 
hope, not fear . When we have Jesus, we have hope . We must cling to the Word of God 
and the hope He gives us (Romans 15:13) . 

 »  Do you think anxiety and depression are more prevalent today than they were fifty 
years ago? Explain.

II. THERE IS NO FEAR IN LOVE
People fear many things . Some fear the dark; others fear spiders, snakes, and 

heights . Typically, most people go through their day and never encounter the things 
that bring them the most fear . However, from time to time, life can bring situations 
that cause us to face our fears and confront them . 

In the Lesson Text, the fear John was discussing was the fear of failure and the 
impending judgment, fear that God will judge our sins and reject us from His 
presence . The reason people often struggle with this fear is due to a negative picture 
they have of themselves and a misunderstanding of the love of God . People often 
struggle to believe God will forgive their sins . Perhaps they have sinned in a manner 
they believe is far beyond what God would ever forgive . If we believe this is true, we 
have to wonder what sin we could commit that God would not forgive . The Scripture 
gives us ample evidence that God is willing to forgive all our sins . First John 1:9 
tells us, “If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to 
cleanse us from all unrighteousness .” The promise of Scripture is in the word all—He 
will cleanse us from all unrighteousness .
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»  Have you ever felt like you have sinned beyond what God would forgive? What does
that feel like? What does it feel like to finally recognize God wants to forgive you?

A. Perfect Love Casts Out Fear
Love is the antidote to fear . When we see the word perfect in the Bible, often (as in

the case of this verse) we can substitute it with the word complete . The concept being 
conveyed is that complete love is the antidote for fear . When we understand the love 
of God, we do not have to live in fear of what may happen in the future . Instead, we 
can rest in the perfect love of God . With this in mind, it is important to remember that 
love is still being made perfect in us . When we fail, make mistakes, and worry about 
the future, we must not get too down on ourselves . 

Even though we are not perfect, we can work every day to allow the love of God 
to be made perfect in our lives . The apostle Paul said, “Being confident of this very 
thing, that he which hath begun a good work in you will perform it until the day of 
Jesus Christ” (Philippians 1:6) . 

B. We Need Not Fear God’s Judgment Because He Loves Us 
Our kids can get away with a lot of mistakes . Spilled milk, broken dishes, and

stained furniture are simply charged to the account of parenthood . Children, as 
they grow, are extended the opportunity to make mistakes and learn how to do 
things . Sometimes as parents, we would rather just step in and do everything for our 
children . However, we quickly realize this type of assistance would not ultimately 
help them in their maturation process . In many ways this is how the grace of God 
works . Grace is not a “freedom-to-sin card,” that many imagine it to be . Rather, grace 
is a “help-you-learn card,” extended to believers so we may grow into the spiritually 
mature men and women God has destined us to be .

This is the reason John told us there was no reason to fear when we are living in 
the grace of God . Grace is our teacher . Our confidence does not come from our good 
deeds or our abilities; it comes from knowing God loves us . Like a child, we can 
approach God with boldness, because we know He loves us . 

C. We Must Share God’s Love with Those Who Need the Lord
In many ways, those who need the Lord—no matter their posture toward the church

or the saints in the church—need the love of God most . This sentiment parallels a 
quote from Charles Dickens: “‘My boy,’ said a father to his son, ‘treat everybody with 
politeness, even those who are rude to you . For remember that you show courtesy to 
others, not because they are gentlemen, but because you are one .’” 

This sentiment is true for us today and has biblical roots . We share the love of 
God with everyone we meet, not because they are Christians, but because we are 
Christians . Without that witness, how will others know what true, godly love should 
look like? We should be thankful God did not wait for us to become believers before 
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He died on the cross . He loved us in spite of our sin and saved us before we ever 
knew we needed to be saved (Romans 5:8) .

 »  Do you pray on a consistent basis for those you do not like? What type of prayer do 
you pray for them?

III. LET US LOVE ONE ANOTHER
Perhaps you have heard someone say, “We are no longer under the Law .” However, 

people often misunderstand what this actually means . When Paul taught against the 
Law, he was speaking in terms of not having to follow the Law found in the first five 
books of the Old Testament . However, there is still a law to follow . In fact, some might 
even say there is a stricter law to follow . This law is the new commandment Jesus 
gave the disciples:

A new commandment I give unto you, That ye love one another; as I have 
loved you, that ye also love one another. By this shall all men know that ye 
are my disciples, if ye have love one to another. (John 13:34–35)

In Galatians, Paul’s admonitions highlight this new commandment by instructing 
the church to “bear ye one another’s burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ” 
(Galatians 6:2) . How we treat people matters, especially our brothers and sisters in 
the Lord .

We have all seen messed-up families . In society we use the phrase “dysfunctional 
family .” Oftentimes this is a result of sin, pride, arrogance, and selfishness, or some 
combination of all of these . This can lead to volatile family get-togethers, where 
someone is fighting about something . If the situation is not resolved, the family may 
split and go their separate ways, allowing the wounds of harmful words and actions 
to destroy a relationship they never dreamed would end in pieces . 

These things should not be found in the family of God . We must work to love every 
person in our church family with the same love God showed us . Showing this love to 
one another provides the evidence of God’s love working in our lives .

A. He That Loves Not Does Not Know God
Jesus made a statement in the Gospels that should challenge every believer . He 

said, “Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly 
they are ravenous wolves . You will know them by their fruits” (Matthew 7:15–16, 
NKJV) . In other words, what people are producing in their lives is more important than 
what they are saying or even the level of Apostolic ministry in which they function . 
Jesus told us that we must be on the lookout for those who would try to deceive us, 
as they parade around as a wolf in sheep’s clothing . 

Notice, Jesus was not saying to judge them by their ministry, but to judge them 
by their fruits . What a person does in ministry does not make that person spiritual . 
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Rather, the evidence of the fruit of the Spirit being produced reveals spiritual maturity .
First John 4:20 declares that people who have hate in their hearts toward others, 

yet proclaim they love God, are actually liars . 

 »  Have you ever seen someone who proclaimed to love God but displayed hatred 
toward someone else? Have you ever had to ask God to help you with hatred? Explain.

B. Because God Loved Us, We Must Love One Another 
Forgiveness is often the most difficult part of loving our brothers and sisters . We 

say we love, but in our hearts, we harbor feelings of bitterness and hurt . Ultimately 
these feelings are an outgrowth of unforgiveness in our hearts . The fact that Jesus 
could hang on the cross and still plead for the forgiveness of the people who were 
nailing the iron spikes into His feet and hands is nothing short of amazing . 

How often do we struggle with forgiving someone who makes an ill-advised 
comment or hurts us in some way? Yet Jesus hung on the cross and requested 
forgiveness for those who were unworthy . If Jesus could find a way to forgive, there 
should be no excuse for any of us not to find forgiveness in our hearts . We must find 
a way to look past offense and forgive . We must allow the compassion of the Lord to 
overtake us, and then get over ourselves and forgive those who have done us wrong .

        INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
A few years ago, a book was written entitled Love Wins . The basic premise was 

that, in the end, God’s love will prevent anyone from suffering in Hell . Although we 
can understand the desire for everyone to be saved, this is simply not what the Bible 
says . It is true God’s love is powerful enough to save us from any sin . However, if 
a person desires to live in sin and refuses to seek forgiveness, God’s love will not 
interfere with that person’s free will . 

Many times it would seem easier to make decisions for people and force them to 
live a certain way . However, free will does not exist if people do not have the ability to 
make choices, even if those choices would harm them . Love must allow us to make 
bad choices . However, the love of God will reach, implore, compel, and chase us 
down, giving us a way out of eternal damnation . The love of God is fully realized when 
people come to the understanding that God loves them just the way they are, but He 
loves them too much to leave them where they are . 
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        FOCUS VERSE  
Zephaniah 3:9 

For then will I turn to the people a pure language, that they may all call upon the name of the 
Lord, to serve him with one consent .

        LESSON TEXT 
Zephaniah 3:8–13

8 Therefore wait ye upon me, saith the Lord, until the day that I rise up to the prey: for my 
determination is to gather the nations, that I may assemble the kingdoms, to pour upon them 
mine indignation, even all my fierce anger: for all the earth shall be devoured with the fire of 
my jealousy .

9 For then will I turn to the people a pure language, that they may all call upon the name of 
the Lord, to serve him with one consent .

10 From beyond the rivers of Ethiopia my suppliants, even the daughter of my dispersed, 
shall bring mine offering .

11 In that day shalt thou not be ashamed for all thy doings, wherein thou hast transgressed 
against me: for then I will take away out of the midst of thee them that rejoice in thy pride, and 
thou shalt no more be haughty because of my holy mountain .

12 I will also leave in the midst of thee an afflicted and poor people, and they shall trust in 
the name of the Lord .

13 The remnant of Israel shall not do iniquity, nor speak lies; neither shall a deceitful tongue 
be found in their mouth: for they shall feed and lie down, and none shall make them afraid .

Acts 2:1–4
1 And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they were all with one accord in one place .
2 And suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled 

all the house where they were sitting .
3 And there appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them .
4 And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other tongues, as the 

Spirit gave them utterance .

FOCUS THOUGHT
Though God judges rebellion and sin, we can find restoration if we turn to Him.

God Will Restore

Lesson 5
January 3, 2021
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
It has become almost a platitude to observe 

that we live in a hurting world . However, the 
distinctive is that much of this hurt is largely 
invisible to the physical eye . We have advanced 
by leaps and bounds in our ability to deal with 
physical brokenness—crippling diseases and 
the like—while simultaneously regressing, 
it seems, in our ability to care for our inner 
spiritual and mental lives . That several recent 
outbreaks of violence have been increasingly 
linked to various forms of mental disorder is 
surely an eloquent, if not disturbing, testimony 
to this fact . What our world needs, more than 
ever before, is restoration, a topic that occupies 
a central place in the message of the prophet 
Zephaniah .  

        OUTLINE
I. GOD WILL JUDGE

A . A Crucial Turning Point 
B . Pronouncing Judgment
C . God Will Judge Sin

II. GOD WILL RESTORE
A . The Spirit Will Bring Restoration
B .  God Will Bring Restoration at the End 

of Time
C .  We Can Find Restoration If We Turn to 

the Lord

         CULTURE CONNECTION
RESTORED

Their family car was a 1970 lime green Ford Falcon XA Superbird . Tommy and his 
mom and dad loved that car . They drove everywhere in that car . Until  .  .  .  

One night Tommy’s dad lost control and rolled the car into a ditch not far from their 
family farm . Since he did not have insurance, he left it on the farm, sitting right where 
he wrecked it, and there it remained for the next forty years . Until  .  .  . 

One day Tommy decided to have the former family car restored . Parts were rare and 
expensive . So was labor . In 2017, few knew how to restore a 1970 Ford Falcon to its 
former glory, but Tommy found a dynamic duo of mechanics willing to take on the task . 
They worked for months, shipping the car from one shop to another, shopping for one 
part after another . Doubtless there were days when the project seemed like it would 
stall, but Tommy and his team kept shipping, shopping, looking, buying, working, and 
restoring . Until  .  .  . 

After several months and $71,000, the shop called Tommy to let him know his car 
was restored and ready . He drove it to his parents’ house . His dad walked out of the 
house and wept when he saw his once crumpled, wrecked, and left-to-rust Ford Falcon 
sitting in his driveway, fully restored . For a fleeting minute, he was different . He was 
newly married again . He was young again . He was what he once was before the wreck . 

Restoration did that for him . Restoration did that for them . Pull your chair in close 
and listen as a short-winded prophet named Zephaniah tells the story of God restoring 
His people to what they once were before the “wreck .” It is a heartwarming story of 
mercy, redemption, and of course, restoration .
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        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

I. GOD WILL JUDGE

A. A Crucial Turning Point
The prophet Zephaniah ministered at a peculiar moment in the history of the nation 

of Israel . The reign of Josiah marked a high point in late Judean history; in fact, the writer 
of Kings offered this summary evaluation: “He  .  .  . walked in all the way of David his 
father, and turned not aside to the right hand or to the left” (II Kings 22:2) . It is perhaps 
not too great an exaggeration to say that Josiah was more righteous than David, given 
the former king’s great sins in the matter of Bathsheba and Uriah . (See II Samuel 11 .) 

What is easy to miss, in the glory of Josiah’s later reforms, is the inauspicious 
beginnings of his reign . Josiah assumed the throne at the tender age of eight, 
succeeding his wicked father, Amon, and his grandfather, Manasseh, who had led 
the kingdom of Judah into a moral and spiritual degradation that rivaled and even 
surpassed the fallen kingdom of Israel . In fact, in the previous chapter, the writer 
of Kings summarized Manasseh’s reign this way: “Manasseh seduced them [the 
Judeans] to do more evil than did the nations whom the Lord destroyed before the 
children of Israel” (II Kings 21:9, clarification made by writer) . For over fifty years, 
Judah had lived a more wicked and defiled life than the ancient Canaanites .

When Josiah first assumed the throne, the nation continued on this self-destructive 
path . In fact, it was not until Josiah’s eighteenth year that the lost copy of the Book of 
the Law was discovered in the Temple (II Kings 22:3, 8) . For an entire decade, Josiah 
followed in the path of his wicked ancestors . The burning question, then, of Josiah’s 
reign is: what changed?

Of course, the writer of Kings pointed to the rediscovery of the Book of the Law . 
However, Josiah would have never discovered the Book of the Law if he had not first 
undertaken the repair and purification of the Temple . So what event sparked this 
desire in Josiah’s heart? The answer, it seems, was (at least in part) the prophetic 
ministry of Zephaniah, who thundered:

Woe to her that is filthy and polluted, to the oppressing city! . . . Her princes 
within her are roaring lions; her judges are evening wolves . . . Her prophets 
are light and treacherous persons: her priests have polluted the sanctuary, 
they have done violence to the law. (Zephaniah 3:1–4)

This may be the real significance of the tracing of Zephaniah’s family all the way 
back to King Hezekiah (Zephaniah 1:1) . Not only does it appear to suggest that 
Zephaniah was of royal lineage, but it also linked his prophecy to the leader of the 
last great “royal revival” in Judean history, a king whose righteousness was also 
depicted in terms of comparison to King David . (See II Kings 18:3 .)
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 »  Think about stories of the great revivals (e.g., the American Great Awakenings, the 
Welsh revival). Why does preaching always play such an important role in revival? 
What are some key elements for seeing another great revival in our day?

B. Pronouncing Judgment
Zephaniah was consumed with the coming Day of the Lord, mentioning it more than 

any other prophet (Larry Lee Walker, Expositor’s Bible Commentary) . He provided 
two different images to help his listeners (and us) understand the importance of 
this event at the end of history . In Zephaniah 1:8, the prophet called it “the day of 
the Lord’s sacrifice .” Here, Zephaniah echoed the language of the prophet Hosea 
(Hosea 9:5), evoking the imagery of a religious “solemn assembly” (Leviticus 23:36) . 
Zephaniah, however, also named this coming day as “a day of the trumpet and 
alarm” (Zephaniah 1:16), describing it in martial terms as a divine invasion . Such a 
divine onslaught was irresistible and inescapable . In the prophetic view, the Day of 
the Lord had two interlocking purposes: 1) to purify the earth of all unrighteousness 
and 2) to bring about Jehovah’s universal rule of justice and righteousness .

Though Zephaniah made clear in the opening verses that this day is universal in 
its scope, his first pronouncements of judgment were specifically applied to the land 
of Judah (Zephaniah 1:4–2:3) . At the core of God’s judgment of His own people was 
their worship of false gods (Zephaniah 1:4–5) and their rejection of God and His will 
(Zephaniah 1:6), even the way they dressed (Zephaniah 1:8) .

This simultaneous turning to other gods and turning away from the one true 
God had led to a corrupted, immoral society filled with violence and oppression . 
The people lied to themselves, “The Lord will not do good, neither will he do evil” 
(Zephaniah 1:12) . They convinced themselves that Jehovah was either too big 
to notice their dalliances with other gods or too weak to stop them . They painted 
Jehovah as an uncaring, blind, and helpless deity, just like the false gods of the 
surrounding nations . Thus, the first purpose of divine judgment was to correct the 
chosen people’s misperceptions of God and His purposes in the world . 

In Zephaniah 2:4–15, the scope of the prophet’s vision extended to the nations, 
first those that neighbor Judah (Philistia to the west, Moab and Ammon to the east), 
then the Mediterranean basin (the “sea coast”), and finally Ethiopia and Assyria . 
Mark Boda suggests that “Ethiopia” may very well be a cipher for the nation of 
Egypt (Dictionary of the Old Testament Prophets) . Clearly, the mentioned nations are 
historic enemies of God’s people, punished for their oppression and persecution of 
God’s chosen people . (See Zephaniah 2:8 .)

However, these negative actions toward God’s people were rooted in a deeper 
issue: “This shall they have for their pride, because they have reproached and 
magnified themselves against the people of the Lord of hosts” (Zephaniah 2:10) . 
Time and again, Scripture condemns the folly of human hubris (Proverbs 16:18) . At 
its most basic, pride is the misappropriation of divine rights by finite humans . 
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In these nations’ actions against Israel, they attempted to assert their will for 
dominance and power . And this act of self-assertion did not end with international 
dominance . In one of the most astounding passages in Zephaniah, the prophet 
described the coming judgment of Assyria’s ancient capital, Nineveh:

And he will stretch out his hand against the north, and destroy Assyria; and 
will make Nineveh a desolation, and dry like a wilderness. And flocks shall 
lie down in the midst of her, all the beasts of the nations: both the cormorant 
and the bittern shall lodge in the upper lintels of it; their voice shall sing in 
the windows; desolation shall be in the thresholds: for he shall uncover the 
cedar work. This is the rejoicing city that dwelt carelessly, that said in her 
heart, I am, and there is none beside me: how is she become a desolation, a 
place for beasts to lie down in! every one that passeth by her shall hiss, and 
wag his hand. (Zephaniah 2:13–15)

The words of the city were an almost-direct quotation of Jehovah’s own words to 
the prophet Isaiah: “I am the Lord, and there is none else, there is no God beside 
me” (Isaiah 45:5) . Even more breathtaking, the city of Nineveh co-opted the divine 
name “I AM” for herself . Jehovah, therefore, must take action against this brazen 
self-exaltation in order to protect the honor of His name .

 »  How would you define “pride”? How is pride expressed in our world at individual, 
communal, and national levels? Why is it so deadly for humans to become prideful?

C. God Will Judge Sin
The Book of Zephaniah shows us important things about the nature of the coming 

judgment, lessons that still apply today . First and foremost, this judgment will be 
universal . This is a key part of what makes divine judgment a just judgment—everyone 
will be held accountable . Secondly, the coming judgment is God’s action against 
human pride and rebellion that attempts to assert an alternative to divine dominion . 
It is not that God is somehow personally threatened by human attempts to exercise 
autonomy . Rather, the issue is that, as the Creator of the world, only God has the 
requisite power, wisdom, and understanding to orchestrate His creation . God must 
remain sovereign over the world so—and this is the important point—it continues to 
operate in ways that allow humanity to flourish . At every turn, God works to defeat 
and deter human pride because He is trying to protect us, not Himself . 

Finally, divine judgment is the root of divine restoration . There is no offer of 
salvation available in Scripture that does not begin with repentance . (See Luke 
13:3 .) Unless and until we grasp the depth and breadth of God’s judgment, we will 
be unable to appreciate the glorious hope He has promised to those who will turn 
their lives over to Him . 

 »  Why does God require us to repent before He will intervene to save us? What role 
does acknowledgement of wrongdoing play in our spiritual development?
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II. GOD WILL RESTORE

A. The Spirit Will Bring Restoration
If the Book of Zephaniah was breathtaking in its depiction of the universal scope 

of the coming judgment, it is no less astonishing in its sudden turn toward promises 
of restoration in the final chapter: 

Therefore wait ye upon me, saith the Lord, until the day that I rise up to the 
prey: for my determination is to gather the nations, that I may assemble the 
kingdoms, to pour upon them mine indignation, even all my fierce anger: for 
all the earth shall be devoured with the fire of my jealousy. For then will I turn 
to the people a pure language, that they may all call upon the name of the 
Lord, to serve him with one consent. (Zephaniah 3:8–9)

Perhaps the most astonishing feature is the universal nature of these promises . 
“All the earth” will be devoured by the divine fire of judgment so that all can come to 
know and serve the Lord . Just as the promises of judgment opened with a universal 
perspective, so now the promises of restoration adopt that same point of view . 

This final oracle also revealed that God’s judgment had a purifying intent 
(Zephaniah 3:11, 13) . In that future day, pride, iniquity, deceit, and violence would 
all be purged from the nation . Instead, humility, righteousness, and peace would 
characterize the city of Jerusalem and the (enlarged) people of God .

Finally, the signal of this coming day is that God would “change the speech of the 
peoples into pure speech  .  .  . that all of them will call on the name of the Lord and 
will serve him as one” (Moore & Peterson, Voice, Word, and Spirit) . This prophecy 
was spectacularly fulfilled centuries later on the Day of Pentecost when the 120 
gathered in the upper room began to “speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave 
them utterance .” (See Acts 2:1–4 .) The crowd bears witness to the purity of this Spirit-
enabled speech, exclaiming, “We do hear them speak in our tongues the wonderful 
works of God” (Acts 2:11) . 

 »  What do you think is the primary purpose of divine judgment: retribution, correction, or 
both? Why? How would you explain the purpose of divine judgment to a nonbeliever?

B. God Will Bring Restoration at the End of Time
For Peter, the outpouring of the Spirit was, first and foremost, a sign of the “last days” 

foretold by the prophet Joel (Acts 2:17) . Admittedly, it is tempting to ignore this end-
times aspect in our theology of Spirit baptism . We tend to focus on the Spirit’s empow-
erment to be witnesses (Acts 1:8) or to give victory over sin (Romans 8:1–4), realities 
that we experience right now . We enjoy the powerful demonstrations of the charismatic 
gifts—miraculous healings, messages given in tongues with interpretation, dynamic 
words of wisdom or knowledge—but the Spirit is not given simply to enable us to live 
an overcoming life here and now . It is also given to inspire us with hope for the future .
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The apostle Paul called the baptism of the Spirit “the earnest of our inheritance” 
(Ephesians 1:14), a mere “down payment” on glories yet to be revealed . The Spirit is 
not given to satisfy us, but to tantalize us with glimpses of a world yet to be revealed . 
And what does Zephaniah say will be the crucial difference between this present 
world and the world to come? 

The Lord thy God in the midst of thee is mighty; he will save, he will rejoice over 
thee with joy; he will rest in his love, he will joy over thee with singing. . . that 
time I will undo all that afflict thee: and I will save her that halteth, and gather 
her that was driven out; and I will get them praise and fame in every land where 
they have been put to shame. (Zephaniah 3:17, 19)

When we speak of the end-time restoration, we are speaking of more than simply 
an idyllic period of perfect peace and harmony . (See Isaiah 11:6–9 .) The coming 
perfection will only be possible because God will once again fully dwell with 
humanity . John’s last vision opened with the triumphant cry: “Behold, the tabernacle 
of God is with men, and he will dwell with them, and they shall be his people, and 
God himself shall be with them, and be their God” (Revelation 21:3) . 

 »  Utopian communities are a recurrent feature of human history. Why do you think that 
is? Why do you think these communities always ultimately collapse? What is/are the 
missing ingredient(s)? What lessons can these communities teach us?

C. We Can Find Restoration If We Turn to the Lord
The amazing truth is that, even now in this present, imperfect world, we can 

experience—at least in part—that coming restoration if we will only repent and turn 
to the Lord, as Zephaniah encouraged the Judeans to do . (See Zephaniah 2:1–3 .) 
Remember that Zephaniah’s message probably played a key role in turning the heart 
of King Josiah to the Lord . Thus, the ancient story of Josiah’s revival is a testimony of 
God’s graciousness to those who repent today . No matter how wicked the world in 
which we live, God has the ability to renew and restore His people .

        INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
We know we live in a broken world filled with broken people . Everyone, including 

those who are in the church, deals daily with the aftereffects: dysfunctional families, 
ruptured relationships, and unjust circumstances . We all long for final and full 
restoration . 

Where do we begin such a process? What is the initial step toward wholeness? 
From a biblical perspective, the journey begins with the arrival of the divine presence . 
Through the gift of the Holy Ghost, the restoring power of God that will one day 
reshape the entire world is available to each one of us . 
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        FOCUS VERSE  
Haggai 1:14

And the Lord stirred up the spirit of Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, governor of Judah, and 
the spirit of Joshua the son of Josedech, the high priest, and the spirit of all the remnant of the 
people; and they came and did work in the house of the Lord of hosts, their God.

        LESSON TEXT 
Haggai 1:2–14

2 Thus speaketh the Lord of hosts, saying, This people say, The time is not come, the time 
that the Lord’s house should be built .

3 Then came the word of the Lord by Haggai the prophet, saying,
4 Is it time for you, O ye, to dwell in your cieled houses, and this house lie waste?
5 Now therefore thus saith the Lord of hosts; Consider your ways .
6 Ye have sown much, and bring in little; ye eat, but ye have not enough; ye drink, but ye are 

not filled with drink; ye clothe you, but there is none warm; and he that earneth wages earneth 
wages to put it into a bag with holes .

7 Thus saith the Lord of hosts; Consider your ways .
8 Go up to the mountain, and bring wood, and build the house; and I will take pleasure in it, 

and I will be glorified, saith the Lord .
9 Ye looked for much, and, lo, it came to little; and when ye brought it home, I did blow upon 

it . Why? saith the Lord of hosts . Because of mine house that is waste, and ye run every man 
unto his own house .

10 Therefore the heaven over you is stayed from dew, and the earth is stayed from her fruit .
11 And I called for a drought upon the land, and upon the mountains, and upon the corn, 

and upon the new wine, and upon the oil, and upon that which the ground bringeth forth, and 
upon men, and upon cattle, and upon all the labour of the hands .

12 Then Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, and Joshua the son of Josedech, the high priest, with 
all the remnant of the people, obeyed the voice of the Lord their God, and the words of Haggai 
the prophet, as the Lord their God had sent him, and the people did fear before the Lord .

13 Then spake Haggai the Lord’s messenger in the Lord’s message unto the people, saying, 
I am with you, saith the Lord .

14 And the Lord stirred up the spirit of Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, governor of Judah, 
and the spirit of Joshua the son of Josedech, the high priest, and the spirit of all the remnant of 
the people; and they came and did work in the house of the Lord of hosts, their God .

FOCUS THOUGHT
God’s Word and work must be our greatest priorities.

The Work of God

Lesson 6
January 10, 2021
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
Celebrity Mike Rowe rose to fame as the host of 

a reality show called Dirty Jobs . The premise was 
quite simple; Rowe would work as an assistant 
on a difficult or unusual blue-collar job for a day 
to showcase both the often-surprising difficulty 
and value of these so-called “dirty” jobs . 

Since the Emmy-nominated show has ended, 
Rowe has continued to be an advocate for the 
inherent value of skilled labor through his 
mikeroweWORKS Foundation . Rowe says: “Our 
crumbling infrastructure, our widening skills 
gap, the disappearance of vocational education, 
and the stratospheric rise in college tuition—
these are not problems  .  .  . [but] symptoms 
of what we value . And right now, we have to 
reconnect the average American with the value 
of a skilled workforce . Only then, will the next 
generation aspire to do the work at hand .” 

        OUTLINE
I. HAGGAI REBUKED THE PEOPLE

A . Consider Your Ways
B . Fix Your Priorities
C . God’s Word Must Be Our Priority

II. THEY OBEYED THE WORD OF THE LORD
A . They Were Stirred to Action
B . They Worked on the House of the Lord
C . God’s Work Must Be Our Priority

         CULTURE CONNECTION
THE I-4 EYESORE

It probably started as a drawing on a napkin . Claud Bowers dreamed of building 
a building to tower over Interstate 4 in Orlando, Florida, and calling it the Majesty 
Building . He thought it would take a year to build, a year-and-a-half at most . But as they 
say with construction, it always takes more time and much more money than you think . 

In 2001 they broke ground . A few months later, they went broke . They are still 
building the building . One year after another has come and gone, but the building 
is still not built . But it cannot be hidden . It towers eighteen stories above I-4 and has 
regrettably become a part of the Orlando skyline . 

It did not take long for people to come up with nicknames of their own for the Majesty 
Building . Some call it the “I-4 Eyesore .” Others call it “The Mistake by the Lake .” Blood 
pressure rises as people drive by it because people are tired of looking at a building 
that was begun but never finished . 

The Book of Haggai in the Old Testament chronicles the progress of the Temple-
building project . However, King Artaxerxes issued a royal decree to stop the building, 
and the Jews stopped—for fifteen years . The foundation lay exposed to the weather for 
one-and-a-half decades . That is when God inspired the prophet Haggai to prophesy to 
the people to remind them to finish what they had forgotten . 

The issue was not just a building; it was their priorities . May we ever make God, His 
Word, and His work our priority . He will finish what He started in us; may we finish what 
we have started for Him .
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        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

I. HAGGAI REBUKED THE PEOPLE
The prophet Haggai ministered during a crucial period in Jewish history, not long 

after the return from Exile . The Book of Ezra (and its companion work Nehemiah) tell 
the amazing story of the return and rebuilding . We know from the end of II Kings that 
the entire city of Jerusalem was leveled, including the palace, the Temple, and the 
city walls (II Kings 25:8–10) .

By the time Cyrus ascended to the Persian throne, nearly fifty years had elapsed . 
Most, if not all, of the eyewitnesses of Jerusalem’s fall had passed away in captivity . 
For an entire generation, the remnant of Judah had been under the thumb of godless 
tyrants, forced to reside in a community that mocked their beliefs and customs, 
confronted on every side by societal pressure to abandon their identity and their faith . 

Then, like a bolt from the blue, came Cyrus’ royal edict (Ezra 1:2–4) . With that, the 
impossible and unimaginable came true . God’s people were headed home to rebuild 
God’s house . Ezra 3 provides a vivid description of the electrified scene: 

And when the builders laid the foundation of the temple of the Lord, they 
set the priests in their apparel with trumpets, and the Levites the sons of 
Asaph with cymbals, to praise the Lord, after the ordinance of David king of 
Israel. And they sang together by course in praising and giving thanks unto 
the Lord; because he is good, for his mercy endureth for ever toward Israel. 
And all the people shouted with a great shout, when they praised the Lord, 
because the foundation of the house of the Lord was laid. (Ezra 3:10–11)

But the enemy had other plans . In the very next chapter, opposition arose; the 
enemies of the Jews, by the use of lies and slander, convinced King Ahasuerus to halt 
the rebuilding project altogether (Ezra 4:21–24) . For almost twenty years, the Temple 
lay unfinished  .  .  . just an exposed foundation  .  .  . a bitter reminder of frustrated 
hopes and dreams .

 »  Have you ever started something but failed to follow it through to completion? What 
does it feel like to start something and not complete it? 

A. Consider Your Ways
At this low moment, God called the prophet Haggai . From all appearances, 

Haggai was an elder, perhaps seventy years old . Haggai 2:3 implies he was an 
eyewitness of Solomon’s glorious Temple, and the length of his ministry was quite 
brief (four months), possibly cut short by his death (Robert Alden, Expositor’s Bible 
Commentary) . What Haggai saw in the stagnant Temple rebuilding project was a 
dangerous spiritual inertia . His opening salvo is blunt and to the point, perhaps 
further evidence of his “elder” status: 
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This people say, The time is not come, the time that the Lord’s house should 
be built. . . . Is it time for you, O ye, to dwell in your cieled houses, and this 
house lie waste? (Haggai 1:2, 4)

What Haggai confronted was not spiritual rebellion but spiritual neglect . The 
people were not disobeying Jehovah; they were simply ignoring Him . They had 
elected to make excuses for their lack of faithfulness, and it damaged their walk with 
God . The signs were all about them but went unnoticed until Haggai called them to 
attention: “Ye have sown much, and bring in little; ye eat, but ye have not enough; 
ye drink, but ye are not filled with drink; ye clothe you, but there is none warm; and 
he that earneth wages earneth wages to put it into a bag with holes” (Haggai 1:6) .

 » What are the inherent dangers of spiritual neglect?

Later in the same chapter, God took full and personal responsibility for the 
hardships the people experienced: “Ye looked for much, and, lo, it came to little; and 
when ye brought it home, I did blow upon it .  .  .  . I called for a drought upon the land, 
and upon the mountains, and upon the corn, and upon the new wine, and upon the 
oil, and upon that which the ground bringeth forth, and upon men, and upon cattle, 
and upon all the labour of the hands” (Haggai 1:9, 11) .

Two observations are important here . First, God was acting in accord with long-estab-
lished covenant principles . The land was God’s gift to Israel; her dwelling in the land was 
sacramental, meaning it was a physical symbol of a spiritual reality . To dwell in the land 
was to live in relationship with God; to be in relationship with God entailed dwelling in 
the land . In the same manner, God’s spiritual blessings on His people were expressed in 
physical ways: timely rains, bountiful crops, healthy herds and flocks . Conversely then, 
God’s judgment would be logically expressed in withholding these blessings . (See Deu-
teronomy 11:13–16 .) Second, God’s intention for these judgments was not so much to 
punish the people as to draw them to repentance . That is why Haggai introduced these 
observations with a double call to “consider your ways” (Haggai 1:5, 7) . 

 »  Has there ever been a time when God used life circumstances to “move” you in a new 
and better direction? Looking back on the experience now, what were the key lessons 
you learned about how God works?

B. Fix Your Priorities
What, then, did repentance look like for Haggai? What new and different actions 

did he expect the Jews to take? The simple answer is that Haggai wanted them to 
resume the rebuilding of the Temple . However, the better answer is that Haggai was 
calling the people to rearrange their spiritual priorities . The issue was not just the 
Temple remaining unfinished, but the people finishing their own houses instead . It 
was not just that they were not fully serving God, but that self-service had replaced 
divine service . Their actions revealed a shift in priorities . 
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So what priority had shifted? In his initial exhortation to action, Haggai provided 
the answer . He quoted the Lord: “Go up to the mountain, and bring wood, and build 
the house; and I will take pleasure in it, and I will be glorified” (Haggai 1:8) . The 
people had lost the priority of bringing God glory . They were more concerned with 
their own comfort than with God’s honor . That was why they could allow the Temple 
to remain unbuilt and turn their attention to other matters . 

C. God’s Word Must Be Our Priority
It is a hard but necessary lesson to learn: our created purpose is to bring God glory, 

not to live in ease and comfort . This should not be taken as a sly way of saying God 
is an evil taskmaster who enjoys causing His people pain . The Bible is clear that God 
loves us and delights in caring for us (Matthew 6:25–30) . Yet, in His caring for us, our 
lives become a testimony to God’s glorious grace and power . We should take care 
that our every action works to proclaim—not shame—His name . 

What does it mean, though, to “honor” God? How do we discern the patterns of 
action that will best showcase His faithfulness and love? The answer is as simple as it is 
profound: God shows us how to honor Him through His Word . In a day when the church 
is under such vicious attack, it may seem odd to emphasize the importance of Bible 
study, but there is no surer way for believers to overcome the maligning and slander of 
the ungodly than by being grounded in God’s Word . Scripture is filled with examples of 
godly men and women who were the very definition of lives that honor God .

 »  Of all the godly characters mentioned in the Bible, which one do you admire most? Why? 

II. THEY OBEYED THE WORD OF THE LORD

A. They Were Stirred to Action
Perhaps the most intriguing feature of the Book of Haggai is the recorded response 

to his prophetic word: “Then Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, and Joshua the son of 
Josedech, the high priest, with all the remnant of the people, obeyed the voice of the 
Lord their God, and the words of Haggai the prophet, as the Lord their God had sent 
him, and the people did fear before the Lord” (Haggai 1:12) .

Haggai is a rarity in the Old Testament; he was a successful prophet . The people 
heeded the Word of God he delivered . The typical reaction to the prophetic word 
was resistance and persecution . In fact, John Kessler, writing in the Dictionary of Old 
Testament Prophets, notes that the phrasing here is specifically designed to contrast 
the response to Haggai’s prophesying with the earlier response to Jeremiah: “So 
Johanan the son of Kareah, and all the captains of the forces, and all the people, 
obeyed not the voice of the Lord, to dwell in the land of Judah” (Jeremiah 43:4) .

It is not enough to be moved by the Word of God; we must act on what we have 
heard . Many are stirred by passionate preaching; few, however, are stirred to action . 
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Yet it is our action that determines the value of the Word in our lives . In the New 
Testament, James urged the same truth on his audience with a vivid illustration: 

Be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only, deceiving your own selves. 
For if any be a hearer of the word, and not a doer, he is like unto a man 
beholding his natural face in a glass: for he beholdeth himself, and goeth 
his way, and straightway forgetteth what manner of man he was. But whoso 
looketh into the perfect law of liberty, and continueth therein, he being not 
a forgetful hearer, but a doer of the work, this man shall be blessed in his 
deed. (James 1:22–25)

B. They Worked on the House of the Lord
Spurred on by the preaching of Haggai, the Jews went immediately to work, 

finishing rebuilding the Temple . Haggai was right there with them, offering words of 
encouragement:

Yet once, it is a little while, and I will shake the heavens, and the earth, and 
the sea, and the dry land; and I will shake all nations, and the desire of all 
nations shall come: and I will fill this house with glory, . . . The glory of this 
latter house shall be greater than of the former, saith the Lord of hosts: and 
in this place will I give peace, saith the Lord of hosts. (Haggai 2:6–9)

It is astounding that the Book of Ezra records the Jews relaunched the Temple 
project in the “second year of the reign of Darius king of Persia” (Ezra 4:24) and 
finished the project “in the sixth year of the reign of Darius the king” (Ezra 6:15) . Not 
coincidentally, the sixth year of the reign of Darius (516 bc) was precisely seventy 
years from the time the Jerusalem Temple had fallen (586 bc) . However, perhaps 
more to the point here is the fact that the Temple had lain unfinished for twenty 
years, but when the people of God finally decided to go back to work, they finished 
the project in only four years .

In our dread of difficult tasks, we seem to forget that obedience brings with it the 
favor of God . Ezra recorded: “And the elders of the Jews builded, and they prospered 
through the prophesying of Haggai the prophet and Zechariah the son of Iddo” 
(Ezra 6:14) . Yes, the task was daunting . Yes, there was only a foundation when they 
restarted the project . But God was with them . He blessed and multiplied their efforts . 
And, in the end, the task that looked impossible was completed in one-fifth the time 
they had spent convinced it would never get done .

 »  Why do you think we put off hard tasks? How can God’s Word to Haggai encourage us 
to stop procrastinating and do the work that needs to be done?

C. God’s Work Must Be Our Priority
God’s Word is clear: God blesses those who honor Him . When we put God first, He 

will take care of us . After describing the way God lavishes His care upon His creation, 
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Jesus concluded that section of the Sermon on the Mount exhorting His disciples: 
“But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all these things 
shall be added unto you” (Matthew 6:33) .

Washington Post reporter Christopher Ingraham reported on the 2014 American 
Time Use Survey conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics . The report’s revelations 
about American spiritual priorities are sobering . For example, Ingraham notes that 
the average American watches twenty hours of television a week (the equivalent of a 
part-time job), and most Americans watch the most television on Sunday . Even more 
sad, while time spent on religious activities positively skyrockets on Sunday overall 
(to a whopping thirty minutes), “Americans spend more time grooming themselves 
than they do praying or going to church” on that day (www .washingtonpost .com) . 

In an environment such as this, it is imperative that Apostolics make the work of 
“building God’s house” our first priority . Being involved in our local church is not 
optional but imperative, both to our survival and to our witness to the world . We 
should not be ashamed to decline invitations because we have prior commitments 
to God’s house; that may very well be one of our most important forms of witness 
in our increasingly distracted and frivolous age . Doing God’s work, being in God’s 
house, and fellowshiping with God’s people are the priorities that matter, and they 
must remain front and center in our lives .

        INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
Haggai is a little book that is easily overlooked and often disregarded (especially 

in favor of the writings of his much more complicated co-prophet Zechariah) . 
Haggai’s message seems almost simplistic: “It is time to get back to work .” Yet 
there is profound truth to his inspired words . He confronted the distracted without 
condemning; he sympathized with the discouraged without excusing . Through it all, 
Haggai exhorted and encouraged them to renewed obedience to God . 

What might this little book from this esteemed elder say to us today? First, it calls 
us to examine our own lives for those spiritual projects that remain undone . What 
spiritual good intentions remain unfulfilled in your life? Perhaps a calling from God 
unwittingly has been buried under the mundane demands of daily life . The voice of 
Haggai echoes across the centuries, calling us “back to work .”

Second, the book reminds us that God’s presence and power are found where 
the work is being done . As the people resumed the rebuilding of the Temple, God 
sent Haggai to them to say, “I am with you” (Haggai 1:13) . Perhaps the presence of 
God feels distant in our lives because we have grown distracted from our God-called 
work . Perhaps the solution to our own spiritual malaise is not more introspection but 
more action . God has promised His power would go with us . But first we must go . 
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           FOCUS VERSES 
Zechariah 3:7–8

Thus saith the Lord of hosts; If thou wilt walk in my ways, and if thou wilt keep my charge, 
then thou shalt also judge my house, and shalt also keep my courts, and I will give thee places to 
walk among these that stand by. Hear now, O Joshua the high priest, thou, and thy fellows that sit 
before thee: for they are men wondered at: for, behold, I will bring forth my servant the BRANCH.

           LESSON TEXT 
Zechariah 3:1–10

1 And he shewed me Joshua the high priest standing before the angel of the Lord, and 
Satan standing at his right hand to resist him .

2 And the Lord said unto Satan, The Lord rebuke thee, O Satan; even the Lord that hath 
chosen Jerusalem rebuke thee: is not this a brand plucked out of the fire?

3 Now Joshua was clothed with filthy garments, and stood before the angel .
4 And he answered and spake unto those that stood before him, saying, Take away the filthy 

garments from him . And unto him he said, Behold, I have caused thine iniquity to pass from 
thee, and I will clothe thee with change of raiment .

5 And I said, Let them set a fair mitre upon his head . So they set a fair mitre upon his head, 
and clothed him with garments . And the angel of the Lord stood by .

6 And the angel of the Lord protested unto Joshua, saying,
7 Thus saith the Lord of hosts; If thou wilt walk in my ways, and if thou wilt keep my charge, 

then thou shalt also judge my house, and shalt also keep my courts, and I will give thee places 
to walk among these that stand by .

8 Hear now, O Joshua the high priest, thou, and thy fellows that sit before thee: for they are 
men wondered at: for, behold, I will bring forth my servant the BRANCH .

9 For behold the stone that I have laid before Joshua; upon one stone shall be seven eyes: 
behold, I will engrave the graving thereof, saith the Lord of hosts, and I will remove the iniquity 
of that land in one day .

10 In that day, saith the Lord of hosts, shall ye call every man his neighbour under the vine 
and under the fig tree .

FOCUS THOUGHT
God gives us visions of the future to encourage us to be faithful in the present.

Seeing Beyond the Present

Lesson 7
January 17, 2021
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
On August 23, 1968, a crowd estimated at 

250,000 gathered at the steps of the Lincoln Me-
morial to hear from the Reverend Dr . Martin Luther 
King Jr ., who had recently led a successful civil 
rights battle in Montgomery, Alabama . His speech 
that day is perhaps the single greatest American 
speech of the twentieth century . Known as the “I 
Have a Dream” speech because of its closing re-
frain, the speech shared a fresh vision for Amer-
ica, in powerful imagery liberally sprinkled with 
allusions to the Old Testament prophets: 

“I have a dream that one day this nation 
will rise up and live out the true meaning of its 
creed: ‘We hold these truths to be self-evident: 
that all men are created equal .’  .  .  . I have a 
dream that my four little children will one day 
live in a nation where they will not be judged by 
the color of their skin but by the content of their 
character . I have a dream today .”

Dr . King’s speech is eloquent testimony to the 
power of vision to reshape a nation . 

 

        OUTLINE
I. THE MINISTRY OF ZECHARIAH

A . Haggai’s Contemporary
B . A Visionary Prophet
C . The Importance of Having a Vision

II. THE MESSAGE OF ZECHARIAH
A . For the Exiles
B . For the Church
C .  The Return of Christ—Our Sustaining 

Hope 

         CULTURE CONNECTION
ALEX AND ZACH

Most middle-school students have heard of Alex . They know him better by his less-
than-humble moniker, Alexander the Great . But fewer students outside of Sunday school 
have heard of Zach . His full first name was Zechariah . He was one of the final minor proph-
ets in the Old Testament . Zechariah wrote and prophesied around 520 bc, and he proph-
esied of a conqueror coming through Syria, Philistia, and the oceanfront country of Tyre .

Nearly two hundred years later, Alexander conquered Syria, then Philistia, and then 
Tyre . He besieged them for seven months, but Tyre eventually fell, just like Zechariah 
prophesied . Finally, Alexander set his sights on Israel . Zechariah knew his people 
would be on this conqueror’s hit list, but God would defend them . According to history, 
the high priest Jaddua prayed when he heard Alexander and his marching hordes were 
advancing toward their country . 

God answered his prayer and told him to open the gates to greet Alexander . When 
Alexander saw Jaddua, he prostrated himself before the high priest and worshiped God . 
Someone brought him the scroll of the Book of Daniel, and Jaddua showed Alexander 
the prophecy of a “horn” that would defeat the Persians . Alexander realized his wars 
and conquests were prophesied hundreds of years before they ever started or ended .

Just like Zechariah had prophesied, the world conqueror left Jerusalem unscathed . 
And all that history is found right in your Bible in the Old Testament Book of Zechariah . 
What a major minor prophet! What an awesome God!
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        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

I. THE MINISTRY OF ZECHARIAH

A. Haggai’s Contemporary
Zechariah the prophet was a younger contemporary of Haggai (Ezra 5:1) . Together, 

both prophets ministered to the returnees from Exile, inspiring them to complete the 
rebuilding of the Temple that had been put on hold for almost twenty years . Though 
they were companion prophets, the Bible seems to suggest they were precise 
opposites in almost every way . Haggai was probably an elder; his prophecy implies 
he had seen Solomon’s Temple before it was destroyed (Haggai 2:3) . Zechariah, on 
the other hand, appears to have been a much younger man (Zechariah 2:4) . Haggai’s 
oracles are brief and to the point; Zechariah’s messages are much longer and more 
complex . As Moore and Peterson observe, “Haggai’s prophetic oracles are the most 
straightforward and practical of all the OT prophets . Zechariah’s oracles are the most 
mystifying and visionary” (Voice, Word, & Spirit) . 

One would think that, in most cases, these rather dramatic differences would lead 
to significant conflict and friction . However, it is important to realize that both men 
were called of God to minister to a distracted and discouraged people . They needed 
both the blunt exhortation of Haggai and the lofty visions of Zechariah to be properly 
motivated to complete the daunting task of rebuilding the Temple .

 »  Think of the leadership teams (at church or at work) that you have observed or been 
involved in. Did any of them include members who were “polar opposites” as far as 
temperament and approach? What benefits did their combined presence bring to the team? 

B. A Visionary Prophet
George Robinson has described the Book of Zechariah as “the most Messianic, the 

most truly apocalyptic and eschatological, of all the writings of the OT” (Kenneth L . 
Barker, Expositor’s Bible Commentary) . It is also the longest of the Minor Prophets, 
being just a bit shorter than the Book of Daniel . Portions of Zechariah are among the 
most hotly debated texts in the Old Testament . 

The structure of the Book of Zechariah is, somewhat surprisingly, rather simple, 
given its complex content . It falls into two main sections, chapters 1–8 and chapters 
9–14 . The first section is dominated by the detailed record of eight visions Zechariah 
received in a single night (treated as a single message; see Zechariah 1:7); the second 
section is comprised of two lengthy oracles (chapters 9–11 and chapters 12–14) . 

The visions are all narrated according to the same pattern:
• Zechariah received a vision .
• Zechariah inquired about the meaning of the baffling vision .
• Zechariah was given an explanation by an angelic attendant .
David Johnson rightly points out that this rhetorical pattern serves to emphasize the 

need for divine disclosure (Handbook on the Prophets, Apostolic Handbook Series), 
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thus reinforcing that the message communicated was of divine origin . Zechariah was 
not simply offering up his own interpretation of what he saw .

 »  Why is it important for us to understand that these visions came from God and were 
not the product of a deranged prophet? Why is it important for us to share with the 
world what God has said and not simply try to share our own wisdom and ideas?

The eight visions form a unified message about the restoration, growth, and 
purification of the postexilic community . This unity is partly indicated by the 
correspondence of the opening vision of the four horsemen (1:8–17) to the closing 
vision of four chariots (6:1–8) . The first culminated in an announcement of God’s 
intention to return to Jerusalem and rebuild the Temple: “I am returned to Jerusalem 
with mercies: my house shall be built in it,  .  .  . and a line shall be stretched forth 
upon Jerusalem .  .  .  . My cities through prosperity shall yet be spread abroad; and the 
Lord shall yet comfort Zion, and shall yet choose Jerusalem” (1:16–17) . 

 The final vision announced that God’s judgment would go forth to cover the whole 
earth . Especially important was the announcement: “Behold, these that go toward the 
north country have quieted my spirit in the north country” (Zechariah 6:8) . Due to the 
geography of the Fertile Crescent, the armies of Assyria, Babylon, and Persia all invaded 
Palestine from the north (compare Jeremiah’s references to the foe from the north in 
4:6; 6:1, 22; 10:22), making this an inclusive reference to those nations’ downfall 
(past and future) . There may also be a Temple reference here as well; Robert Chisholm 
suggests the two “mountains of brass” (Zechariah 6:1) were a symbolic reference to the 
bronze pillars that stood before Solomon’s Temple (Handbook on the Prophets) . 

At the center of this vision cycle is Zechariah’s vision of the purification of the high 
priest Joshua, which, incidentally, does not require the presence of an interpreting angel 
or a detailed divine explanation (Joyce Baldwin, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi): 

And he shewed me Joshua the high priest standing before the angel of the 
Lord, and Satan standing at his right hand to resist him. . . . Now Joshua was 
clothed with filthy garments, and stood before the angel. And he answered 
and spake unto those that stood before him, saying, Take away the filthy 
garments from him. And unto him he said, Behold, I have caused thine 
iniquity to pass from thee, and I will clothe thee with change of raiment. And 
I said, Let them set a fair mitre upon his head. So they set a fair mitre upon 
his head, and clothed him with garments. (Zechariah 3:1–5) 

Clearly, the purification of Joshua is thick with symbolism regarding the rebuilding 
of the Temple, of the reestablishment of proper worship of Jehovah led by a righteous 
priesthood, and of the restoration of God’s people to the Promised Land . However, 
the vision then jumps ahead to the coming of the Messiah .

Zechariah’s words effortlessly leap the centuries from the present moment to an 
as-yet-unrealized future, catching up the whole of human history into God’s own 
grand design . Because Zechariah’s words do more than merely address the “present 
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crisis,” it makes them such inspiring words of hope to a beleaguered people .
These features of the vision cycle in the first part of the book are vital to grasping 

the nature of the concluding oracles, which have successfully defied all attempts to 
link them to any particular historical context . Some passages appear to point to pre-
exilic events, such as the fall of Assyria (Zechariah 10:10–12), nearly a hundred years 
before the prophet lived; others point to later conflicts such as a war between God’s 
people and the Greeks (Zechariah 9:13), events that happened well after Zechariah’s 
time . However, in reading these pages the New Testament authors discerned many 
predictions that related to the life, ministry, and death of Jesus Christ . David Johnson 
rightly observes that this lack of contextualization need not be seen as problematic 
and is most likely quite purposeful: “Perhaps [Zechariah 9–14] was intended to 
highlight and celebrate God’s cosmic plan that precedes, includes, and surpasses 
history as we know it” (Handbook on the Prophets) . 

 »  In your personal Bible reading, do you find books like Zechariah (e.g., books with 
fantastic visions) puzzling or comforting? Or do you try to avoid them altogether? 
Why? What are some things you have done that have helped you glean something 
useful when reading difficult passages like prophetic visions? 

C. The Importance of Having a Vision
Everything good that has ever happened in the world began with a vision . At its 

most basic, vision could be defined as the ability to see circumstances as they 
should be and not simply as they are . Even when overly reduced like this, one can 
still see the fundamental importance of vision to all areas of life . Vision is the engine 
of change, growth, and development . If you lose the ability to see things in any way 
other than they are right now, you will be held hostage to the status quo .

In secular circles, vision is treated as a product of human imagination . It is, in 
fact, a rare gift, found more commonly in those of a creative bent . It is certainly not 
the purview of the common man or woman . However, the biblical understanding of 
vision is so different as to be diametrically opposed . For one thing, vision is to be 
common to all people, not just a select, talented few . In fact, Joel’s prophecy of the 
Spirit’s outpouring specifically mentions the democratization of “visions” as one of 
the many gifts the Spirit will bring (Joel 2:28) . 

This is so because the Bible teaches that vision is not a product of human 
imagination but of faith in God . Not coincidentally, Hebrews 11, the “Hall of Faith,” 
is a litany of biblical visionaries (Noah, Hebrews 11:7; Abraham, Hebrews 11:8; 
Joseph, Hebrews 11:22; Moses, Hebrews 11:24) who saw what others could not or 
would not acknowledge . This leads the writer of Hebrews to conclude that faith “is 
the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen” (Hebrews 11:1) . 

Biblically speaking, our imagination can actually be a limit to our vision: “Now unto 
him that is able to do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or think [imagine], 
according to the power that worketh in us” (Ephesians 3:20, clarification made by 
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writer) . Our vision must not be based in what we think is possible, but in what God is 
able to do . Only then will our vision have the ability to truly change the world .

 »  Has God ever spoken to you through a dream or a vision? What convinced you this 
was God speaking to you? 

II. THE MESSAGE OF ZECHARIAH

A. For the Exiles
What exactly was Zechariah’s vision for the exiled Jews who had returned? What 

alternate reality did his words paint for them? It is particularly difficult for prosperous 
North Americans to imagine the challenges . One important thing that is often missed 
is the political instability of the era . True enough, the reign of Cyrus was an exciting 
period for the Jews living in exile, punctuated as it was by his stunning introduction 
of religious tolerance as imperial policy . 

However, Cyrus’ son, Cambyses, reigned for a relatively short time (530–522 
bc) and, after his death, the Persian Empire was plunged into chaos . Even after 
Darius secured the throne, he spent the first couple years of his reign putting 
down rebellions, as the Behistun Inscription (roughly contemporary to Zechariah’s 
ministry) reveals (Al Wolters, Dictionary of the Old Testament Prophets) . As a province 
of Persia, Judah’s future was inescapably tied to the serendipities of imperial rule . It 
was nothing short of miraculous when Darius, after establishing his reign, suddenly 
reversed the imperial mandate halting the Temple project (Ezra 6:1–12), even though 
imperial decrees were technically irreversible (Esther 8:8) . 

Zechariah’s visions, then, were aimed at reassuring the Jews that the surety of 
God’s promises was more than enough to counterbalance any political instability . 
Even the opening call to repentance, with its focus on Israel’s history of rebellion, 
emphasized the surety of God’s covenantal word:

But my words and my statutes, which I commanded my servants the 
prophets, did they not take hold of your fathers? and they returned and said, 
Like as the Lord of hosts thought to do unto us, according to our ways, and 
according to our doings, so hath he dealt with us. (Zechariah 1:6)

B. For the Church
Of course, the message of God’s faithfulness to His Word (in the face of human 

frailty and instability) carries forward into the New Testament era . However, this 
reality takes on an added dimension when considering the significance of messianic 
prophecies within the book . In particular, Zechariah prophesied Jesus Christ’s 
entering Jerusalem while riding a donkey, a symbol of peace rather than conquest 
(Zechariah 9:9), as well as the exact price of his betrayal by Judas (Zechariah 11:12) . 

The presence of these prophecies in the latter part of the book serve to elevate the 
earlier prophetic words spoken over Joshua and Zerubbabel . These historical figures 
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merge together as a prefiguring of a coming Branch (Offspring) of Jehovah, who will 
inaugurate the Day of the Lord that will bring peace to the entire Earth and salvation 
to all peoples (Zechariah 8:20–23) . The church celebrates today the fulfillment of 
God’s Word to Zechariah as found in Jesus Christ of Nazareth .

 »  Why is the New Testament so obviously focused on presenting Jesus Christ as the 
fulfillment of Old Testament prophecies like Zechariah’s? How should that influence 
the way we read the Old Testament?

C. The Return of Christ—Our Sustaining Hope
Perhaps what is most astounding is that Zechariah’s vision of the coming Messiah 

extended beyond His first coming . In one of the most moving passages in the entire 
book, Zechariah saw the Messiah returning to His people, who respond:

And one shall say unto him, What are these wounds in thine hands? Then he 
shall answer, Those with which I was wounded in the house of my friends. 
(Zechariah 13:6)

In that day, Jehovah shall be exalted as the “king over all the earth” (Zechariah 
14:9) . Just as Zechariah’s vision of Joshua’s purification and restoration served to 
assure and encourage the people of his day to resume their rebuilding of the Temple, 
so today does our own vision of the soon return of Jesus Christ give us both hope and 
motivation (I John 3:2–3) .

        INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
Several years ago, there was a popular bumper sticker that read: “Jesus is coming  .  .  . 

look busy .” The intended effect was probably humor (perhaps even derision), yet it did 
connect with a fundamental truth about Christ’s second coming . It is a key aspect of 
our motivation to Christian life and service . Jesus is coming and coming soon—sooner 
than we would probably ever suspect . Therefore, in light of the hope that reality gives 
us, we must “cast off the works of darkness” and “put on the armour of light” (Romans 
13:12) . Like those who heard the prophet Zechariah, we are also called to build not a 
physical temple that would eventually crumble to dust, but the everlasting kingdom of 
God that will never fade away . 
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           FOCUS VERSE  
Malachi 3:6

For I am the Lord, I change not; therefore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed.

           LESSON TEXT 
Malachi 1:6–14

6 A son honoureth his father, and a servant his master: if then I be a father, where is mine 
honour? and if I be a master, where is my fear? saith the Lord of hosts unto you, O priests, that 
despise my name . And ye say, Wherein have we despised thy name?

7 Ye offer polluted bread upon mine altar; and ye say, Wherein have we polluted thee? In 
that ye say, The table of the Lord is contemptible .

8 And if ye offer the blind for sacrifice, is it not evil? and if ye offer the lame and sick, is it not 
evil? offer it now unto thy governor; will he be pleased with thee, or accept thy person? saith 
the Lord of hosts .

9 And now, I pray you, beseech God that he will be gracious unto us: this hath been by your 
means: will he regard your persons? saith the Lord of hosts .

10 Who is there even among you that would shut the doors for nought? neither do ye kindle 
fire on mine altar for nought . I have no pleasure in you, saith the Lord of hosts, neither will I 
accept an offering at your hand .

11 For from the rising of the sun even unto the going down of the same my name shall be 
great among the Gentiles; and in every place incense shall be offered unto my name, and a 
pure offering: for my name shall be great among the heathen, saith the Lord of hosts .

12 But ye have profaned it, in that ye say, The table of the Lord is polluted; and the fruit 
thereof, even his meat, is contemptible .

13 Ye said also, Behold, what a weariness is it! and ye have snuffed at it, saith the Lord of 
hosts; and ye brought that which was torn, and the lame, and the sick; thus ye brought an 
offering: should I accept this of your hand? saith the Lord .

14 But cursed be the deceiver, which hath in his flock a male, and voweth, and sacrificeth 
unto the Lord a corrupt thing: for I am a great King, saith the Lord of hosts, and my name is 
dreadful among the heathen .

FOCUS THOUGHT
Continual reminders of God’s faithfulness keep spiritual discouragement at bay.

God Is Always Faithful

Lesson 8
January 24, 2021
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
Human frailty is a recurrent theme of Scrip-

ture, captured best by the psalmist: “For he 
knoweth our frame; he remembereth that we 
are dust . As for man, his days are as grass: as 
a flower of the field, so he flourisheth . For the 
wind passeth over it, and it is gone; and the 
place thereof shall know it no more” (Psalm 
103:14–16) . A key expression of that frailty is the 
tendency to grow discouraged .

In his now-classic devotional study of 
Nehemiah, Hand Me Another Brick, author 
Charles Swindoll discerns four key causes of 
discouragement: a loss of strength, a loss 
of vision, a loss of confidence, and a loss of 
security . There are other causes, no doubt, but 
it is important to notice that each cause is a kind 
of loss, which we will grieve, either consciously 
or unconsciously . Given its close relationship 
to the grief process, discouragement then can 
breed all sorts of other difficult emotions: anger, 
frustration, depression, and even despair . 

        OUTLINE
I. THE DAYS OF MALACHI

A . After the Rebuilding
B . A Spiritual Malaise
C . The Danger of Discouragement

II. THE MESSAGE OF MALACHI
A . Rebuking an Unfaithful People
B . Recalling a Faithful God
C . A Closing Reminder

         CULTURE CONNECTION
JUST DIRT

Everyone who watched the crew work believed they were watching a landscaping 
crew move dirt from one locale to another . Numerous people saw them working in 
broad daylight, but no one objected or called the authorities . The crew’s plan was 
working . They were not a landscaping crew, and they were not moving dirt to spruce 
up the shrubbery . They were a group of creative, entrepreneurial thieves planning an 
unprecedented attack on Brazil’s Central Bank .

On August 6, 2005, the tunnel they were digging broke through the bank’s concrete 
and steel vault, and they robbed over $65 million in uninsured and unmarked bills . 
Although several of the robbers have been captured or killed, this heist remains one of 
the most, if not the most, expensive and bold bank heists in history . 

To rob a bank after preparing in broad daylight is bold, but to rob God is unbelievable . 
How does somebody rob God? Malachi asked Israel this question . And he answered 
his own question: in tithes and offerings . When Israel paid their bills but did not pay 
their tithes, they were guilty of robbing God . When they forgot God or refused to make 
God their priority, they were guilty of robbing God . 

Do not rob a bank, whether through the front door or through a tunnel beneath . And 
do not rob God . Give Him the tithe and offerings He is due, and show Him you trust Him 
to provide for you when you make Him your priority .
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        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

I. THE DAYS OF MALACHI

A. After the Rebuilding
The prophet Malachi is the last-known prophet of the post-exilic period . The paired 

historical books of Ezra and Nehemiah are the primary biblical source of information 
about the return period . However, since the first six chapters of Ezra relate the story 
of the rebuilding of the Temple under the leadership of the governor Zerubbabel 
and the high priest Joshua, it can be easily forgotten that, by the time of Ezra, this 
was already decades-old history . We know from Scripture that Ezra served under 
the Persian ruler Artaxerxes I (464–424 bc), leading a group of returnees to the city 
in 458 bc (Ezra 7:8), with Nehemiah following in 445 bc (Nehemiah 1:1) . That was 
almost sixty years after the Temple had been rebuilt (516 bc) and over eighty years 
after Cyrus had allowed the Jews to return to the Promised Land (539 bc) .

We know from Ezra’s account that the period of Temple rebuilding had been 
a period of significant revival, led by the ministries of the prophets Haggai and 
Zechariah, culminating with all the men of Israel observing the Passover celebration 
for the first time since the days of King Josiah .

However, it is clear from the rest of the account of Ezra and Nehemiah that 
this spiritual fervor did not last but faded rather quickly, quenched, it seems, by 
disappointing outcomes . 

B. A Spiritual Malaise
Joyce Baldwin aptly describes the scene that confronted the prophet Malachi 

as an “uneventful waiting period .” She notes the prophet Ezekiel had prophesied 
that when the Temple was rebuilt, God would fill it with His glory (Ezekiel 43:4) . 
However, there is no record of such a glorious manifestation accompanying the 
Temple rededication . “The round of religious duties continued to be carried on,” she 
concludes, “but without enthusiasm” (Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi) . 

 »  What happens when the church lacks enthusiasm and passion for the work of God? 
How do seasons like this affect the advancement of the kingdom of God? What can we 
do to counteract this during these times?

This sense of disappointment slowly poisoned the people’s passion for serving 
God . The signs were everywhere . They slowly began to buckle under the pressure of 
conformity, signaled by their intermarriage with foreign women (Ezra 9; Nehemiah 
13:23–25) . They were lax in their observance of sacrificial protocol, offering God the 
blind, lame, and sick animals of the flock—animals that would be considered an 
insult if offered to the human governor (Malachi 1:7–8) . Perhaps most egregious, 
the people were questioning God’s love for them (Malachi 1:2) and accusing God of 
actually favoring the wicked (Malachi 2:17) .
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The situation described in Malachi is all the more sobering for its boring appearance . 
Here, we do not find some radical act of rebellion against God as in, say, the story of 
the golden calf in Exodus 32 . There, especially given its juxtaposition to the giving 
of the Ten Commandments (Exodus 20:1–17), the sinfulness of the people’s cry to 
Aaron, “Up, make us gods” (Exodus 32:1), is particularly blatant . In one statement 
they had violated the first three commandments .

In Malachi’s day, no high places to false gods were constructed, nor was Jehovah’s 
Temple desecrated . Instead, the passion that had enflamed the hearts of the people 
in the halcyon days of Zerubbabel and Joshua slowly faded to a flicker . In a way all-
too-frighteningly familiar to many of us today, the people of Israel “backslid” while 
sitting on a church pew, as it were .

 »  What does it mean when you say someone has “backslid”? 

C. The Danger of Discouragement
The Book of Malachi presents a sobering warning about the corrosive nature of 

discouragement . The people’s disappointment with the outcomes of their best efforts 
slowly turned into accusations against God . In essence they said, “God does not 
love us” and “God does not listen to our prayers .” (See Malachi 1:2; 2:13–14 .) Their 
disappointment also led them to make excuses for their own unrighteous behavior, 
entirely missing the ways they had dishonored God’s name (Malachi 1:6–7) and even 
robbed Him of what rightfully belonged to Him (Malachi 3:7–8) .

Perhaps the most frightening realization in Malachi is that the people of Israel were 
backslidden and did not even know it . They were being deliberately disobedient to 
God’s express commands (especially about sacrifice and tithing; compare Leviticus 
1:10; 27:30–32), yet they felt justified in their sin . And it all began with discouragement . 

The real danger of discouragement is that it is a transient emotion . Especially 
at first, feelings of discouragement are easy to shake off . However, such feelings 
cannot be ignored forever . As Swindoll says: “You can’t ignore discouragement . It’s 
like ignoring a flat tire . Pray all you want to; drive all you want to; you never will get 
air back into it . You’ve got to fix it” (Hand Me Another Brick) . People do not stay 
discouraged forever; they either find a new way to be encouraged, or discouragement 
gives way to disappointment, which gives way to depression, which may finally 
become bitter despair .

 »  Consider times in the past when you have felt discouraged. What were the initial signs 
your discouragement was beginning to slip toward depression and despair? How did 
your worsening discouragement impacting your spiritual life? Have you learned to 
recognize the signs of discouragement? What do you do to counteract them?
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II. THE MESSAGE OF MALACHI

A. Rebuking an Unfaithful People
Malachi’s chosen method of encouragement, however, would probably not win 

many admirers in our secular, therapy-saturated society . Our culture has inculcated 
us with the idea that the only way to overcome negative feelings is with a barrage of 
counterbalancing positivity . As is all too evident, such ways of thinking can easily 
slip into a pattern of avoidance, where we do not truly confront the sources of our 
darker emotions . 

Malachi does not fall into any such trap . Instead, he directly confronts the root 
causes of the people’s malaise . To do so, Malachi uses a form of dialogue known as 
a disputation . The pattern is seen clearly in the opening oracle: 

The burden of the word of the Lord to Israel by Malachi. I have loved you, 
saith the Lord. Yet ye say, Wherein hast thou loved us? Was not Esau Jacob’s 
brother? saith the Lord: yet I loved Jacob, and I hated Esau, and laid his 
mountains and his heritage waste for the dragons of the wilderness. 
Whereas Edom saith, We are impoverished, but we will return and build 
the desolate places; thus saith the Lord of hosts, They shall build, but I will 
throw down; and they shall call them, The border of wickedness, and, The 
people against whom the Lord hath indignation for ever. And your eyes 
shall see, and ye shall say, The Lord will be magnified from the border of 
Israel. (Malachi 1:1–5)

The basic pattern of the disputation is:
• Claim about the divine nature (e .g ., “I have loved you .”)
• People question the divine claim (e .g ., “How have You loved us?”)
• Evidence for the divine claim (e .g ., “Esau have I hated and laid waste his 

mountains and his heritage .”)
Such a technique accomplished several important things simultaneously . First of 

all, it served to emphasize the people’s obstinance or ignorance . When God, through 
the prophet, laid out the evidence to support His initial claim, the people’s question 
was made to look completely foolish, if not sacrilegious . In the opening oracle, the 
very fact that the people of God dwelt once again in their homeland—while the 
nation of Edom had been expunged from world history—was proof enough that God 
truly did love them and had kept His word to them . 

More subtly, however, the oracles serve to bring Israel and God back into 
conversation . As was mentioned above, the issue in Malachi’s day was not so much 
the people’s rebelling against God as it was a kind of passive-aggressive ignoring 
of God . By structuring the prophetic words as imaginative dialogues between the 
people and God, Malachi was helping to reconnect the estranged parties .

 »  How does recognition and admission of rebellion and failures through true 
repentance contribute to helping us overcome discouragement?
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Malachi did not attempt to encourage the people by focusing on the handful of 
things they were doing right or by trying to justify their motives . He blatantly and 
fully exposed their unrighteousness in Malachi 3:8–9: “Will a man rob God? Yet ye 
have robbed me . But ye say, Wherein have we robbed thee? In tithes and offerings . 
Ye are cursed with a curse: for ye have robbed me, even this whole nation .” Though 
he was certainly sensitive to the people’s fragile emotional state, he did not allow his 
concern for their feelings to override his prophetic task to rebuke unrighteousness 
and call for renewed covenant faithfulness . 

However, God’s word for the people did not stop with the pronouncement of a 
curse for their robbery . Malachi continued:

Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that there may be meat in mine 
house, and prove me now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not open 
you the windows of heaven, and pour you out a blessing, that there shall not 
be room enough to receive it. And I will rebuke the devourer for your sakes, 
and he shall not destroy the fruits of your ground; neither shall your vine cast 
her fruit before the time in the field, saith the Lord of hosts. And all nations 
shall call you blessed: for ye shall be a delightsome land, saith the Lord of 
hosts. (Malachi 3:10–12)

Even though the people had lost their initial spiritual fervor—even though their 
observance of the covenant had grown lax—they were still God’s chosen people, and 
all the promises of covenant relationship with Jehovah could still be theirs if they 
would simply choose again to obey with a true heart .

B. Recalling a Faithful God
Malachi’s disputational method accomplished one further objective . By laying 

side by side the questions of the people and the claims of Jehovah, Malachi used 
the Jews’ unfaithfulness to God to highlight God’s faithfulness to them . Even in 
prophecies of judgment, Malachi provided echoes of hope . 

Malachi 3, for example, opened up with the prediction of the coming of “my 
messenger” who will “prepare the way” of the Lord (Malachi 3:1), a passage familiar 
to us because the New Testament saw in it a prediction of the ministry of John the 
Baptist (Mark 1:2) . However, we forget that Malachi foresaw the coming of the 
messenger as a harbinger of judgment:

But who may abide the day of his coming? and who shall stand when he 
appeareth? for he is like a refiner’s fire, and like fullers’ soap: . . . And 
I will come near to you to judgment; and I will be a swift witness against 
the sorcerers, and against the adulterers, and against false swearers, and 
against those that oppress the hireling in his wages, the widow, and the 
fatherless, and that turn aside the stranger from his right, and fear not me, 
saith the Lord of hosts. (Malachi 3:2, 5)
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What lesson were the Jews to draw from the fearsome picture Malachi painted? 
What was the logical conclusion to these images of swift and final judgment? “For I 
am the Lord, I change not; therefore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed” (Malachi 
3:6) . The lesson here, then, was not that God was angry or vengeful or even that He 
was mighty; above all, Malachi wanted to remind the people that God was faithful .

C. A Closing Reminder
It is by no means coincidental that the Book of Malachi serves as the conclusion 

to the prophetic corpus and to the entire Old Testament . Malachi brings together 
discussions of the severity of the coming judgment, the seriousness of sinful 
disobedience, the breathtaking power of the divine promises under the rubric of 
divine faithfulness . That faithfulness guarantees both punishment for the wicked 
and salvation for those who repent of their wickedness .

Centuries before the prophet Malachi lived, Israel’s proto-prophet, who authored 
the beginning books of the Old Testament, stood before the people of Israel with the 
self-same message:

I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have set before 
you life and death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose life, that both 
thou and thy seed may live: that thou mayest love the Lord thy God, and that 
thou mayest obey his voice, and that thou mayest cleave unto him: for he is 
thy life, and the length of thy days: that thou mayest dwell in the land which 
the Lord sware unto thy fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give 
them. (Deuteronomy 30:19–20)

As in the days of Moses and Malachi, these two same options stand before us 
today . God’s righteous purpose will be accomplished in this world . Will we serve Him 
or choose to serve ourselves?

 » Why is the faithfulness of God such an important source of encouragement for us?

        INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
Our world mistakenly believes that the way to overcome negative feelings of 

discouragement is to either a) ignore them completely, pretending they are not real, 
or b) overwhelm them with positive thoughts of success and well-being . Malachi, 
however, shows us how to confront our discouragement . We must acknowledge and 
confront our own shortcomings and backslidings—those areas where we have lost 
our focus and our passion for what we know is right . We can do so, though, with 
honesty because we are undergirded by the unshaken faithfulness of God and His 
promises to protect and provide for us . Through repentance, we can find renewed 
strength, renewed vision, renewed focus—just the encouragement we need to live 
an overcoming life of victory . 
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           FOCUS VERSE  
I Timothy 4:2

Speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their conscience seared with a hot iron.

           LESSON TEXT 
Acts 28:23–31

23 And when they had appointed him a day, there came many to him into his lodging; to 
whom he expounded and testified the kingdom of God, persuading them concerning Jesus, 
both out of the law of Moses, and out of the prophets, from morning till evening .

24 And some believed the things which were spoken, and some believed not .
25 And when they agreed not among themselves, they departed, after that Paul had spoken 

one word, Well spake the Holy Ghost by Esaias the prophet unto our fathers,
26 Saying, Go unto this people, and say, Hearing ye shall hear, and shall not understand; 

and seeing ye shall see, and not perceive:
27 For the heart of this people is waxed gross, and their ears are dull of hearing, and their 

eyes have they closed; lest they should see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and 
understand with their heart, and should be converted, and I should heal them .

28 Be it known therefore unto you, that the salvation of God is sent unto the Gentiles, and 
that they will hear it .

29 And when he had said these words, the Jews departed, and had great reasoning among 
themselves .

30 And Paul dwelt two whole years in his own hired house, and received all that came in 
unto him,

31 Preaching the kingdom of God, and teaching those things which concern the Lord Jesus 
Christ, with all confidence, no man forbidding him . 

I Timothy 4:1–2
1 Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, 

giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils;
2 Speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their conscience seared with a hot iron .

FOCUS THOUGHT
We must stay sensitive to God and His Word.

Sensitive to the Lord

Lesson 9
January 31, 2021
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
Individuals living in North America are 

continually bombarded with some form of 
news . Some cable channels, radio stations, 
internet websites, and social media outlets are 
devoted to delivering news 24/7, usually with a 
conservative or liberal agenda . It is not only easy 
to find news, but also individuals can choose 
to receive news that best fits their political or 
personal leanings . Paul presented the good 
news everywhere he went . However, Paul’s 
audience could not file away the message for 
later consumption . The news he preached put 
them in immediate agreement or disagreement . 
The gospel is no different today . Audiences are 
divided and ultimately defined by their response 
to the gospel . 

        OUTLINE
I.  PAUL TESTIFIED OF THE KINGDOM 

OF GOD
A . Some Believed
B . Some Believed Not
C . We Must Believe God’s Word

II. ISAIAH THE PROPHET
A . Hear but Not Understand
B . See but Not Perceive
C .  We Must Not Let Our Hearts Become 

Dulled

III. IN THE LATTER DAYS
A . Falling Away
B . Conscience Dulled Because of Sin
C .  We Must Stay Sensitive to God and His 

Word

         CULTURE CONNECTION
400 YARDS

Jonny had already swum his  .93 miles and cycled his 24 .8 miles . Just reading those 
two together can make us normal people feel like we need a protein bar and a nap . But 
for Jonny, the last prong of the triathlon lay before him . He must run 6 .2 miles before 
calling it a day . He had trained for this, so he attacked the first five miles like a pro . With 
around four hundred yards left to go, he showed signs of trouble . He slowed, weaved 
and winced, and his head bobbled like a newborn’s .

His brother, Alistair, was only two places behind him in third . Alistair ran up behind 
his brother, pulled his brother’s arm around his own neck, and carried him over the 
finish line . That is when Jonny collapsed . Everyone was inspired by his brother’s 
selflessness to care more for his family than for his own fame, but everyone also 
wondered what went wrong . The answer was simple: Jonny overheated . It cost him the 
race at the very end of the race . 

He had swum, cycled, and run so far, so fast, only to lose in the last quarter mile . 
Yes, starting matters, but finishing matters more . That is the message the apostle 
Paul passionately wrote to his protégé Timothy . He knew there would be believers 
who would live for Jesus and fall out of the race just before the coming of the Lord . 
As persecution, fatigue, disillusionment, and disappointment beat down on us, we 
cannot afford to lose heart or lose out with God . We must stay close to God, keep our 
souls full of His Word, keep our spirits consumed with His Spirit, so we cross the finish 
line to hear Him say, “Well done .”
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        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

I. PAUL TESTIFIED OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD
Acts 13 marks a significant change within the narrative of Acts . In chapter 13, 

the story transitions from following Peter and other key disciples of Jesus to 
instead focusing on Paul’s missionary journeys to the Gentile world . Believers are 
first introduced to Saul, also known as Paul, in Acts 7 when he held the coats for 
Stephen’s executioners and then in Acts 9 when he is confronted by the Lord on the 
road to Damascus .

Another transition is made when Luke the physician joined Paul on his journey 
beginning in Acts 16 (verse 10) . This moment is crucial because we observe a Gentile 
Christian chronicling the journey of Paul, the apostle to the Gentiles . Paul’s travels 
took him to several key cities throughout the Greco-Roman world . His purpose was 
the same in each city . He testified of the kingdom of God . At each stop, Paul would 
first begin preaching in the Jewish synagogues (Acts 17:2) . And in each case, some 
would believe, and others would not . After reaching for the Jews, Paul would then 
turn to the Gentiles in the city . In Acts 28, readers find Paul in Rome, the heart of the 
Greco-Roman world, faithfully following this model and achieving the same response 
to his message .

 »  What does it mean to share the gospel with someone? Is it more than just trying to 
persuade someone to believe the “right stuff” and do the “right things”?

A. Some Believed
In Antioch, Paul and Barnabas publicly presented the gospel to all who would hear 

the message (Acts 13:13–52) . And as always, some believed, while others rejected 
the gospel . Some of Paul’s converts were those who had been marginalized within 
Greco-Roman society . One notable example was Lydia—a woman from Thyatira—
who for reasons unknown chose to establish a place of gathering for prayer beyond 
the gates of the city . Another significant example was Aquila and Priscilla, who had 
recently relocated per Claudius’ decree to remove all the Jews from Rome . However, 
not only did the marginalized receive the gospel, but there are also examples of 
those of prominence also receiving the gospel (Acts 17:4) . But all in all, the common 
denominator of those who believed was not their ethnicity, social status, or biblical 
literacy . The commonality between them all was that they put their trust in Paul’s 
message about Christ—the gospel—and responded in faithful obedience .

B. Some Believed Not
Just as there were those who believed Paul’s message, there were others who 

did not . More often they were Jews . Many of the unbelieving Jews manipulated the 
governmental powers of their Gentile societies in order to oppose the Christian 
movement . This occurred in Iconium (14:2, 5), Lystra and Derbe (14:19–20), Philippi 
(16:16–24), Thessalonica (17:5, 13–15), Corinth (18:12–17), Ephesus (19:32–34), 
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and finally Jerusalem (21:27–23:11) . The way the Jews opposed Jesus when He was 
among them was similar to how the Jews antagonized the Christians during the age 
of the early church . It appears the Jews had bought into the old proverb: “The enemy 
of my enemy is my friend .” Hearing the gospel and especially believing the gospel 
divided audiences everywhere Paul traveled .

C. We Must Believe God’s Word
Whether believers experience direct opposition to their faith by outspoken 

antagonists or are being opposed indirectly by the philosophies of the present world, 
they must remain faithful to God’s Word . Believers must submit to the authority of 
the Word of God:

All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, 
for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness. (II Timothy 3:16)

Believers must allow God’s Word to have the final say in their lives . Furthermore, 
believers must be reminded that the core tenet of the faith is that the gospel contains 
the only power able to transform and regenerate fallen humans . The church must 
remain true to God’s Word and refuse to compromise .

 »  How do you view those who do not believe God’s Word? How does God Word’s instruct 
you to serve those who do not believe?

II. ISAIAH THE PROPHET
Acts 28:27 records Paul’s quotation of Isaiah 6:9–10 . The first eight verses of 

Isaiah 6 depict Isaiah’s calling as Jehovah’s prophet . Therefore, verses 9–10 are 
representative of the theme for the message Isaiah had been called to declare . 

At this point in biblical history, the kingdoms were divided . Israel had been 
destroyed, and its inhabitants removed from the land by the Assyrians . Isaiah’s 
ministry would guide Judah toward communal repentance, resulting in Jehovah 
sparing them from the Assyrians . The people of Judah heard Isaiah’s message and 
repented . Thus, by quoting this verse and applying it to the Jews, Paul was articulating 
a prophetic description of the Jews and a justification for the gospel being sent to the 
Gentiles . Through Paul’s words the prophecy was brought in judgment to the Jews 
once again . 

It is significant that this quotation was placed in the conclusion of Acts . Luke 
placed this biblical reference not only as a judgment on this group of Jews but also 
on the Jews in general . The narrative of Acts began in Jerusalem and ended in Rome . 
Luke placed this quotation to clarify that the gospel originated from Jerusalem and 
voyaged to the heart of the Greco-Roman world purely because they would listen . In 
Isaiah 6:9, Isaiah was instructed by Jehovah, “Go, and tell this people .” However, 
in Acts 28, instead of Paul continuing to “go and tell” the Jews, the narrative ends 
with a judgment against the Jews . Paul’s ministry in Rome continued in boldness 
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and without hindrance, which was something Paul had never experienced in all his 
travels, chiefly because of the Jews .

A. Hear but Not Understand
When Philip was sent to the Ethiopian eunuch in Acts 8, he saw the man reading 

one of Isaiah’s prophecies . Philip asked the man if he understood what he was 
reading . The man responded with a plea for help because he did not understand . 
Philip explained the prophecy and baptized the man . 

In Isaiah 9, it was Israel who would be unable to understand . This lack of understand-
ing was not based on an inability to hear, but an inability to understand or process in-
formation . Later in his book, Isaiah expressed this truth a different way: “for with stam-
mering lips and another tongue will he speak to this people” (Isaiah 28:11) . This verse 
is often cited as a prophecy for future tongue speaking at the Day of Pentecost; howev-
er, Isaiah used this verse to convey how Jehovah would speak to Israel, and they would 
not hear His voice . They would not have trouble hearing His voice because of deafness, 
but due to their inability to comprehend His voice . Certainly, the Jews of Paul’s day 
heard the gospel, but they could not understand it . Was this lack of understanding just 
rooted in their willful refusal or in their inability to understand? It appears both of these 
answers were true of Jews of the apostolic age . Why were they not able to understand? 
This was most likely due to their preconceived ideas about God .

 »  Are there things about God or in God’s Word that are hard to understand? If so, what 
are they?

B. See but Not Perceive
Just as with hearing but not understanding, an individual can see but not perceive . 

Perception involves sight but includes understanding the meaning or significance of 
what is being seen . The Pharisees saw Jesus but failed to recognize His significance . 
Not only did Paul apply Isaiah 6:9–10 to the Jews, but so also did Matthew (Matthew 
13:14–15) . 

Matthew placed Jesus’ reference to Isaiah in tandem with the Parable of the Sower 
(Matthew 13:1–9, 18–23) . In this parable Jesus described how the seed was sown in 
four different soils: 1) along the path, 2) rocky ground, 3) among thorns, and 4) good 
soil . The Jews seemed to fit the first category—seed that falls along the path . They 
heard and saw, but they did not understand and perceive . Notice, in His explanation, 
Jesus connected their inability to understand or perceive with the evil one snatching 
the seed, which was sown in their hearts (Matthew 13:19) . Readers should surmise 
that not only does the hardness of their hearts prevent them from seeing the gospel 
but also opposition from Satan, his demons, and their combined influence upon 
the world . The Jews of the early church unknowingly served Satan’s goals when they 
stood in opposition to the gospel . Likewise, the same is true for those who oppose 
the gospel today .
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C. We Must Not Let Our Hearts Become Dulled
When considering the Jews of Paul’s day, it is obvious their thinking and feeling 

were both far from God . However, when looking at believers’ lives, the answer may 
not be so clear . Their thinking could be close to God, represented by their diligent 
study of God’s Word, but their hearts could be inaccessible to God . Additionally, an 
individual may love to worship and praise God during congregational worship, during 
the altar call, and even while in the prayer room; however, that individual’s mind could 
remain closed to loving the Lord by learning more about His Word . To ensure the mind 
and heart are accessible to God, believers must not become passive and unmoved 
because of their continual access to the power and presence of God . Likewise, the 
mind and heart must not become “dulled” instruments, as they are two of the greatest 
gifts through which believers may worship the Lord and minister to others .

 »  What activities make you feel calloused and desensitized to God? What activities 
make you feel fresh, new, and accessible to God? How can you work to better 
incorporate these activities into your daily life?

III. IN THE LATTER DAYS
Many believers rejoice in knowing this life is not the end . God continues to work 

in the world, and ultimately Jesus will come in the “last days” to set things right . 
Believers rejoice in this hope, in the glory of God, as Heaven will one day invade the 
Earth . Nevertheless, many biblical authors saw there would be a time when many 
believers would lose faith prior to Christ’s second coming .

A. Falling Away
The phrase “the great falling away” is derived from II Thessalonians 2:3 . The Greek 

word apostasia is represented by the words “falling away .” This is also where the 
English words apostate and apostasy originated . An apostate refers to an individual 
who has stated his or her Christians beliefs (once claimed as truth) are no longer true . 
This is what Paul had in mind in I Timothy 4:1 when he envisioned believers departing 
from the faith in the last days due to seductive spirits and devilish doctrines .

B. Conscience Dulled Because of Sin
Paul explained that “hypocritical liars” would assist in leading these believers 

toward apostasy . Understanding hypocrisy is key to perceiving how this apostasy 
would happen . Perhaps those who claim to be Christians but are hypocrites are 
who Paul had in mind . The hypocrisy of these individuals leads others to renounce 
their faith as wrong or false . Paul employed the metaphor of a “hot iron” searing 
consciences to describe these hypocritical liars (I Timothy 4:2) . The Greek verb Paul 
used is kausteriazo, which is where the English language receives the word cauterize . 
Cauterize refers to a medical technique used to close a wound . When a wound is 
cauterized, a heated instrument is pressed on a wound to burn the wound shut, 
preventing further bleeding and infection . This practice may seem barbaric to us today; 
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however, this was an acceptable medical practice in the ancient world . Therefore, 
Paul was using this imagery to convey a key point . The consciences or minds of these 
individuals are forcibly and intentionally burned closed . This powerful metaphorical 
image should grab believers’ attention and remind them of the importance of staying 
open to God’s Word, lest they too become permanently closed .

C. We Must Stay Sensitive to God and His Word
Two other side effects of cauterization would be a permanent scar and loss of 

sensitivity . In considering this metaphor, the scar that remains usually will not be 
physical, but an emotional or spiritual scar . Instead of experiencing healing within 
the body of Christ, individuals choose alternative means of healing . One of these 
practices, “hardening the heart,” is comparable to cauterization as it results in a 
loss of sensitivity and a disturbing scar . In an attempt to bring healing, they have 
damaged their own sensitivity to a point they cannot hear God’s voice . Seeing how 
this can happen to an individual should serve as a cautionary tale for all believers to 
maintain their sensitivity to God’s Spirit and His Word .

 »  Have you met someone you feel meets the criteria Paul described in I Timothy 4:2? 
Did you try to share Christ’s love with that person? How did the person respond? How 
did you feel about the person’s response?

        INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
It may be difficult for Christians to imagine what it would feel like to lose their 

sensitivity to God, but it can and does happen . Isaiah, Jesus, and Paul told believers 
there will be those who will hear and not understand, who will see and not perceive, 
and who will develop callouses on their hearts . The irony of these statements is 
that whether believers are following God closely, distantly, or not at all, there are 
spiritual things that are difficult to understand . There are truths of the faith that are 
challenging to perceive . 

Furthermore, when believers are emotionally or spiritually injured by circumstances, 
spiritual callouses may form on their hearts . Though Jesus and Paul both applied 
Isaiah’s prophecy to the Jews, it remains clear the same does happen to Christians . 
When faced with what is difficult to understand and perceive, believers should 
endeavor to trust God . Faith is beyond rationality and logic . It is a deep trust in God, 
who has proven Himself faithful . When given an opportunity to form a callous in self-
defense, instead believers should bring the hurt to Jesus . 
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           FOCUS VERSE  
I Timothy 4:12

Let no man despise thy youth; but be thou an example of the believers, in word, in conversation, 
in charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity.

           LESSON TEXT 
Acts 15:36–40

36 And some days after Paul said unto Barnabas, Let us go again and visit our brethren in 
every city where we have preached the word of the Lord, and see how they do . 

37 And Barnabas determined to take with them John, whose surname was Mark . 
38 But Paul thought not good to take him with them, who departed from them from 

Pamphylia, and went not with them to the work . 
39 And the contention was so sharp between them, that they departed asunder one from 

the other: and so Barnabas took Mark, and sailed unto Cyprus; 
40 And Paul chose Silas, and departed, being recommended by the brethren unto the grace 

of God .

I Timothy 4:12–14
12 Let no man despise thy youth; but be thou an example of the believers, in word, in 

conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity . 
13 Till I come, give attendance to reading, to exhortation, to doctrine . 
14 Neglect not the gift that is in thee, which was given thee by prophecy, with the laying on 

of the hands of the presbytery .

II Timothy 4:11
11 Only Luke is with me . Take Mark, and bring him with thee: for he is profitable to me for 

the ministry .

FOCUS THOUGHT
We must encourage and believe in young people who desire to do the work of God.

Age Does Not Matter

Lesson 10
February 7, 2021
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
Was Jesus a youth pastor? We do not know 

the ages of the twelve apostles, but we have 
a couple clues . For one, we know Peter was 
married, so he was probably over fifteen, 
at least . Additionally, there is one story in 
particular that might give us some clues as to 
the ages of the disciples . One day Peter was 
approached by the collectors . They mentioned 
that Jesus had not paid the Temple tax . 

According to the Law, only men over age 
twenty had to pay the Temple tax . So Jesus sent 
Peter down to the water to miraculously catch 
the money they needed to pay their obligation . 
The coin Peter found in the fish’s mouth was 
only enough for two men . What about the other 
eleven? Had they already paid their dues? Some 
have suggested from this story that everyone 
but Peter was under the age of twenty . Perhaps 
this is true . 

This incident happened when the company 
was returning to Capernaum, the city where 
Jesus based His ministry while in Galilee . 

        OUTLINE
I. LET NO MAN DESPISE THY YOUTH

A . Be an Example
B . Faithfully Preach and Teach
C . Neglect Not the Gift
D .  Age Must Not Determine Usability in the 

Kingdom of God

II. DIVISION OVER JOHN MARK
A . Paul Desired to Visit the Churches
B .  Barnabas Wanted to Bring John Mark 

Along
C . Paul Refused to Bring the Young Man
D . Barnabas Believed in the Young Man

         CULTURE CONNECTION
LANDON’S STORY

Landon heard “Is This That?” spoken by Pastor Sam Emory at North American Youth 
Congress (NAYC) in 2017 . Since then he has listened to that selfsame message nearly 
thirty times because “Is This That?” was the turning point in his walk with God . He came 
home more than just inspired; he came home transformed . Landon has prayed each 
day since that July day in 2017 .  

When he is sick, he still prays . When each day is ending, he goes to his room and 
closes his eyes in prayer before closing his eyes in sleep . He wakes up early before 
going to school so he can pray . His father testified that his prayer life has been like 
clockwork . Landon prays around twenty minutes every morning, twenty more minutes 
right after school, and twenty more minutes before bed . 

He intercedes for missionaries, for his church, for his city, for his friends, and for his 
family . While Landon has been praying, God has been listening . The church he attends in 
Kokomo, Indiana, has outgrown their building and is building another . Landon has prayed 
for courage, and God has given him courage to co-lead a Project 7 Bible club in his high 
school . He was teaching high schoolers the Word of God when he was a middle schooler, 
and eighteen-year-old high school seniors listened to him and looked up to him . 

Landon is making an eternal difference in his church, his school, his city, and his 
home . He is inspiring others to pursue God simply by pursing God himself . As of this 
writing, Landon is fourteen years old .
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Andrew lived in Capernaum . So did James and John . The twelve were not all from Capernaum, 
however, and some may have paid the fee in their own hometown . 

But what if they were all teens? What if Jesus had been training and discipling moldable 
young men to change the world? Could young people become leaders of a movement that 
would turn the world upside down? Can we inspire and develop young people today to 
change the world?

The prevailing mindset is that the older folks need to set the example for the younger ones . 
While that is true, Paul also knew the value of a young disciple: “Let no one despise your 
youth, but be an example to the believers” (I Timothy 4:12, NKJV) .

What if we encouraged young people to set the tone for what a believer should be? Too 
often, society looks down on young people for their age . However, their zeal could be a spark 
that ignites many to serve the Lord with fervor .

Of course, we also know that elders should teach the younger (Titus 2:4–5) . However, this 
respect should be a two-way street . With young and old working together, we strengthen the 
body (Titus 2:2–8; I John 2:13–14) . 

        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

I. LET NO MAN DESPISE THY YOUTH
When Paul warned Timothy not to let anyone despise his youthfulness, he 

highlighted a real problem . People are prejudice against age . In many ways, age 
prejudice is a good thing: eight-year-olds should not be allowed to get tattoos, drive 
cars, or vote in a presidential election . 

When it comes to the things of the Kingdom, however, Jesus reversed age prejudice . 
This Son of Man, who dumbfounded the aged Bible experts when He was twelve, 
said, “Let the little children come,” for the Kingdom is like a little child (Matthew 
19:14; Mark 10:14; Luke 18:16, NKJV) . So age certainly is not a handicap in God’s 
kingdom . 

Of course youthfulness does not predispose a person to be exemplary or follow 
Jesus, as we learn with the young ruler in Matthew 19:16–22 . One only needs to look 
around the shopping mall or skateboard park to see that not all young people are 
exemplary . However, is age the only cause of foolishness or does it sometimes not 
have anything to do with one’s tally of years? We have all seen the actions of foolish, 
sinful adults and elderly individuals .

Many adults will admit to being somewhat foolish and untrustworthy in their 
younger years . Because of this they tend to be distrustful of some young people . 
However, many good young people suffer unfairly from the opinions of those who 
assume the worst .

One young person proved himself totally antichrist and hateful against the gospel . 
He hated everything about Jesus and did all he could to hurt Christians . We meet him 
when he stood proudly towering over the broken and bloody corpse of Stephen . Saul 
was a young man whom Christians feared (Acts 7:58; 8:1–3) . 

Later on, Saul, known as Paul to the Gentile believers, recalled that in his youth, 
he had harbored murder in his heart and on his breath (Acts 9:1; I Timothy 1:13) . He 
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had not let his youthfulness stop him from his antichrist mission then . Thus having 
been transformed by salvation and given to the cause of Christ, he warned Timothy 
not to be timid about his age .

 »  Why do people often use their age as an excuse (whether young or old)? Should age 
be an obstacle in the kingdom of God? Explain.

A. Be an Example
Young men and women must choose to overcome the stigma of youthfulness by 

being examples to all believers . The original word here for example comes from 
the idea of an imprint or model made of something . A believer must leave a good 
impression on others—the imprint of Christ .

• In Conduct
One’s conduct should be restrained . Self-indulgence and pride put a bad taste in 

others’ mouths . But youth who totally devote themselves to the Lord are a breath of 
fresh air and a joy to observe . Others are watching your life, regardless of your age . 
An exceptionally good example cannot be overlooked .

• In Love
Another area to model for others includes caring for those in need . A young person 

might say, “Do not despise my age,” but then do juvenile things . Selfishness, 
possessiveness, and territorialism are immature . Loving people give, sacrifice, and 
put others’ interests ahead of their own . When it comes to showing Christ’s love, we 
should all set the mold for others to see .

• In Spirit
We should all be exemplifying the Spirit-filled life . There should be a fervency and 

fire in our souls . We should pray deeply and worship freely . We should also be an 
example in spirit . We need to have our hearts committed to what we do . Casual and 
careless living shows a lack of passion . Disciples of Jesus will abandon all to follow 
Him . They go all in, forsaking distractions, and put their focus totally on His purpose .

• In Faith
Many young people can envision and anticipate what the Lord wants to do . They 

have not seen the failures and mistakes many elders have . They might pray without 
as many doubts, because they have never seen God not do that particular thing . 

Miracles seem to happen among new believers because they do not know it might 
not happen . Young believers, too, can be more faith-filled, taking God at His Word 
rather than running His promises through the filter of their own experiences . Be an 
example of faith, young Timothy .

• In Purity
In 1998, Olivia Wolfe announced she would not go to the dance if her fellow 

students insisted on electing her as homecoming queen at their high school in 
Neosho, Missouri . Her fellow students admired her leadership qualities, including 
her resolve to stand up for what she believed . When she did win the election, she 
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kept her word and did not attend the homecoming dance . Some students complained 
that her parents forced this on her . However, she explained that these were her own 
convictions, not something forced on her (Bob Murray, “A queen who would not 
dance at the ball,” Glad Tidings of Good Things) .

 »  Who is a young person you admire for the godly qualities he or she possesses and 
examples at your church? Explain.

B. Faithfully Preach and Teach
Timothy was not just a high school student leaving a quiet impression on those who 

might happen to notice him . He was a leader among the believers . Paul sent Timothy 
as his own representative to set up things correctly in Ephesus . Wrong teachings 
and people problems had sent the assembly off track . Paul had written a letter to 
the church in Ephesus about a year earlier . But now, still imprisoned in Rome, Paul 
finally sent Timothy in his place . This follow-up letter was sent to encourage and keep 
the young servant on track .

Paul planned to visit, but until he arrived, Timothy was told to put his attention to 
“reading” (I Timothy 4:13) . This focus on the Scriptures was not only to be a private 
practice, but also one spoken before the church . By this point there were probably 
many gathering places for the believers . They needed to hear the Old Testament 
Scriptures because many of them did not have their own scrolls to read . This reading 
also included reading out loud the Scriptures written by the apostles, which were 
already in circulation .

This was not to be just a liturgical reading . Young Timothy was to exhort, motivate, 
and encourage the people . The power of the Spirit working in this young leader was 
to stir them to action . The same is true of the Bible today . When mature believers 
read the Bible, it will stir them to do the things commanded therein . When we share 
the Scriptures with others, it should be done in such a way they, too, are stirred to 
action . One could choose to use the Bible in a condemning way . One could even 
seek to start fights with Bible verses . However, the focus of a true believer should be 
to motivate, inspire, and build up others in all that is said and done .

In I Timothy 4:11, the idea to “command” the believers in Ephesus comes from the 
word paraggello . Literally, this can mean to cheer them on . God’s spokespersons 
must applaud and inspire those who need to step up their spiritual game . 

Also, Timothy’s role was to give sound doctrine . New and established believers 
need solid teaching on Scripture . Though Timothy was young, he had heard God’s 
Word from his earliest days (II Timothy 3:15) . Now, he was tasked with passing on the 
teachings and commands of our Lord Jesus . 

C. Neglect Not the Gift
What would distinguish young Timothy from the others in Ephesus? Would they 

view him as just a young punk? Should he show up and boss them around or just 
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hype them up? No . He would stand out for a different reason . It is the same reason 
Spirit-filled believers will stand out . Timothy had a superpower . 

Paul reminded him not to neglect the empowerment that had been transferred to 
him by prophecy and through the laying on of hands by the elders (I Timothy 4:14) . 
Trying to land on the easiest translation for charisma, translators generally use the 
word gift in English . However, spiritual gifts are not gifts like something handed to 
us in a pretty package . Spiritual empowerment is an installment of God’s grace . The 
Greek word for grace is charis . So charisma is simply God’s grace-in-action within 
a yielded vessel (you, the believer) . It is not a gift we hold; it is simply His power 
working through us—a true superpower . 

Young people, by and large, have grown up in a culture shaped by video games . 
Regardless of the specifics of the adventure, the electronic games usually include 
bonuses, boosts, and power-ups of some sort . An empowerment or grace-booster 
from above is like a spiritual power-up . Timothy did not earn this by acts of heroism . 
He simply received it as a godly youth submitted to the elders in his life . 

D. Age Must Not Determine Usability in the Kingdom of God
Who can Jesus use? He once used a lad with a lunch . Jesus called John, who was 

said to be very young, to be an apostle . What about Samuel and Josiah?
Believers must determine not to reject Spirit-filled children . If the Spirit has 

filled them, the Spirit can empower them to prophesy, work miracles, and interpret 
tongues . The promise of Pentecost is that sons and daughters will prophesy and 
young men will see visions . 

What should a young believer do? Think on these things often . Ponder them . Give 
oneself completely to them (I Timothy 4:15) . This command covers many things: 
we give our whole selves to reading Scripture, being an example, living a pure life, 
and letting the spiritual empowerment of God’s grace be manifest in us . By totally 
focusing like this, a young person, like Timothy, can profit spiritually in a way 
everyone can see .

 »  Have you ever witnessed God use a child or young person to minister to someone in 
need? Explain.

To live in such a way that our inner strengths are seen is not the same as doing 
good works to be seen of men and have their praise (Matthew 6:1, 5; 23:5) . Paul 
had done the very thing he was teaching Timothy to do . He said, “But thou hast fully 
known my doctrine, manner of life, purpose, faith, longsuffering, charity, patience, 
persecutions, afflictions,” and so on (II Timothy 3:10–11) . Paul and Timothy did not 
put on false fronts . They lived transparently, so others could see their core values, 
struggles, and commitment .
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II. DIVISION OVER JOHN MARK
Perhaps at one time Paul did not have much patience for young people . He may 

have been writing from personal experience when he said, “Do not let anyone 
despise your youth .”

After the first missionary trip with Barnabas, Paul told Barnabas they should go 
back out and visit the family of God that had been newly formed in every city where 
they had preached . On the first journey, they had not only preached the gospel, but 
they had also brought along an understudy . However, the young man they brought 
along bailed on them only a short time into the journey .

It is hard to say why John Mark abandoned the mission trip . He was a devoted 
youth . He had grown up with a praying mother . He had been raised in a solid Jewish 
community of faith . Perhaps that is why he returned home so soon; Paul had begun 
ministering to Gentiles . 

With his Jerusalem upbringing, John Mark may have distrusted anyone who was 
not a Jew . To the Jewish establishment, Gentiles had no place in the promises of 
God . To see Paul meeting with and ministering to non-Jews may have destabilized 
John Mark . Rather than confronting his questions and confusions, the young man 
boarded a ship back to his momma’s house .

While we do not know exactly why John Mark bailed on his mentors, we do know 
what Paul thought of John Mark’s behavior . Paul thought John Mark was untrustworthy . 

 »  Do you think Paul despised John Mark’s immaturity? Have you ever been frustrated at 
someone’s immaturity? What stages of immaturity have you personally had to work 
through in your own life?

A. Paul Desired to Visit the Churches
Paul wanted to go back to the works they were committed to and make sure the 

people were strengthened in their faith . Paul knew it was important not to let people 
down, but instead, he wanted to build them up . Paul’s drive for ministry was a polar 
opposite to John Mark’s .

B. Barnabas Wanted to Bring John Mark Along
Barnabas, however, had a different idea . He wanted to give the young man a 

second chance . This was the same man who had given young Paul a chance when 
everyone else distrusted him . Because of Barnabas, Paul had found an established 
place in ministry . 

C. Paul Refused to Bring the Young Man
Paul was not going to let Barnabas give the same opportunity to John Mark . Why 

might Paul have been against this idea? Two reasons: John Mark had departed early 
on in their journey, and he had not shouldered his portion of the work that needed 
to be done . It is hard to say at this point that Paul categorically despised John Mark’s 
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youthfulness, but Paul certainly had no respect for John Mark’s former foolishness . It 
would be hard to blame Paul, a tireless producer for the kingdom of God . 

D. Barnabas Believed in the Young Man
The disagreement between Paul and Barnabas grew so intense, they split up . 

Paul would not take the youth, and Barnabas would not leave without him . Instead 
of going on a tour to the churches they had launched, Barnabas took John Mark to 
Cyprus . 

Cyprus was where John Mark had flaked out . Perhaps Barnabas wanted John Mark 
to start over from where he failed and rebuild the relationship and commitment he 
once had . One can be sure the young man regretted bailing out after he heard of all 
the powerful things the Lord had done during that journey . 

At the same time, Paul chose to invest in another man named Silas . If it were only 
for the record of Acts, one might think Paul never wanted anything to do with John 
Mark again . However, the story did not end there .

 »  Who is someone who encouraged you to live for God when you were a young person? 
What kind of impact did this person make on your spiritual walk? Who is a young 
person you can encourage this week?

        INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
Paul’s opinion of the young man eventually changed . Paul’s second letter to 

Timothy begged his new young protégé to go and get the other once-young man and 
bring him along . Paul said of John Mark, “He is useful to me for ministry” (II Timothy 
4:11, NKJV) . As did Paul, we must also mature in our spiritual understanding and 
learn to see the qualities in young people .

Barnabas’s patience and willingness to give a second chance set the example for 
us, as he took in the unstable young man and helped shape him into a man of God . 
However, it may have been a trip to Babylon that finally equipped John Mark to be all 
he should have been . Under Peter’s care and leadership, John Mark flourished . Not 
only did he use Peter’s stories as his guide when writing the Gospel of Mark, but the 
premier apostle called Mark his son (I Peter 5:13) . 

Some historians say John Mark eventually made his way to Egypt and established 
disciples and church groups in Alexandria . His and many other stories in the 
Scriptures show us not to disregard the young . Also, we cannot simply write off those 
who have blundered from immaturity or instability . 
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        FOCUS VERSE  
I Timothy 6:12

Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on eternal life, whereunto thou art also called, and hast 
professed a good profession before many witnesses.

        LESSON TEXT 
Ephesians 6:10–13

10 Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might .
11 Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the 

devil . 12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, 
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places .

13 Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the 
evil day, and having done all, to stand . 

I Timothy 1:18–19
18 This charge I commit unto thee, son Timothy, according to the prophecies which went 

before on thee, that thou by them mightest war a good warfare;
19 Holding faith, and a good conscience; which some having put away concerning faith 

have made shipwreck .

I Timothy 6:11–12
11 But thou, O man of God, flee these things; and follow after righteousness, godliness, 

faith, love, patience, meekness .
12 Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on eternal life, whereunto thou art also called, and 

hast professed a good profession before many witnesses .

FOCUS THOUGHT
We must remember we are in a battle for our souls, and we must fight the fight of faith every 
day.

Fight the Good Fight of Faith

Lesson 11
February 14, 2021
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
Scripture offers various perspectives on the 

Christian life . Some of the biblical metaphors 
are family, royal priesthood, chosen generation, 
vine and branches, fishermen, sheep, house-
hold, body, and kingdom .

A metaphor that calls up images of struggle 
as well as potential victory is “the Christian life 
is a war .” There is an enemy . There are weapons . 
These weapons, used wisely and faithfully, 
assure victory . If these weapons are not used 
appropriately, defeat is certain . If the enemy is 
not correctly identified, defeat is more probable, 
for we will fight the wind, giving our true enemy 
opportunities to ambush us .

This war consists of major and minor battles . 
For that reason, we must remain constantly on 
alert . Spiritual defeat that may seem minor can 
be fatal .

        OUTLINE
I. WAR A GOOD WARFARE

A . Hold to Your Faith
B . Keep a Good Conscience
C .  We Must Remember We Are in a Battle 

for Our Souls

II. FIGHT THE GOOD FIGHT OF FAITH
A . Flee Unrighteousness
B . Follow After Righteousness
C . Put on the Whole Armor of God
D . We Must Fight for Our Faith Every Day

         CULTURE CONNECTION
THREE WOMEN IN THE WAAF

Sergeant Joan Mortimer, Flight Officer Elspeth Henderson, and Sergeant Helen Turner 
were all members of Britain’s Women’s Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF) during World War II . 
On September 1, they reported to their posts when the German Luftwaffe unleashed an 
aerial attack during the Battle of Britain that would have sent nearly any man or woman 
running . But these brave women remained at their posts throughout the bombing . 

Officer Henderson’s operation room took a direct hit . It knocked her to the floor, but 
she righted herself and continued working . Sergeant Turner stayed at the switchboard 
while the bombs were falling . Sergeant Mortimer worked in the armory when the raid 
started . Even with bombs exploding around her, Mortimer gathered a bundle of red 
flags and hurried out to mark the many unexploded bombs throughout the area . It felt 
safer to hunker down and seek safety, but these women remembered what all soldiers 
must remember: we are ever at war . 

Although we enjoy worship in comfortable sanctuaries, we are at war . Our services 
feel more like a celebration than a battle, but we are at war . The apostle Paul reminded 
us to suit up daily with the whole armor of God, march on our knees, and fight for our 
souls and others . Our families and cities are counting on us . 

At times these women felt they were fighting an unwinnable war, but in May 1945, 
they and their allies won the war . When we hear of terrorism, school shootings, drug 
addiction, and pornography, it feels like we are waging an unwinnable war, but our God 
is fighting for us . The church is fighting beside us . Through God’s Spirit and our unity, 
we will win our battles . By the grace of God, we will win the war .
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        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

I. WAR A GOOD WARFARE
Is warfare ever a good thing? Yes, if it is spiritual warfare . We must not practice 

spiritual pacifism . Our spiritual enemies are not pacifists:

Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, 
walketh about, seeking whom he may devour: whom resist stedfast in the 
faith. (I Peter 5:8–9)

James also shares this warning to resist the devil . (See James 4:7 .) It is important 
to note that both men, before giving this warning, referred to the Greek translation 
(the Septuagint) of Proverbs 3:34: “The Lord resists the proud; but he gives grace to 
the humble .” Both Peter and James tied the ability to resist the devil to submission 
to God .

Peter previously advised sobriety by use of the same Greek word (nēphō) in I Peter 
1:13 and 4:7 . The word refers to freedom from “every form of mental and spiritual 
‘drunkenness’  .  .  . from excess, passion, rashness, confusion” (Bauer, Arndt, 
Gingrich and Danker [BAGD], Greek-English Lexicon) . The word translated be vigilant 
(grēgoreuō) appears frequently in the New Testament, commonly translated with 
some form of watch . The figurative meaning is to “be on the alert, be watchful [e .g ., 
‘keep your eyes open’]” (BAGD) .

Sobriety is conceptually connected with the humility of I Peter 5:5–6 . To humble 
oneself under the mighty hand of God is an act of sobriety; it represents clear 
thinking to recognize one’s complete dependence upon God and to cast all of one’s 
cares upon Him . Vigilance is conceptually linked with resisting the devil and being 
“stedfast in the faith” (I Peter 5:9) .

The word translated devour (katapiein) means “to swallow” (BAGD) . The word 
appears also in Matthew 23:24; I Corinthians 15:54; II Corinthians 2:7; 5:4; Hebrews 
11:29; and Revelation 12:16 . It may be significant that the Septuagint uses this word 
in Jeremiah 51:34, 44, where “the inhabitant of Zion” declared that Nebuchadnezzar 
the king of Babylon had “devoured” him, but the Lord said He “will punish Bel in 
Babylon, and  .  .  . bring forth out of his mouth that which he hath swallowed up” 
(Jeremiah 51:34–35, 44) . Peter wrote from a city he called Babylon . It is possible he 
connected the way the king of Babylon swallowed the inhabitants of Zion, only to be 
forced to regurgitate them, and the way the devil sought to swallow New Testament 
believers in Babylon and elsewhere .

The context of Peter’s warning indicates that one of the ways the devil seeks to 
swallow believers is by persuading them to live self-centered, independent lives, 
characterized by worry and lack of trust in God .

 »  As you examine your own successes or failures in spiritual warfare, which of Paul’s 
two key words best describe the practices you should further develop? Sobriety or 
vigilance? Explain.
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A. Hold to Your Faith
The right response to the devil is to resist him from a position of steadfast faith and 

to keep in mind that the sufferings of believers in any locale are not unique; they are 
typical of the sufferings of believers everywhere .

B. Keep a Good Conscience
The New Testament mentions the conscience thirty times . The Greek word 

translated conscience refers to moral awareness . An examination of the uses of this 
word reveals there are five different kinds of consciences: 

1 . Weak conscience: this is the victim of incorrect information; its instincts do not 
fit reality . (See I Corinthians 8:7, 9, 10, 12; Romans 14:2 .)

2 . Wounded conscience: this occurs when a stronger brother flaunts his liberty 
before a weaker brother, causing the weaker brother to participate in behavior 
for which his weak conscience condemns him . (See I Corinthians 8:7, 12; Romans 
14:22–23 .)

3 . Burned-out or seared conscience: the person with the burned-out conscience 
has so consistently rejected his inner standards that the normal pain conscience 
produces when one does evil is no longer there . (See I Timothy 4:1–2 .)

4 . Evil conscience: Hebrews indicates this is trained to believe that Christ plus 
obedience to the law of Moses gives us acceptance before God . It cheapens the 
work of the Cross by counting it insufficient to make believers fully acceptable to 
God; it tramples underfoot the Son of God, counting the blood of the covenant to be 
common; it insults the spirit of grace . (See Hebrews 10:22 .)

5 . Good conscience: this is well-informed by scriptural truths, so it has biblical 
instincts . (See Acts 23:1; 24:16; Romans 13:5; II Corinthians 1:12; I Timothy 1:5–7, 19; 
3:9; II Timothy 1:3; Hebrews 13:18; I Peter 3:15–16, 21 .)

Only the good conscience is helpful in spiritual warfare . Any other will only 
complicate our battles . 

 »  As you think about the five consciences, where are you? Have you ever vacillated 
among them? Explain.

C. We Must Remember We Are in a Battle for Our Souls
Those who do not hold faith with a good conscience will make shipwreck . Paul 

offered Hymenaeus and Alexander as examples . He delivered them unto Satan, “that 
they may learn not to blaspheme” (I Timothy 1:20) .

The error of Hymenaeus was to say “the resurrection is past already; and overthrow 
the faith of some” (II Timothy 2:17–18) . Alexander was probably the coppersmith Paul 
mentioned in II Timothy 4:14–15, who did Paul “much evil” and “greatly withstood” 
his words . While we do not know precisely which of Paul’s words Alexander rejected, 
Paul described his sin, and that of Hymenaeus, as blasphemy, which means to speak 
evil of something or someone . 
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By speaking evil of Paul’s inspired words, these two men lost their faith and no 
longer had a good conscience . Their conscience was not “well-informed by scriptural 
truths .” No longer did they have biblical instincts .

II. FIGHT THE GOOD FIGHT OF FAITH
Is there such a thing as a “good fight”? Yes, if it is a fight of faith . This fight lays 

hold on eternal life (I Timothy 6:12) . Where there is no fight, eternal life slips away . 
How do we fight this battle?

A. Flee Unrighteousness
First, we flee the things that distract us as our enemy does his work . The specific 

things Paul had in mind precede his admonition to Timothy: 

But godliness with contentment is great gain. For we brought nothing into 
this world, and it is certain we can carry nothing out. And having food 
and raiment let us be therewith content. But they that will be rich fall into 
temptation and a snare, and into many foolish and hurtful lusts, which 
drown men in destruction and perdition. For the love of money is the root of 
all evil: which while some coveted after, they have erred from the faith, and 
pierced themselves through with many sorrows. (I Timothy 6:6–10)

These actions may seem minor in the arena of spiritual warfare, but they are 
powerfully effective . Contentment protects from a range of evils like jealousy, envy, 
and greed . Those whose goal is riches weaken their resistance to temptation and 
step into a snare . Many, whose riches enabled them to afford to indulge in their 
weaknesses, have fallen . To covet money is to err from faith, resulting in a range of 
sorrowful trouble they would not otherwise have experienced .

There are other things to flee, but many of them fall into the categories of Paul’s 
admonition about discontentment .

 »  Do you think many of your problems would be solved if you only had enough money? 
What are the errors in this kind of thinking?

B. Follow After Righteousness
Second in our effort to “lay hold on eternal life” is to “follow after righteousness, 

godliness, faith, love, patience, meekness” (I Timothy 6:11) .
The word translated follow (diōkō) describes vigorous pursuit . It is not merely to trail 

after something or to dawdle along . The use of this word is especially appropriate for 
the idea of warfare . Victory requires aggressive effort to find and capture for oneself 
the qualities of right living (righteousness), reverence for God (godliness), trust in 
God (faith), love, patience, and humility (meekness) . These qualities diametrically 
oppose the discontentment and greed against which Paul warned Timothy .

 »  As you consider the qualities we are to pursue to “lay hold on eternal life,” which is 
your greatest strength?
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C. Put on the Whole Armor of God
It is a human tendency to pinpoint certain people, behaviors, or beliefs as our 

enemies . Really, though, Christians do not war against flesh and blood . In other 
words, our enemies are not on the human level . Rather, they are principalities, 
powers, rulers of darkness, and spiritual wickedness in high places (Ephesians 6:12) .

All of these describe the realm of evil spirits, including Satan . The idea of “high 
places” captures the way this term is used in the Old Testament to identify the places 
where rebellious nations, including Israel, worshiped false gods and idols .

It is important to note that Paul told the Ephesians to “put on the whole armour of 
God” (Ephesians 6:11) . They were already people of faith who had been born again . 
They were faithful saints (Ephesians 1:1) . But that does not mean they had God’s 
armor in place . There would have been no need for Paul to instruct them to put on 
God’s armor if they were wearing it already .

We should also note that we need the “whole armor .” Every aspect of God’s armor is 
essential for us . It is not enough to put on some pieces while ignoring others . In such a 
case, we can be sure our enemy will strike at precisely the place we are not protected .

 » How has the armor of the Lord protected you during times of spiritual attack?

It is probably not best to focus only on the physical characteristics of each piece 
of armor mentioned by Paul in connection with the specific spiritual quality linked 
to that piece . In other words, it may not be helpful to try to understand why truth is 
connected with the loins rather than the feet . This is because Scripture does not 
always follow the same pattern .

For example, in Ephesians 6:14 we read of the breastplate of righteousness, 
whereas I Thessalonians 5:8 describes the breastplate of faith and love . The New 
Testament references to the armor of God are drawn from Isaiah 59:17, which tells us 
the Lord “put on righteousness as a breastplate, and an helmet of salvation upon his 
head,” but it goes on to say “he put on the garments of vengeance for clothing, and 
was clad with zeal as a cloke .”

Rather than seeking to link specific pieces of armor with the spiritual qualities, it is 
probably best to recognize that the spiritual realities themselves are the weapons we 
need . In other words, the weapons in view in Ephesians 6 are truth, righteousness, 
the gospel, faith, salvation, and the word of God . If Paul had been writing in our day, 
he may have used current defensive and offensive weapons to make this point, but 
he still would have had the spiritual qualities in mind .

Before we leave this discussion of spiritual weapons, we should keep in mind that 
all of them work only in conjunction with prayer . “The sword of the Spirit” is included 
in the “whole armour of God .” It is “the word of God” (Ephesians 6:17) . Although it is 
certainly acceptable to think of the Scriptures as the Word of God and to include them 
in our prayers, we should keep in mind here that the New Testament was still in a 
state of development when Paul wrote these words . A more precise understanding of 
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what Paul meant may be gained by reading on into Ephesians 6:18: “Praying always 
with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit .” When we pray “in the Spirit,” we are 
praying “the word of God .” Paul used this phrase in his discussion of spiritual gifts: 
“Therefore let him who speaks in a tongue pray that he may interpret . For if I pray in 
a tongue, my spirit prays, but my understanding is unfruitful . What is the conclusion 
then? I will pray with the spirit, and I will also pray with the understanding . I will 
sing with the spirit, and I will also sing with the understanding” (I Corinthians 14:13–
15, NKJV) . As Paul pointed out in Romans 8:26, even when “we do not know what 
we should pray for as we ought,” and our prayers are “groanings which cannot be 
uttered,” the Spirit can still make intercession for us (NKJV) .

D. We Must Fight for Our Faith Every Day
We are not engaged in a part-time war . As long as we live, we must fight . Satan uses a 

wide range of wiles (methodeia, from which comes the English word methods) to defeat 
us . The meaning of this Greek word includes cunning arts, deceit, craft, and trickery .

We can resist Satan, and he will flee if we have submitted first to God . But Satan 
does not want to give up, and he will use every opportunity to trip us up, even if it is 
on a spiritual orange peel, to apply the illustration of Bobby Leach .

The words of Paul in Romans 13:11–14 can be helpful in our effort to defeat our 
enemy and secure spiritual victory:

And that, knowing the time, that now it is high time to awake out of sleep: for 
now is our salvation nearer than when we believed. The night is far spent, 
the day is at hand: let us therefore cast off the works of darkness, and let us 
put on the armour of light. Let us walk honestly, as in the day; not in rioting 
and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in strife and 
envying. But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for the 
flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof. 

        INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
Where are you on the battlefield of life today? Are you fighting defensively or 

offensively?
Do you have a good conscience? Are you sober and vigilant?
Are you eagerly anticipating our Lord’s return?
What is your attitude toward money? Are you content with what you have?
With what weapon do you need the most development?
Are you certain of your salvation?
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        FOCUS VERSE  
II Timothy 1:7

For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.

        LESSON TEXT 
II Kings 6:8–17

8 Then the king of Syria warred against Israel, and took counsel with his servants, saying, In 
such and such a place shall be my camp . 

9 And the man of God sent unto the king of Israel, saying, Beware that thou pass not such a 
place; for thither the Syrians are come down . 

10 And the king of Israel sent to the place which the man of God told him and warned him 
of, and saved himself there, not once nor twice . 

11 Therefore the heart of the king of Syria was sore troubled for this thing; and he called his 
servants, and said unto them, Will ye not shew me which of us is for the king of Israel? 

12 And one of his servants said, None, my lord, O king: but Elisha, the prophet that is in 
Israel, telleth the king of Israel the words that thou speakest in thy bedchamber . 

13 And he said, Go and spy where he is, that I may send and fetch him . And it was told him, 
saying, Behold, he is in Dothan . 

14 Therefore sent he thither horses, and chariots, and a great host: and they came by night, 
and compassed the city about .

15 And when the servant of the man of God was risen early, and gone forth, behold, an host 
compassed the city both with horses and chariots . And his servant said unto him, Alas, my 
master! how shall we do? 

16 And he answered, Fear not: for they that be with us are more than they that be with them . 
17 And Elisha prayed, and said, Lord, I pray thee, open his eyes, that he may see . And the 

Lord opened the eyes of the young man; and he saw: and, behold, the mountain was full of 
horses and chariots of fire round about Elisha . 

II Timothy 1:6–7
6 Wherefore I put thee in remembrance that thou stir up the gift of God, which is in thee by 

the putting on of my hands . 
7 For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind .

FOCUS THOUGHT
God has given us the power to live without fear.

Freedom from Fear

Lesson 12
February 21, 2021
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
The human body cannot function correctly 

under fear . Ongoing fear causes dysfunctions in 
the immune system, endocrine system, nervous 
system, sleep patterns, eating and digestion, 
and hormonal balance (Jaime Rosenberg, “The 
Effects of Chronic Fear on a Person’s Health,” 
American Journal of Managed Care) . One can 
barely think clearly when suppressed by fear .

Why then are so many believers living under 
this spirit of intimidation, dread, or worry, which 
are not from God? Some fear financial failure . 
Some fear losing their children to the state, the 
wrong crowd, or to immorality in the schools . 
Some fear their future, not knowing what will 
happen with their health, their safety, or their 
end-of-life accommodations . 

        OUTLINE
I.  GOD HAS NOT GIVEN US THE SPIRIT  

OF FEAR
A . Power
B . Love
C . Sound Mind

II. THE KING OF SYRIA WAS TROUBLED
A .  Elisha the Prophet Knew the King’s 

Secrets 
B . Army Sent to Capture Elisha
C . Elisha’s Servant Was Afraid
D . Fear Not, God Is with Us

         CULTURE CONNECTION
FEARS AND PHOBIAS

Thunder and lightning . Dogs . Mice and other rodents . Enclosed spaces . Spiders and 
other insects . Flying . Snakes . Going to the dentist . Heights . Public speaking . According 
to one source, that is the top ten list of people’s phobias . It is interesting that public 
speaking outranks spiders, snakes, and even going to the dentist . According to this 
list, it would appear people would rather ward off snakes and spiders in a dentist’s 
chair in a cramped room than teach this lesson on a Sunday morning .

The mere mention of the word fear incites fear in many who hear it . Blood pressure 
rises, hearts race, palms sweat, and eyes enlarge . The word fear reminds us there are 
things in life that scare us half to death . But all throughout Scripture, God commands 
His people to “fear not .” He calls us to cast our cares (anxious thoughts) on Him 
because He cares for us (I Peter 5:7) . Fear causes us to worry when we should trust . 
Fear robs years from our life and certainly robs life from our years . 

How do we overcome fear? Love . “Perfect love casts out fear” (I John 4:18, NKJV) . 
Through our love for God and others, and through understanding His boundless love 
for us, we can live above the fog of fear . We need not fear what our friends or our foes 
fear because we have “a friend who sticks closer than a brother” (Proverbs 18:24, 
NKJV) . If your default response to life is fear, pray for God to change your default setting 
to love . Pray God will help you to love Him, love others, and remember His love for you . 

After all, if God be for us, who can be against us? 
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        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

I. GOD HAS NOT GIVEN US THE SPIRIT OF FEAR
Fortunately, the Bible does not only command us, “Fear not!” It also gives us the 

power to defeat fear . When Paul instructed Timothy not to live under an oppressive 
spirit, it was after Paul had counseled Timothy how to overcome fear . Paul’s words 
are something every child of God needs to hear and obey: “Stir up the gift of God 
which is in you” (II Timothy 1:6, NKJV) .

To “stir up” the gift includes the idea of fanning a flame . When the Lord fills us 
with His Spirit, He kindles a fire within us . Disappointments, hateful people, and bad 
news all dump water on our fervor . If combustion of the Spirit is to continue, we must 
protect it, fan it, and even blow on it a little . 

Timothy was not surrounded by a world of screens, radios, or amber alerts . The 
last text he received, Paul had handwritten on primitive parchment . Yet Timothy 
dealt with fear . We cannot change our crazy world to stop the fear problem . We must 
recognize our own inclinations toward worry, fear, and discouragement .

 » When have you dealt with a spirit of fear? Why did you become overwhelmed with fear?

A. Power
Who is moving forward in faith today? Believers in Iran . The oppressive, totalitarian 

state can kill those who convert from Islam to Christianity . However, reports show that 
believers in Jesus are moving forward in serving their God, who is not intimidated . 

Some say Iran has the fastest growing church in the world at the moment . 
Iranians risk being jailed for mentioning Jesus to others, yet American believers 
are less outspoken for Jesus . So who has more fear? When the persecution in Iran 
intensified, it purified the church . All the churches built on marketing techniques 
disintegrated . A leader noted, “All these church planters found out that converts run 
away from persecution, but disciples would die for the Lord in persecution” (Mark 
Ellis, “Fastest growing church has no buildings, no central leadership, and is mostly 
led by women,” godreports .com) .

What drives you? Do you see Jesus? A true disciple does all that Jesus commands . 
Are you caving in under the pressures of this world, or are you driven to build the 
Kingdom? Imagine walking the streets of your city each day not knowing who is 
watching you or if you will be arrested or executed for your faith . 

Some Iranians who came to America were shocked at the state of the churches 
here, saying they appeared to be asleep . Rather than being tortured, Americans are 
being lulled . God has not given us a spirit of lethargy either .

 »  Why do you think those living under extreme persecution—like those in Iran—seem 
to find boldness and strength not so easily seen in nations that do not experience 
religious persecution?
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B. Love
The spirit of love we live by moves us past the things that scare us . When the Lord 

calls us to a work for Him, He puts a love in our hearts for the people we will reach . That 
love can cause some to leave their jobs (security), their homes (comfort), and their 
families (community) . Any such losses can be terrifying . Yet not just missionaries, 
but also high school disciple makers, foster parents, and jail ministers know the 
driving force of love to reach those whom others are not reaching . 

The night the Titanic sank, the SS Californian was reported to be the closest ship 
to the scene of the accident . Investigations and interrogations later revealed the 
reason this ship never came to the aid of the stranded passengers . The leaders of 
the Californian were afraid of the icebergs and chose to stay motionless in the water . 

Those big steam engines required a hot fire to boil water that would turn their giant 
propellers . In hesitancy and fear, the crew had banked their fires and thus had no steam 
pressure . When the moment of need arose, they were powerless to rescue the perishing . 

Children of God need the fiery Spirit at work in them . Will we encounter those crying 
out for rescue and not have the force of love enough to pull them from the clutches 
of darkness? God has given us a Spirit of love so we will not overlook others, we will 
not let fear chill our passion, and we will plow forward to reach those He signals for 
us to save .

C. Sound Mind
Perhaps you have watched people trying to find their way around town while 

watching their GPS . They swerve suddenly into another lane, hit the brake for fear 
they might miss the turn, and glance at the little screen and then back at the road 
and other vehicles . You can tell the drivers who live in the area, however . They glide 
from lane to lane, roll to a stop smoothly, and do not lurch the car or glance all around 
with that puzzled look on their faces . 

Those who live under the control of the Holy Spirit are not surging and lunging 
through life . They have confidence and clarity about who they are in Jesus and where 
He is taking them . They do not live in fear of God striking them; they live in confidence 
He will guide their decisions, words, and plans .

“Monsters” can creep into a person’s mind, trying to throw that person off balance, 
leaving an unsound mind . These “monsters” can be words others have said . Insults, 
labels, and identities from the past will try to haunt a person, seeking to tie that 
person down to what used to be . Another individual may struggle with monsters of 
“that is more than you can do” or “you will never be good enough .” If that person 
listens, these will become self-fulfilling prophecies . Another voice speaks to cause 
distrust of others, causing a person to believe the worst about those who show true 
love or to exaggerate the mistakes of someone close . 

Like childhood daydreams or nightmares, these monstrous voices only have the 
power we give them . When we stop listening to the lies and put-downs, we will find 
life . Having a stable, lucid mind might be as easy as choosing what to ignore .
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Were you a fornicator, an idolater, an adulterer, a homosexual, a sodomite, a thief, 
a coveter, a drunkard, a reviler, or an extortioner? You can live no longer haunted by 
your past if it has been placed under the blood of Jesus through repentance . You once 
were at odds with God, “but ye are washed, but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified 
in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God” (I Corinthians 6:11) .

 » Do you ever face fear because of your past? Explain.

II. THE KING OF SYRIA WAS TROUBLED
One big paralyzing force is the fear of the unknown . Another is a feeling of 

powerlessness . For the king of Syria, one led to the other . 
He would often make plans for what he intended to do next in the war against the 

nation of Israel . After communicating with his team about their next maneuver, the 
king would send his troops . But before the Syrian forces got on location, the prophet 
would warn Israel’s king not to let his people get ambushed in that place . 

After a few encounters like this, the Syrian king was greatly disturbed . Furious, he 
called his team together and demanded, “Will you not show me which of us is for the 
king of Israel?” (II Kings 6:11, NKJV) .

A fear-paralyzed person often wants to find someone to hide behind . Many times 
this works out as blame . Fear of consequences or even a fear of losing dignity or 
respect will drive a person to look for a scapegoat . 

Do you have charges pending at the courthouse? Blame your teachers for letting 
you get away with stuff in school . Are you looking at losing your house because of 
a gambling addiction? Blame the casinos, the government, or anyone else within 
arm’s reach .

Will you choose to screech with the Syrian, “Who is doing this to me?” Many times 
people wrongfully blame the Lord for what happens . In this story, however, God 
should get the credit .  

A. Elisha the Prophet Knew the King’s Secrets
The king of Syria suddenly learned that none of his people were to blame for ratting 

him out to Israel . He did not have any spies, not human ones anyway . Someone 
explained to him, “Elisha, the prophet that is in Israel, telleth the king of Israel the 
words that thou speakest in thy bedchamber” (II Kings 6:12) . “Find out where he is!” 
the king demanded . And someone told him where the prophet was .

 »  Is it comforting to know God sees you no matter where you are or what you are 
experiencing? When we are afraid, how can we remind ourselves that God is 
ultimately in control?

B. Army Sent to Capture Elisha
The Syrian king’s actions give us a glimpse of how our enemy works: “Therefore 

he sent horses and chariots and a great army there, and they came by night and 
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surrounded the city” (II Kings 6:14, NKJV) . As a person of worth in the kingdom of 
God, know that the enemy will surround you . Working in the darkness, he might trap 
you with looping thoughts of failure, what if’s, or regret and condemnation . 

Have you ever felt like the attacks were coming at you from all sides at once? Family 
members firing off at you, church members at odds with you, and financial or health 
crises rising up . If our unseen enemy is that invested in us, he just tipped his hand 
and showed how important we are to God .

Think about how silly this was . Elisha was one man . And the evil king sent a whole 
army to get one man . That is one powerful person . 

Have you felt surrounded? Choked by the enemy? Like everything around you was 
closing in at once? You are more powerful and useful for the true King than you ever 
imagined .  

Perhaps criminals check in from time to time to see how big of a reward the 
government is offering for their capture . Want to boost your self-worth? Peek in at the 
devil’s “most wanted” list and see how high of a bounty he has on you . 

Did the devil try to destroy your sexuality? Did he try to rob your joy? Did he want 
you broke and destitute? Did he try to make you at odds with your spiritual leaders? 
You are someone who is dangerous to his plans of attack .

C. Elisha’s Servant Was Afraid
Elisha was not the only one surround by the enemy . His hired hand got stuck in that 

circle too . He walked out of the house to see the shock of his life . Horses and chariots 
had surrounded the whole town . 

Rather than pick up the morning paper, the servant ran back inside . He began 
shouting the real news of the morning to Elisha . “Alas, my master! What shall we 
do?” (II Kings 6:15, NKJV) . 

Biological science shows that when panic strikes, your body is more traumatized 
than if you had actually been punched . The devil is a terrorist . He does not have to 
touch you as long as he can terrify you . Your fear does you more harm than he could 
do to you .  

Why was the servant hopeless? Because he was looking at the enemy . Do you want 
to be joyful? Look at Jesus, “the author and finisher of our faith” (Hebrews 12:2) .

A man had been stranded on a deserted island for many months . He had prayed 
that the Lord would keep him safe and send someone to rescue him . Nothing 
happened . He learned to survive and how to build a watertight shelter . Life was going 
along smoothly for him after a while . One day he was returning from fishing for food 
when he saw his hut going up in flames . He desperately tried to put out the fire, but 
the damage was too great . All those months of hard work and construction without 
real tools had been for nothing . All was lost . Destitute and confused, he pounded his 
fists on the sand and questioned God . Full of frustration, he cried himself to sleep 
that night . “Why, God? Why?”
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The next morning he awoke to a strange and startling sound . The low, loud blast 
of a ship’s horn scared him straight into a standing position . There before him was 
a ship with sailors waving and calling to him . They came to shore in one of the 
lifeboats . Dazed and confused, the survivor asked how on earth they found him; he 
had been looking for help for months . “Easy,” they answered, “we saw your smoke 
signal and came straight this way .”

 »  Why must we resist jumping to conclusions when something that appears to be 
bad happens? Have you ever experienced something bad that God used to produce 
something good? Explain. 

D. Fear Not, God Is with Us
What did the servant of the Lord say to his servant? “Fear not” (II Kings 6:16) . We 

can have all kinds of reasons to be upset and afraid, but we must not let our minds 
and emotions go there . Sure, it may look hopeless . But that is only because of what we 
are looking at . What we cannot see is bigger than the problems staring us in the face .

Those on the side of the believer are more than those on the side of the enemy . 
Elisha prayed and asked the Lord to open the young man’s eyes . Believers might 
need to pray this for themselves: “Lord, open my eyes, that I may see .” We might also 
need to pray for others, “Lord, open the eyes of their understanding, that they can be 
enlightened in the knowledge of You .” (See Ephesians 1:17–18 .)

Suddenly the young servant hit another level of shock . He could see horses and 
fiery chariots all around God’s man . The whole mountain was filled with them . The 
Syrian king’s circle of warriors looked silly compared to the whole hillside of blazing 
fighters from above .

 
        INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
There are so many more with us than against us . Many more good things happen 

for our favor than for our destruction . God has more gifts for us than what the devil 
has ever stolen away from us . 

Yes, fear will come . Another person who struggled with fear said, “What time I am 
afraid, I will trust in thee” (Psalm 56:3) . There will be times when we are afraid . But 
we can trust in God, even when the hut is burning, even when we are surrounded by 
a real enemy who can do us real harm, even in a country that persecutes followers of 
Jesus . We cry out to Him . He might calm the storm . He might open our eyes . Whatever 
He has to do, we can let go of the spirit of fear and stir up His gift: the Spirit of power, 
love, and a sound mind .
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        FOCUS VERSE  
I John 3:21

Beloved, if our heart condemn us not, then have we confidence toward God .

        LESSON TEXT 
I John 3:18–24

18 My little children, let us not love in word, neither in tongue; but in deed and in truth .
19 And hereby we know that we are of the truth, and shall assure our hearts before him .
20 For if our heart condemn us, God is greater than our heart, and knoweth all things .
21 Beloved, if our heart condemn us not, then have we confidence toward God .
22 And whatsoever we ask, we receive of him, because we keep his commandments, and 

do those things that are pleasing in his sight .
23 And this is his commandment, That we should believe on the name of his Son Jesus 

Christ, and love one another, as he gave us commandment .
24 And he that keepeth his commandments dwelleth in him, and he in him . And hereby we 

know that he abideth in us, by the Spirit which he hath given us .

FOCUS THOUGHT
Even when our hearts condemn us, we can stand confident in God’s love for us.

Confident in God’s Love

Lesson 13
February 28, 2021
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        CONTEMPLATING THE TOPIC
Many of us will never encounter a situation that 

offers us the opportunity to dramatically save 
someone’s life as did Staff Sergeant Michael H . 
Ollis (as referenced in the Culture Connection) . 
You see, day-to-day opportunities to demonstrate 
love do not necessarily come packaged with the 
drama of an attack complete with suicide bomb-
ers, rocket propelled grenades, and mortar fire . 
Day-to-day love often comes in the context of dai-
ly drudgery and selfless choices that put other’s 
interests before our own . Day-to-day love often 
comes in the form of tackling an overflowing laun-
dry basket . Day-to-day love can come in the form 
of a husband choosing to spend an evening at 
home with his wife and children over an evening 
out with the guys . At the office, day-to-day love 
can be cheering the promotion of a colleague or 
promoting others’ ideas over our own . Day-to-day 
love can cost us much more than the once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity for the dramatic . 

        OUTLINE
I. WE BELONG TO THE TRUTH

A . Love Not in Word Only
B . Love in Deed and in Truth
C .  Our Love in Action Shows We Are God’s 

Children

II. WE HAVE CONFIDENCE BEFORE GOD
A . God Is Greater Than Our Hearts
B .  Even When Our Hearts Condemn Us, We 

Can Stand Confident in God’s Love

III. WE ASK AND RECEIVE 
A . Because We Keep His Commandments
B .  Because We Do What Is Pleasing in His 

Sight
C . God Abides with Those Who Love Others

         CULTURE CONNECTION
NO GREATER LOVE

On August 28, 2013, at Forward Operating Base, Ghazni, Afghanistan, American Army 
Staff Sergeant Michael Ollis demonstrated the ultimate act of love as defined in John 
15:13: “Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends .” 

Ten suicide bombers had breached the perimeter of the Polish-run operating base 
where many American troops were serving alongside Polish troops . A 3,000-pound 
vehicle bomb blew a hole in the eastern wall, with mortar fire and rocket-propelled 
grenades following . Staff Sergeant Ollis and Polish Lieutenant Cierpica fired back-to-
back; with the assistance of Special Forces, they effectively neutralized nine of the ten 
suicide bombers . When a tenth suicide bomber emerged from among some barriers, 
Staff Sergeant Michael Ollis stepped between the bomber and Polish Lieutenant 
Cierpica . The suicide bomber detonated himself; Staff Sergeant Ollis absorbed the 
blast and saved the life of Lieutenant Cierpica . The Polish Lieutenant named his 
newborn son Michael in honor of the man who gave his life for his . 

Ollis, a native of Staten Island, New York, served out of Fort Drum, New York, and 
posthumously received the Silver Star for valor in action . The recipient of his heroism, 
surviving Lieutenant Cierpica, was a member of the Polish Army . They came from 
different geographical locations and had different cultural customs; however, they had 
a common bond because of a common mission . What drives such a selfless sense of 
purpose? No one forced or ordered Ollis to sacrifice his life for the Polish Lieutenant’s . 
But greater love has no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends .
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        SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

I. WE BELONG TO THE TRUTH
We are most privileged among creation to belong to the truth: We understand who 

God is and can identify Him by name . We have taken His name in baptism, and His 
Spirit abides within us . However, this privilege comes with great responsibility—to 
let our light so shine among men that we display our heavenly Father in our deeds 
and disposition, so we glorify our Father in Heaven . We do this with Apostolic identity 
and living a sanctified lifestyle . With all this being said and generally understood 
among us, we must ensure our righteousness exceeds that of the scribes and 
Pharisees, or we will be held accountable . One could face no greater tragedy than to 
be condemned on Judgment Day for a lack of love and compassion .

For we are of the truth, and our privileged status demands a level of sacrifice that 
equals our exalted privileges . John 3:17 sets a context for love that exudes sacrificing 
for those who are less fortunate . This does not necessarily mean giving money to 
every person on a street corner with a cardboard sign, but it does mean allowing God 
to move on us to be charitable within appropriate boundaries and protocols of our 
local congregation and community . In addition to loving through finances, we are 
offered other numerous opportunities to put our “actions” where our mouths are . 

A. Love Not in Word Only
“Words are cheap . Put your money where your mouth is . Let your actions speak 

for themselves .” We have heard these common sayings from time to time, all having 
one central theme: “I hear what you are saying; now prove it .” Anyone can talk a 
good talk . But it takes energy, dedication, and discipline to follow through on your 
promises . When people engage in flowery escapades of verbal eloquence touting 
what they promise to do, a helpful fall back is, “They certainly have the inspiration; 
now let’s see if they have the perspiration .” 

Good-hearted, well-meaning people are often quick to say on Sunday morning, 
“Love you, Brother . Love you, Sister .” This is all fine and good and makes for a 
congenial Sunday meeting . How many of these people, though, do we actually 
interface with outside of Sunday service time? Unless our lives give us the chance to 
demonstrate this love, how much do these words really mean? 

What about giving an anonymous gift through the pastor or church secretary to 
a couple we know is struggling? Is there a community mentoring program that is 
soliciting volunteers? How about meeting for coffee to lend a nonjudgmental ear to 
someone who is struggling with the path ahead? How about inviting the new couple 
to your home for dinner and fellowship? What about helping college students who 
need a godly mentor to get them through major decision-making times in their lives, 
or just complimenting them to spur them on in their pursuit of discipline?

 »  Think of a time when you were the recipient of a church member’s love—someone whose 
actions went beyond mere words. What did that person do? What did it mean to you? 
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B. Love in Deed and in Truth
“Actions speak louder than words .” God calls us to put action to our words . We 

live in a society where many wonder what real love looks like . Many young men 
struggle to make it through life without a healthy father figure to show them what 
it means to be a young man who matures into a gentleman . They are hungry to find 
someone who can demonstrate love . So we of the faith can counter this and many 
other societal deficiencies by demonstrating love in word, in deed, and in truth . Not 
only does being called to an understanding of theological truth put us in a position of 
extraordinary responsibility, but it places us in a context of defining the truth of love 
as we make our way through life in and out of the context of our local church . 

 »  How can we love in a manner that defines the truth of Jesus Christ beyond doctrinal 
statements and in the reality of daily living?

To accurately define the agape or selfless love of Jesus Christ demands taking love 
to the next level, and in a sustainable manner . To selflessly love another requires 
inconvenience, tolerating annoyance, seeing beyond our own frames of reference, 
and interpreting the lives of others outside of our comfort zone of “black and white, 
overgeneralized” thinking . This requires true empathy and getting outside our 
traditional paradigms of thinking . To sustain this type of love, we cannot give up 
before we even start due to the perception of an unsurmountable task . We must 
simply start with one person at a time . Allowing God to give us more resources and 
energy from day to day is a starting point to success . 

C. Our Love in Action Shows We Are God’s Children
“By this shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love one to another” 

(John 13:35) . This is a litmus test to discern who is really one of God’s children . Love 
is no less a part of Apostolic identity than is Acts 2:38 or a sanctified lifestyle . One 
without the other is out of balance and incomplete . Sound theology must be lived out 
as well as stated with words . How are we to claim to have the Spirit of our resurrected 
Lord when our actions are egregiously in conflict with His? Is this not hypocrisy? Is 
this not heresy of actions or non-actions?

Loving others selflessly is not rocket science . How to love another is actually easy to 
discern . Following through on what we know to be the truth in this area is the difficult 
part . It usually requires inconvenience and putting the needs of others before our own . 
Charity really does begin at home when it comes to demonstrating that we are God’s 
children . It starts with a family—a husband loving his wife as Christ loves His church . 
It continues with a wife returning that love and respect to the degree that the husband 
makes it emotionally, spiritually, and physically safe and satisfying to do so . The children 
perceive this atmosphere of love, respect, and safety, and they feel non-constricted to 
do so as well . Healthy families can reach out to others to the degree that it is healthy 
and safe to do so . The key is selflessly serving others in a context of emotional, spiritual, 
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and physical safety that does not expose either party to unacceptable risk of boundary 
violation or toxic impact when interacting with the other . 

 »  How can a husband make his wife feel safe emotionally, physically, and spiritually? 
Why is an atmosphere of safety important for selfless love to be received and 
reciprocated?

II. WE HAVE CONFIDENCE BEFORE GOD
Having confidence before God is a matter of consistency and congruity . When our 

words, our deeds, our actions, and the thoughts and intents of our hearts consistently 
lift up Jesus Christ and demonstrate His selfless love, our spirits naturally rejoice in the 
confirmation of our hearts that we are being Christlike . It is better to give than to receive . 

Forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. Love your neighbor as yourself. 
Prefer your brother. Humble yourself in the sight of the Lord. We strive for a consistent 
lifestyle of giving, forgiving, loving selflessly, and having a humble disposition . 
We experience a dynamic sense of satisfaction when we genuinely provide for the 
betterment of others using these godly principles . The “what’s in it for my brother” 
attitude goes a long way in keeping us from our heart’s natural condemnation . We 
should choose to be others-centered instead of self-centered .

A. God Is Greater Than Our Hearts
One of the great benefits of being baptized in the Spirit of God is that we can 

be absorbed into His greatness, transcending the limits of our carnal hearts and 
experiencing the greatness of His heart . Charles Spurgeon stated that even when we 
cannot trace Him, we can always trust Him . Who are we to condemn ourselves when 
the greatness of His heart reminds us who is making the judicial calls? “For I am 
persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, 
nor things present, nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, 
shall be able to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord” 
(Romans 8:38–39) . He can see beyond our limited capability to comprehend the 
state of our hearts . Regardless of our limited take on things, I John 3:20 assures us, 
“God is greater than our heart, and knows all things” (NKJV) . 

B. Even When Our Hearts Condemn Us, We Can Stand Confident in God’s Love
The fact that we are flesh predispositions us to look out for number one . We are 

hardwired for survival, and the selfless instinct is not natural . Therefore, we must 
continually tap into the supernatural . The Holy Ghost makes provision for our inability 
to be on our “A game” every day . There will be days when our hearts condemn us . 
We can be subject to self-condemnation for any number of reasons: 1) false guilt 
from an abusive relationship or childhood can hold us hostage to guilt; 2) we might 
knowingly violate a scriptural mandate or principle in a moment of weakness; 3) a 
spiritual leader might shame us instead of allowing the Word of God to convict us; 4) 
a grey area in the Word of God could make us wonder if we are doing the right thing 
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and our default mechanism may automatically trigger self-condemnation . Other 
reasons abound as well . Regardless of the reason our hearts condemn us, we have 
assurance as God’s children that we can stand confident in His love . 

 »  What is the difference between a person who consistently and willfully breaks God’s 
commandments and one who is conscientiously pursuing a godly lifestyle but makes 
some mistakes along the way?

III. WE ASK AND RECEIVE
When we commit our plans to the Lord, He will make our paths straight . When we 

ask in faith and not amiss, He is faithful to give us the desires of our hearts . When 
we do not receive what we ask for, it is often because we ask amiss . God loves us 
too much to accommodate a request that is not good for us or His kingdom . When 
we truly engage in mental transformation and proactively develop the mind of Christ, 
our requests line up more and more with His plan for our lives and for His work . We 
begin to operate in the realm of making His business our business, and He makes 
our business His business . 

A. Because We Keep His Commandments
Believing on the name of Jesus and loving one another are the primary 

considerations for receiving when we ask for anything . Believing on the name of 
Jesus is more than a mental ascent to a historical fact . It is more than a proclamation 
to trust Jesus . It is more than acknowledging the death, burial, and resurrection of 
Christ . The devils believe, and they tremble . 

This type of belief is a faith commitment that cannot be separated from works 
of faith: as faith without works is dead . Biblical, New Testament belief cannot be 
separated from obedience . We obey the gospel through repentance, baptism in Jesus’ 
name, and receiving the Holy Ghost . This is the starting point . The commandment to 
“love one another” is specifically highlighted in I John 3:23 . This is an imperative 
to prefer our brother—not to our own neglect nor to the neglect of those for whom 
we are responsible—and to be focused on others, being a blessing wherever and 
whenever realistically possible . 

 » Does obedient faith mean we are saved by works? Why or why not?

B. Because We Do What Is Pleasing in His Sight
We do what is pleasing in God’s sight when we fulfill His intent for our lives 

and invest in those around us . The emphasis in our Lesson Text is on allowing His 
grace and mercy to flow through us, quenching condemnation and those negative 
emotions and actions that hinder us from realizing His great love for us . This passage 
puts emphasis on realizing our own joy found in obeying Christ’s commandments 
and allowing His Spirit, fueled by selfless love, to spill onto others through us . Like a 
maintenance crew cleaning out the refuse, moss, and general nastiness of a fountain 
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so it can flow freely and be a blessing to those around it, so does this passage 
encourage us to allow the Holy Ghost to clean our hearts of the refuse, moss, and 
general nastiness of condemnation so we can love those around us . 

C. God Abides with Those Who Love Others 
First John 3:24 states that He abides in those who keep His commandments, 

positioned directly after the imperative in verse 23 to obey the commandment to love 
one another . Verse 24 goes on to say we know He abides in us by the Spirit He gave 
us . The fact that God abides in those who love others can be deduced by the manner 
in which these verses are positioned and stated . The Spirit, when legitimately 
received, is not only given as a person engages in a state of selflessness, but the 
Spirit produces selflessness in the receiver . It is highly doubtful a selfish person 
will maintain the sanctification necessary to continue living under the influence of 
the Spirit . The Spirit of God living in us desires that we love others as He loves us . 
He could find a selfish vessel with a deceitful heart unsuitable for habitation, but it 
would be like living with garbage piled up in the middle of the living room . God is at 
home with those who accept His love and freely distribute it to those around them .

        INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE
Everyone is looking for acceptance . We all come into this world hardwired with a 

strong need to be connected to others . When we find ourselves outside the walls of 
acceptance by others, we can begin to experience shame, disillusionment, and a 
despairing sense of isolation that causes us to think: there must be something wrong 
with us . Or we can experience a sense of cynicism that make us feel: no one can be 
trusted; I will get hurt if I get close . Walls of protection and isolation choke us off 
from the godly community God made for us to experience with joy and enthusiasm . 
However, love transcends the boundaries . A church that understands their ministry 
structure can be designed to go beyond simply facilitating worship in an auditorium 
and, instead, facilitate healthy and godly relationships . This church will get God’s 
attention . Christians who make the time and the investment of themselves into 
others in a godly and appropriate way will find the most fulfilling lifestyle of all .

Love one another . What does this mean? What does this look like in your particular 
community and culture? How can we do this without jeopardizing our own health and 
welfare and that of our loved ones? Does our church primarily focus on “keeping the 
aquarium, fishing for souls, or finding a nice balance between both”? The answers 
to these questions are not easy . Loving others as we would have them love us can 
be a daunting task, but the joy and fulfillment of doing so outweighs the sacrifice .




